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PERSPECTIVE

ON1SAT Laboratories conducts a program ol'basic
research and dcvelopuumt to advance satellite
communications technology. Eleutents of the prograin are funded l>y Intelsat Satellite Services and Maritime Services (both part ofCOMSAT'sWorld Systems Division), and are paid for from revenues derived from international communications services carried via the
IN fh'.I.SA l and INMARSAT organizations. Other work
is funded by norrregulated components of the Corporation . Documentation concerning .jurisdictional work
(that is, work wholly or partially funded by the ratepaver) is made available to the public through a catalog
that announces the availability of published papers and
reports.
During 1987 COMSAT Laboratories had an operating budget somewhat in excess of $40 million, of which
60 percent came front Corporate sources and the bal-

C•

ance from outside. Approximately aU percent of*the (:orporate funding (20 percent of the total) supported an
applied research program with the goal of creating new
technology which has the potential for improving contnrunications svstcrns over the long term. A further 40
percent of the Corporate funding paid for deyelopnrent
projects undertaken by the Laboratories for elements of'
the Corporation on a contract-like basis, which had
nearer-term applications. The balance of the Corporate
funding was for technical support on various projects,
studies, and technical issues. The largest effort undertaken for an external customer was for the NASA Advanced CommunicationsTechnologvSatellite (ACTS) program,
although the Laboratories continues to perform a significant amount of development and technical support work for
IN TELSAT.
Commencing with calendar year 1983 we have published an Annual Report summarizing the results of our
research and development program. This report , the filth in the series . summarizes all the R&I ) work undertaken
with Corporate support during 1987.
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John V. Evans
August 1988
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INTRODUCTION

O:\ISA I 'Corporation was created in 1963 follow-

to the decision to sell off C:I(:1 and the manufacturing

ing passage of the Communications Satellite, Act,

husinesses, which in turn hasreduccdtile Corporal ion's

which President Kennedy signed into law in late

need for a large central Laboratory. As it result , the size

1962. Subsegtwntly, in 1964. 1\ i'EI.SAT was established

of the , I.ahoratories is presently being trimmed , to reach

to facilitate international conununications he•twee•n fixed

about 301) by the end of 1988.

points by satellite, and COMSAT was named 1'.S. Signa-

Ill 1987, the largest portion of the work at COMSAT

tory. initially, iNTELSAT had II participants. This has

Laboratories was performed for the regulated activity of'

since grown to ll-l member countries, and the organiza-

international satellite communications, either directly

tion presenth provides service to 170 nations.

for COMSAT or indirectly for INTELSAT . Additional

Until 1979. COMSAT also acted as technical man-

work was performe d for CICI and COMS AT's manufac-

ager of INTEI.SAT. In this role COMSAT encountered

turing arms , C( )MSAT Technology Products and Am-

many technical problems, and (:ONISAI Laboratories

plica. Efforts tLin(led entirely b sources outside of

was formed in 1067 to help meet these challenges. Ini-

COMSAT/IN l'I:I,SA'f included activitiesfor the Federal

tially located in Washington, D.C., the Laboratories

Government , and the largest part of this was the work

moved to its present quarters in (:Iai kshurg, Maryland in

performed on the NASA Advanced Communications

1969. COMSAT I ahoratories presently has a stafl of ap-

Technology, Satellite (ACTS) program.

proximately' 351) and occupies buildings which afford

During 1987 the Laboratories remained organized

nearly 100,000 square fret of space. These facilities are

into six technical divisions: Applied Technologies,

located on a 210-acre tract along Route 1-270 north of

(:onununications Techniques , Microelectronics, Micro-

Gaithersburg. Maryland.

wave Technology. Network Technnlogv, and System

In 1973, COMSAT formed the, COMSAT General

Development . Of' these, the first five divisions partici-

Corporation with the expectation of branching into

pated in a research program funded by the Corporation.

domestic satellite communications. In 1975, in partner-

This program constituted about one-fifth of the Iahora-

ship with IBM and Aetna Casualty Co., the Satellite

tories' activities and included jurisdictional (W SD) busi-

Business Systems Corporation was formed. In 1979. as a

ness, as well as the nonjurisdictional activities of COM-

result of successful demonstrations using the MARISAT

SAT. The former must . perforce, he made public, while

system of nru itinte mobile satellite communications.

the latter are held proprietar.

CONISAT and the State Department joined with other

The balance of the Laboratories ' support came, fine nn

nations to form IN\LARSA'1', for which COMSAT again

projects perforated for and directed by various corpor-

serves as U.S. Signatory and representative.

rate elements, iNTI:I SAT, IN MLARSA' I', or other outside

In 1987. COMSAT was reorganized into five operat-

organizations . Each project is separately negotiated and

ing divisions. The World SystemrsL)it'ision (WSU) consisted

has specified deliverables and delivery dates . The System

of the units handling the, IN LELSA"I' and INMARSAT

Development Division , which is chiefly. occupied in writ-

businesses (Intelsat Satellite Services and Maritinte Ser'-

ing computer software, works almost exclusively on such

ices, respectively ).('O;11.5:1 % ln(n^w(imra1 'onnnunu'ations,

specific tasks.

Inc. (CiCi), which operated the large gateway earth

This report summarizes the, Laboratories ' Research

stations (until their sale to AT&T at the end of 1987) and

and Development ( R&D) activities in 1987 . It is organ-

provided overseas private, business communications via

ized by technology , as defined by the six technical areas

smaller earth stations became, for the first time, a sepa-

represented by each division . The work is further subdi-

rate division. as did ('O\!.SA T Video Entegnises, which

vided into the following categories:

distributes video sen•ices to hotels within the U.S.
COMSAT General Corporation, the manufacturing
businesses, and the consulting engineering ac tivity were

• Jurisdictional research and development

grouped into it newly formed h+/orrnalion ,Systems Division.

• Nonjurisdictional research and development

The last separate unit was (()M.SAT Laboralories, which

• Support work performed for various COMSAT

nosy reported centrally. These changes were made in an-

divisions in response to specific requests

ticipation of the planned merger with the CONTI:I. Cor-

• Work performed for iNTEI.SAT

poration. The failure of that merger later in the year led

• Other work.

<i
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The Microwave Technology Division performs research, development, and support functions for aspects of satellite
communications that include monolithic microwave integrated circuits (M\lICs) for both satellite and earth station
applications, NIIC and waveguide filters, on-board repeater processing techniques, satellite monitoring and in-orrbit
testing, earth station and satellite antennas. and radiowave propagation ................................................................. 2

The Microelectronics Division carries out research and development with the goal of obtaining microelectronic
components that will lead to advances in telecommunications. All aspects of the development process, from materials
technology to circuit fabrication and testing, are encompassed in this charter. Methods of measuring and ensuring
long and reliable life for these components are emphasized, particularly with respect to satellite applications ..... 12

The Applied Technologies Division provides a broad range of engineering capabilities. including controls, dynamics,
propulsion, and telcmety, tracking and command, as well as structures, nnechanisnts, materials, thermal control,
power svstems, reliability and quality assurance, space environmental testing, and flight qualification. The primary
program focus is on improving satellite reliability, extending satellite lifetime, and advancing communications
antenna technology ............................................................................................................................................... 22

The Communications Techniques Division conducts exploratory investigations of communications systems and
subsystems. undertakes system analyses, and implements and tests proof-of-concept and prototype equipment for
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transmission , video, and voice-frequency hand processing. Through the increasing use of microelectronics components, the capability to design and implement complex, highly reliable systerns with increasing cost effectiveness has
been greatly extended ........................................................................................................................................... 32

The Network Technology Division focuses on networking, from systems and architectures to software and hardware.
The division performs basic technology development, develops proof-of-concept prototypes, and supports COM15A l 's
services by applying the results of basic research to projects sponsored by Corporate R&I), the lines of business, and
outside customers ..................................................................................................................................................54

The System Development Division activities encompass the development of computer-based systems, including the
design and implementation of'software and the acquisition, installation, and integration of hardware. Other projects
involve the development Of digital hardware and microproccssing firmware, analysis and simulation techniques,
distributed processing systems, and the establishment of standards and methodologies for software products ...... 64

The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS ) Program team has continued to reduce the arch i tect t n-e
of the NASA Ground Station and Master Control Station to the design level of hardware schematics and software
coding. Two subsystem-level design reviews were presented by COMSAT and approved by RCA;' NASA; fabrication and
breadboarding have begun ....................................................................................................................................74

COMSAT Laboratories Publications encompass all aspects of satellite communications technology ..................... 88

CO.\1SAT Laboratories employees received Honors and Awards for their work ..................................................... 91
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he Microwave Technology Division (MTD) of COMSAT Laboratories carries out research, development , and support functions in a number of technical areas of importance to the Corporation, including
the development of technologies for an advanced communications satellite concept with marry pencil

7r

beams and on -board processing. Specifically, a phased-array satellite antenna, including monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), is being developed. In addition, significant progress has been
made toward the realization of a 64-clement and K -hand phased-array proof- of-concept antenna. A

inulticoupled cavity filter using four electrical modes in one cavity has been demonstrated, and an engineering model of a
120-Mbit/s QPSK demodulator for satellite on-hoard processing has been completed and has met all applicable INTELSA7'
performance requirements. Work has continued on MIC and waeeguide filters, satellite monitoring and in-orbit testing,
new earth station antennas and feeds, and micr(neuve propagation studies. Additional support included antenna modifications at the Southbury and Santa Paula earth stations , and antenna measurements at the Washington, D.C., Intelsat
Business Services (IBS) station.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL. R&D

have been developed over the tears, and methods for
impairment mitigation such as up-link power control,
site diversity, and depolarisation compensation have

Multitnode Microwave Filters

been stnclicel. In 1987. collet tion of several types of data
was continued, and contptuc•r programs tot sonic of Ilic•
models were upgraded.

Research on multimode waveguide cavity filters con-

Modeling efforts included the implementation of a

tinued in 1987. Both air and dielectricalh loaded cylin-

simple. empiric all based prediction technique fit tro-

drical ntultieayin filters were designed and tested.A

pospheric scintillations for communications systemic

number of triple-nuxle, ti-pole air dielectric filters, in-

applications. In addition. the latest improvements to the

cluding emu which uses only I F. modes, were designed

(:(:IR Study Group 5 models lot- gaseous attenuation

and built. Test results at 12 (:Hz showed excellent agree-

and slant-path depolarisation were incorporated into

ment with theoretical models with unloaded Qs ranging

the available software packages.

from 9,0001o 17,500.:All of these filters provide spuriousfree. out-cif-hand responses suitably for spacecraft input
and output multiplexer designs. Figure I isa photograph

Antenna Diagnosis Using Microwave
Holographic Techniques

of the filter and Figure 2 shows the frequency response.
A 10-pole air dielectric filter using a mixed quad-

Fhe microwave holographic antenna measurement

ruple-mode degenerate pair of cavities and a dual-mode

capability on the rooftop antenna range was substantialh•

cavity was designed and tested. This filter meets the
typical communications satellite transponder input

improved during 19 87. Ante nna pointing accuracy was
inc ceased to 0.015 with improvenretrts to the pedestal

utuluplexer channel spe•cciftc•ation, anal reduces the weight

cone of unit and the mounting of new tae hometers.'I'he

arcf volume by a ratio of 5:3 compared to conventional

associated software was suhstantially upgraded to take

designs. Unloaded Qs of 11,500 were nteasurecl. and the

into account phase tilt due to parallax errors . to incorpo-

frequency response is shown in Figure 3. Figure I is a

rate miles for nraxinnun angle inter als which limit the

photograph of the filter.

re•snltrtinn, alter to provide se veral facilities for manipulation and improved display of the data.

Propagation Studies

Figure 5 is it far-field a mplitude contour plot of 'a
prime focus antenna. The blockage from the three-feed

COMS,\T Laboratories perfor ms radiowaye propa-

support spars is shown in tlle• contour plot. Fhe' far-field

gation studies applicable to satellite communications. 'N

contour and its aperture plane fields transfo r m can both

variety of slant-path propagation impairment models

be used for antenna diagnosis.

MICROWAVE
TECHNOLOGY
Iig
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stage amplifier techniques to multistage atnplificrs that
sinutltancously offer high efficiency . low intcrmodulation distortion , and low mass achieved by nriniaturizatiott. Fabrication cost and re liability were major factors.

Figure 3. Frequency response of 10-pole filter

Figure 1. Photo of triple-mode, six-pole, air dielectric filter
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Figure 4. Photo of 10-pole filter
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The three-stage, 2-W miniaturized amplifier shown

I
1191

1193

11.95

FREQUENCY (GHz)

in Figure 6 was developed and tested, and 15 tutits were
built to demonstrate ease of assembly. The individual
l-W amplifiers used in the output stage achieved 65-

Figure 2 . Frequ&n.-, rcS11-1711c I If titter VI 1.-141471'

percent I)C-to-RF efficiency by operating the• device in a

4-GHz SSPA Development

class AB mode, the highest reported efficiency above Sband. The overall three-stage amplifier also achieved

The development of' 5011(1 -state power amplifiers

excellent (over 50-percent) DC-to RF epic ienc^ over the

(SSPAs) for INTEI.SA'l• Satellite Services at •1 Gliz con-

3.7-to 4.2-GI-Iz hand. Figure 7 shows typical performance

tinued in 1487, with emphasis on extending the single-

of the amplifier when tuned for maximum efficiency,
4

C!

and also when tuned for broadband frequency flatness.

ease of fabrication in large numbers are of major con-

Due to the miniature microwave active circuit (NIMAC)

cern for this application, and must he designed into the

construction, the amplifier size is very small (37 cm'
and the weight is low ( less than 94g). The new design and

equipment from conception.

assembly techniques will also enhance reliability, and
amplifiers of this type will be applicable to any new
satellite using C-band transmitters.

Pin (dBm) -

Frequency (GHz) Frequency (GHz)
Figure 7. Performance of 3-,take amplifier in Fimrre b
Individual stages for a hybrid version of a four-stage,
2-W amplifier were developed in 1987 (Figure 8). This
design can easily be modified to an all-MMIC version
once the processing technology provides sufficient yield.

Figure 5. Far -field amplitude contour plot of prime focus antenna

The device development necessary to realize an MMIC
version of the output stage is more difficult. For proper
operation, these devices (field-effect transistors [FETs] )
mist operate in a class AB mode with sufficient gain,
power output, and efficiency. So far these goals have not
been achieved simultaneously at 1 1 GHz, and the amplifier design will be completed when the device technology is ready.
Power switching circuits for these I 1-GHz amplifiers
were also developed. These circuits must turn the amplifier on and off very rapidly in order to conserve satellite
prime power. For instance, in a hopping beam antenna,
DC power isconsumed by the amplifieronly when useful
information is transmitted. A hybrid version of this
circuit was built and successfully tested: the MMIC version to be integrated with the I l-GHz MM11C power

Figure 6. Three -stage , ?-W miniaturized amplifier

amplifier has been designed and the layout has been
prepared. It will he fabricated together with the 1 1-GEIi
MMIC amplifier.

11-GHz SSPA Development
Multibeam Phased-Array Antenna
11-Gllz amplifier development is targeted at an
MMIC implementation of a 2A1' multistage amplifier

Two K -band ntultifecd arrays are currently under

operating in class AR, which will he integrated into the

development: a 64-element array with 0.1-W transmit

transmit modules of the array antenna described below.

power per element: and a 1f-element array with a 2-W1'

In addition to the conventional requirements for it

power amplifier driving each element. Each horn of the

satellite transmitter, small size, unit-to-unit tracking, and

first array is fed by it module containing a digitally
3

I

T! -11 1 -1

ruaan.nungrn,.I ^y
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1.5
Figure N. huiioidtud stages for a hyhrtd rercion of a jour-stage, 2_1X amplifier
controlled phase shifter and at tenuatur and driver and

particular. the inte gration of the control aspects of the

buffer amplifiers, all in MMl(: torte , plus the necessar'

array (digital control of th(• pot%er amplifier. phase

digital control cil (nit t' and the pow(•r supply. In addi-

shift(.r, and attertuator), in conjunction with microwave

tion to all elcmtents of the logy-power array. the high-

snitch matrices, is critical fur routing of the n-affi( on

power array is also intended tc1 contain 11-61-1/ power

hoard the satellite.

amplifiers. These arrays are intended as a testbed for
future mttltihcam antennas (with or without a reflector

VG0 - •3 5 V
at 21 MA

system) generating shaped, hopping, and a<uuu d Ix.ams.
Assembly and testing of the 6-1 horns with power
dividers cortipleted during 1987, and the design of the
individual modules and the fabrication of the \IMIC

L6 dB GAIN

active circuits was continued. Out of four MMI(: circuits
(buffer amplifier, driver amplifier. digitally controlled

0 dB RETURN

4 dB GAIN

LOSS-

attenuator. and phase shiltet ). three were succe ssful in
/ 11 7 12''

the first iteration. A strhstanti:tl number of circuits were

GH, GH;

assembled on carriers and tested and are awaiting integration into the modules. Onl the phase shifter was not

t

successful in the first iteration. It appears that proximity
e'th'ers and or spurious coupling between the elements

15 dB RETURN LOSS_

OUTPUT\
RETURN

of'these highly Compact circuits are not vet modeled with

1

t

LOSS 1- t
1 t

sttffieie•nt accuracy to pe•rntit precise' phase shill to he

20 all RETURN LOSS_

r r

achieved. Work is in progress to improve the modeling,

INPUT t f^`
RETURN 1 1

t

and proper performance has been achieved in some
circuits. Fabrication of the phase shifters will he com-

LOSS I 'l

1 1 hI 1
12 0 GHz

pleted in 1988. Figures 9 and It) provide photographs
Figure 9.

and perfitrmance curves of the huller amplifier and the

Huffer amplifier and measured perjltnnance

driver amplifier.
A mods tie. complete except for t be phase shifter, has

A confocal parabolic reflector system was developed

been asse mbled and successfully tested. Figure 11 is a

to seer as a tc•stbed fitr atra\ antennas that require'

photograph and Figure 12 shows its performance.

optical magnification. Testing of the dual reflector sys-

The conceptual design of the high-power:u l a\ went

tem was co::tpleted and good correlation between meas-

throughseye• raliterations in 1987 to make itser evarious

ured :end cc nnpute•r-predicted perfitrmance was obtained.

traffic situations more ellicientIv. Several candidate

Figure 13 shows the reflector system and Figure 1.1

architectures and layouts were studied. A prime criterion

provides a sample pattern. A computer program to

fur selection is flexihiliu fist yariutts aphlications such as

design optintiied shaped reflectors is still utuderdeyelop-

beam shaping, beam scanning, or beam hopping. In

nlent.
ti

a

On-Board Demodulation and
Remodulation
Measuretnents on the I20-NIbit/s
CQPSK C-bancl modem wort made to quantify the effects of frequency drift and phase
characteristics of the voltage controlled
oscillator NCO) on modem performance.
Oscillator drift of less than ±30 kHz over the
required temperature range will maintain
good modem performance. An improved
\'CO at 3.95 (:Hz. stabilized by a series feedback dielectric resonator, was designed, assembled, and tested. 'T'emperature testing
of the VCO is proceeding.
Development continued on a highly
reliable, miniature four-by-four microwave
Figure 10. Driver amplif ter and measured pert n'ma lee

switch matrix (MSM) operating from 3.5 to
6.5 GI Iz. All component development was
completed, and the housing, the MMIC switches, and all
other hardware has been fabricated. The housing has
been designed for ease of assembly, and will be 2 x 2 x

CI

0.5 in. and weigh 75 g. Assembly of the switch modules
and the 1 x .1 MSM is still in progress. Figure 15 shows a
partially assembled matrix.

Propagation Measurements in Africa
During the past two scars, COMSAT Laboratories
cooperated with INTEI.SAT, the C.S. Telecommunications Training Institute, the National Telecommunications and hifonnation Administration, the C.S. Agency
for International Development, the C.S. Information

Figure 11. G,mpleted module

Agency, and the governments of(.amcroon, Kenya, and
Nigeria to conduct radiometric sky noise measurements
at K- band in Africa. Radiometers were installed in 1987

REFERENCE

at three sites ill the respective coutries. COMSAT pro-

0 , 5 dB
1 dB

vided on-site technical expertise and assisted with the inspection of the installed equipment and the initiation of'
data collection. A number of spare and replacement
parts and components also were provided. Data collec-

8^

tion was expected to continue into 1988.

4/6-GHz Compact Diplexer

8dB

11

4

Development of a )6-GHz compact (;P diplcxer

31

.............

1

1

11,000 11,500 12.000 12.500 13,000

was completed in 1987. The objective of this program was

FREQUENCY (MHz)

to develop a compact, lightweight, and low-cost diplcxer

Figure 12. Performance of completed module

meeting IVhELSAT' 1.06:1 voltage axial ratio specifications. This diplcxer nlay ht' used ,IN part of a f('ed S\ Swill

Ku -Band Up-Link Power
Control Development

for large Cassegrain antennas, but would be particularly
suitable for installation in smaller, 4.5- to 7-m-diameter,
front feed reflector antennas. All performance objectives were achieved. Figure 16 shows typical transmit and

The K.-hand up-link power control system devel-

receive hand axial ratio performance, and Figure 1 7 is a

oped in 1986was tested in avariety of weather conditions

photograph of the completed prototype unit.

during winter (snow, rain, sleet, and ice on the antenna)
and summer (thunderstorms). The purpose of the system is to provide a constant flux density at the satellite
receive antenna, irrespective of propagation losses. Two
methods were tested: monitoring of a down-link beacon;
and monitoring of sky noise at a frequency adjacent to
the up-link band, with the former proving more effectivc. Figure 18 shows an event with heavy rain. In general,
the system compensated within ±1 dB for fade depth up
to 7 to 10 dB. This proves that the technique can be veto
useful for large and small K,,-band earth stations.

COMSAT PROPRIETARY R&D
Flat Plate Antenna
COMSAT and Matsushita Electric Works (MIEW)
have a joint development agreement to develop and
produce low-cost, lightweight, high-efficiency flat plate
array antennas for satellite reception. The first product,
a series of circularly polarized K -hand antennas for the
Japanese DBS system based on technology developed at
COMSAT Laboratories, reached the marketplace in 1987.
COMMSA'I' has developed both linear and circularly polarized arrays with over 60-percent efficiency over 1-GHz
bandwidth, and excellent polarization isolation. During
1987, a dual-polarized K -hand version with polarization
isolation greater than 25 dB and efficiency greater than
65 percent over the 11.7- to 12.5-(;l 1z hand was developed and successfully tested in several sizes.
Figure 13. Reflector rystem

Computer-Assisted Microwave Measurement
Techniques

Dual-Band 4 /6- to 11 / 14-GHz Antenna
Feed System
Development of a feed system which allows simulta-

During the past several years, COAISA"I• Laborato-

neous operation over the 4 / 6- and 1 1 / 14-GI lz hands for

ries has been engaged in the design, assembly, and

INTELSAT earth station antennas continued . ' the 4/6-

delivery of complete in-orbit test (10T) systems to a

GHz portion of this feed has been realized with an

variety of customers. These systems are used to measure

existing diplexer design . The 11/ 14-(; Hz portion has

the communications portion of a satellite, and are con-

been the focus of intense work, in particular to realize 11-

trolled by very sophisticated software that embodies over

and 14-(;Hz circular waveguide couplers with near unity

20 years of COMSAT measurement expertise. Recently,

coupling values over the entire bandwidth and high

the trend toward multiuser systems with remote termi-

mode purity . Coupling structures with excellent mode

nals required a new operating system. The inrplententa-

purity have been achieved, and work is continuing to

tion of it computer operating system (MPCP II) that

reduce the coupling losses.

provides a "platform" for the development of userS

N
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the I6- to 20-GHz frequency range . The circuit
PO Calculated

has an oscillation around 4 (;Hz which must he

H-Pl Measured ---

stabilized, and also a poor input return loss

E-PI Measured

-------

which may he improved by further tuning.

MMAC Lumped-Element Combiners
A new, lumped-element MMAC: power
divider has been developed that incorporates a
lattice structure of fora- capacitors and four
inductors. The power from a single input is
-2.00

split equally between two outputs with it 180°

0.00

phase difference. T'he circuits can be designed

Degrees

for arbitrary load impedances, and therefore
may be useful in a variety of situations. An
additional advantage is provided by the 180°
phase difference at the outputs. This provides
push-pull operation by it pair of power FFITs
connected at the output. The effective impedance level at the input and output of the FF, h is
therefore increased, and the impedance -trans..
CD 20

forming requirements of the conihiner circuit
are made less severe. Divider circuits were
designed and fabricated for 10, 25, and 50i2
loads for these purposes.'I'he typical chip size
is 43x46rnils.

0.00
Degrees

Figure 14. Sample pattern of reflecurr system
friendly, efficient software to control microwave instrumentation was started in 1987, and is based on an old
system that was used in several in-orbit test projects.
Unlike the old system, which was for a single terminal,
the new \IPCI' II will be a nutltiuser system (several
workstations) working over it computer network. The
new system is based on UNIXIst, and utilizes the industry
standard X-window interface.

17-GHz Power Amplifier
A two-stage, 1/2-\1' 41\41( power amplifier was de-

Figure 15. Partially assembled microwave switch matrix

signed for the I7-GHz radar hand.'I'he overall size of the
III

amplifier chip is 100 x 60 tail on a 3-mil-thick GaAs

A four-way combiner amplifier has also been the

substrate. The circuit is designed to provide optimum

basic divider circuit topology as a building block. This

performance over the 16.5- to 18.5-GHz. frequency band.

circuit incorporates fou r 1 /2A1' power FETs . Initial

The predicted large signal gain is about 5.3 dB, and

test results show a small signal gain of 5 to 8 dB, depend-

treasured resuults show a small signal gain of'6 to 7 dB over

ing on bias, centered at 9.6 GHz. This is in good agree9
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meat with the designed band center of I0 (H,. The
entire combiner circuit is essentially a partially matched
"super FET." This circuit will eventualh he used with
additional input; output matching networks to optintir_e
amplifier performance.

SIDE PORT OF OMT (RHCP)
SPEC: < 0.30 dB
TIME ihn

J

O 0.5
z

AXIAL RATIO
5.845

FREQUENCY (GHz)

O
UO

Cc Er
cr 0.5
6.425 w
!; w
0

(a) Transmit Band

0

7
TIME (hr)
(h)

Figure 18. Event with heavy rain

Miscellaneous
Activities were begun in I987 to evaluate the application of new, high-temperature superconducting materials to satellite commttnirations hardware. It is believed
that one of the first potential applications will he in the
3.620

FREQUENCY (GHz)
(b) Receive Band

4200

microwave filter area, in particular for output multiplexers where low loss is exceedingly important. A single
resonant I2-(:Hi cavity was designed to measure un-

Figure 16. T-pical transmit and receive Kind axial ratio

loaded Q factors down to liquid nitrogen temperatures.
.\1oniton ing temperatures inside and outside tile ca%-it\
showed that it sample of the superconducting material
can be cooled to 741, and that the technique is very
sensitive.

COMSAT SUPPORT
Southbury INMARSAT Antenna Modification
Two antennas at(X)MSA' I"s Southbury INM. RSA'1'
shore station were retrofitted during I Yti7 to allnw operation with the IN`I:\RS:\T 11 satellite, which has new and
extended frequency hands. ' I'll(- polarizer of one antenna was modified. new low- noise amplifiers were installed , and a complete set of acceptance tests were
c nnducted.
Figure 17. Completed prototype unit

Roth antennas arc now compliant with

IN \1,\R5;\ I'll specifications.

J

MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

INTELSAT CONTRACTS

purity feed elements that tear replace the waveguidc
horns, Off Is. and polariters presently being used in

G/T Measurement Techniques

satellite antennas. To date, t%%o t\pus of patch radiators
have been designed. and a four-cletnunt at.rar (equiva-

A two-phase study of gain and ( :; T measurement

lent to it 1.51 horn) was built and exhibited an on-axis

techniques lot tfte smaller INTFF:I.SAT -I,/h- and I 1 1 I-

axial ratio Irons 3.6 to 4.2 (:1 Ii of less than 0.2T (IB.

(;f iz earth station antennas was completed. A moon

FIELD SUPPORT

ephemeris computer program fin- antenna pointing was
developed and various methods of measurement using
flux soturces were cotttparcd.

INTELSAT VI SS-TDMA Subsystem
Evaluation

Investigation of Site Diversity
Modeling

VI SS-'I'I )\I.-\ stthsl-stem . consisting ofa microwav-c• switch

the moon , the sun, radio stars, and satellite beacons as

Equipment evaluation and testing of'the IN lE S:\T
matrix, it distribution control unit, and a high-stability

Under contract INTEL-508, CONISAT investigated

timing source, was completed in 1987. [nit-level tests

site diversity as a method lot. improving the availability of

were perforated to check specification compliance, and

satellite communications systems at K,.-hand h equcncies

it number of static and dynamic tests were perforated on

and ahoye. Several site diversity models \%crc evaluated

the integrated subsystem . Figure 19 is it photograph of

against a data hank previously compiled by (:O\IS:\T

the hardware undergoing tests . Telemetr and com-

Iaho atories for INTEISAT. These models included a

mand function, were simulated by special hardware and

joint INTEI.S.\ 1 :'COMSAT ntoclc I prc^ ioush dc^ clopccl

software developed at (:01\1S-\T Laboratories.

from meteorological conside•ratiotls, it new model ohtained within the IN'I'El.-308 eI'forI by empirical ol>tin>izations in conjunction with site eliycrsits sinntlations, and
an empirical model front the literature. Both empirical
models performed well and are easy to implement.'Ihe
new IN CO.\ISIT model replicates observed
diversity gain Iu•havicrr with respec I to individual input
paran>c•tcrs. thus providing a powerful tool for model development and evaluation.
In addition, INTELSAT's propagation database was
updated lot it set of new earth station locations.

Compact Feed Development
\\'ork on contract 1 N IEl 1811 to develop flightclualifit• d, lightweight feed elements was initiated . I'he
goal of the program is to use printed circuit radiator
Figure 19 . Harrduarc undergoing test

technolo p to develop lightweight, high-polariiation-

-I
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COMBATCLABORATORIEB 1987

he Microelectronics Division (MED) supports the Corporation's need for state- of-the - art microelectronics components for use in advancing satellite communications systems and other aerospace applications,
and promoting COMSAT' s other competitive businesses . Research and development are performed on
discrete comlxnlents , as well as on microwave integrated circuits (StICs) and monolithic MICs
(MMICs). The general goals of these efforts are to improve the performance of electronic components,
enhance their operating frequencies (or speeds), and ensure long and reliable product life. MED
capabilities encompass all aspects of this technology, from device modeling and circuit design to materials preparation,
device fabrication, DC and RE characterization, and reliability assessment.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

MRF: methods are superior for growing heterustrue tures: GaAs/Ga-AlAs has been prepared and used for
studying the transport prcoperues of two-dimensional

Materials

electron gases. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of
such a heterostrtncut e. They advantage of this structure
over the conventional FET struc ture is the higher caul(-i

The SIF:D prepares active semiconductor material,

nuobilit\ tfiat exists in the lighth doped GaAs layer. Hall

primarily gallium arsenide (GaAs), for components

ntohililies and street-carrier densities as a function of

fabrication by modif%ing wakes purchased front co ^ n-

temperature and spacer laser thickness are shown in

ntcicial vendors. Two processes, epitaxial grot%th and

Figure Z. Other capahilitie•s of MBF. growth m e•thods are

ion implantation, arc performed rontinel. Within the

being.,g pin sued and will he described below.

limits of the particular process, good control can he

Device Fabrication

maintained on the characteristics of materials prepare•d by these two nnethods. As the requirements for
higher frequency operation and lower noise figures

The next generation of advanced-power, low-noise,

become difficult to meet using Gals. it will he ncccs-

metal semiconductor FETs (\1l•.SFETs) for \il(: or M\l I(

sary to develop new materials which possess properties,

applications at frequencies above •1O GHt will require

such as higher carrier mobility, that permit further

further development of materials and fabrication tech-

advanc(•nient.

nologies. One srr\ promising device structure to emerge

COMSAT recently installed a molecular beam epi-

in the past few years, called the modulation-doped FET

tax\ (MBE) system for growing layers of active materials

(MOIFF: T) or high electron mobility transistor (HESMT),

that cannot he produced b% other, inure conventional

incorporates heterojunctiois (i.e., AI(;a-As GaAs and;

methods. Because MRE growth takes place very slowly

or Al(;iLAS/ln(;aAs/GiaAs) into the device growth struc-

and at very low pressures, more precise definition of

ture. Such structures allow the device physicist greater

material interfaces is possible and the growth of unusual

flexibility in altering the carrier transport dynamics,

compounds is facilitated. A field-effect transistor (FET)

which in turn directly influences device performance.

structure with a p-doped buffer layer and monolayer

This "hand gap" engineering is used empirically to per

abruptness at the active layer; huffier layer interface has

duce' devices that have much shorter switching times.

been prepared front GaAs. These two features lead to

higher maximum frequent v of operation, and lower

improved confinement of carriers to the active region

noise figures than conventional hIESFETs with compa-

and better performance at higher frequencies (>30(;Hz).

rable device geometries.
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Gallium arsenide wafer
with chip showing
MMIC components
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1

GaAs: 2 x 10t8 cm3 Si, 100 A

A GaA
8sAAI•Ga,•As 7 0-3-Gs)
2 AI,.,Ga1,,As 1,4 x 1018 cm3 S, 350A

350A AI,Ga, As
50-A Al .,Ga..As
UNDOPED

SPACER LAYER

3

AI-,, Gao 7 As. undoped, 50-200 A
TWO DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON GAS
CHANNEL

GaAs : undoped, 1.0 pm

UNDOPED

0.7-pm GaAs

TWO DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON GAS

SI GaAs
SUBSTRATE

Figure 1. Schematic of a high-elzctron-mohiliry layer structure

Because c tf t he perfi^rmance aeh antage s of \IC)l )FFT
(((-vices and their implications for advanced communications systenms, the :LIEU has begun developing the tech-

Figure 3. Cross - section of a ,MO)FET

nologies necessat%- to svnthesim- the•s<• advanced contpoItems. use more critic al technologies currenth antler
development use Si RE to grow the device su'ucture• and
electron-heart (c-beam) lithography to define the submicron gate regions. They I0-111etnent of both HIRE and
c-beam lithography is crucial to the success of this program. Recently, the MII•A) completed fabrication of' its
first in-house AIC)UFI-: I s. Figure a is a (I oss-sectional
representation of an SIRE-grown SMC)UFI•'"T: Figure •1
shows the results of plelintinar measur(•ntcnts of current (II,s) and gain ( (.PI) as a fum t ion of gate bias. These
devices show superior linearity, with nearly flat transconductance o er a wide range of gate biases.

Research was also performed on the fabrication of
reproducible quarter-micron gates. Patterning methods
in polnretltvl ntethacrvlate (PSISIA) have been deycloped and are routineh used in the fabrication of GaAs
FETs and SI:^II(;s. Placement of the gate electrode with
respect to the source is critical in determining the performance- of a GaAs FET. Techniques have been (le•veloped for controlling gate placement ill it process where
two e-twan1 writing steps are- required for gate- recess and
gate nu•talization. Figure 5 is a scanning electron micrograph of a completed gate in a recess. illustrating the
excellent capability of the e-beans system to direct gate
placement. In this case-, the gate was intended to be
exactly centered in the recess. These sari' techniques
can be used to fabricate SI(_)UFI•_ l-s.
Another a(lance for the NI El) was the developnu•nt
of a method for measuring finished metal gate lengths
directly on the wafer. The e-he•am is used to rapidly
measure large numbers of gate lengths on the wafer and
obtain statistical data on their uniformity. These data
nta% also be displayed graphical) to help in understanding they ability of the c-beam system to correct itself
duringcalibtation.andn apph these correctionsdwing
gate writing.

Analytical Techniques

1()

TEMPERATURE (K) 1

Figure 2. 1-lall irwhdity and sheet-carrier density es temfk•rature

The lilt (pt Ili( ccmununicaticlns package on board a
satellite is dctet min(t) by the life of its shortest lived

MICROELECTRONICS

Sion occurs from mane point Sources , rather than uniformly over the entire surface. Figure 6 shows the surface
of the base material after the oxide has been chemically
rentoved . It is apparent from point analysis that the dis-

Gt,,= 224. 0 mS/mm

tribution of zirconium is irregular across the surface.
While elements suspected of being cathode " poisons"
(carbon and sulfur ) are concentated in grain boundat7

ries. The depth profile of elements at the oxide base
interface , determined bvAugerspectroscopv , isdepicted

25
Cn

in Figure 7. Surface roughness was accenntated by argon
sputtering during the Auger mapping. and it Wits 1' )1111(1
that the harder segments were rich ill zirconitn. which
was used as the activator in this cathode . Failed cathodes
r

are being examined and compared in order to under-

0
Gate Bias (V)

stand failure mechanisms.

Figure 4. Nfeastrretf current amid gain S's gate has

Figure 6 . T\\ T carhoU' strrf sce

The long-term failure of Ga:As-based devices and
integrated circuits is often caused by degradation of the
ohmic contacts required in active devices Such as

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph of an e-heart-written gate

MESFE hs and I f f: V 1 s. I ncreased contact resistance mac
be brought cat by aging due to thermal and electrical

I -)

components. One of the most critical components is the

stress, and is particularly noticeable in F!: l s exhibiting

traveling wave tube (T\\T), more specificall the T\\T

high power dissipation. A materials analysis Was under-

cathode. Cathode degradation is manifested by a grad-

taken to study the reliability-dependent characteristics

ual decrease in electron emission intensity, and failure

of alloyed ohmic contacts on GaAs. The compositional

occurs when the emission falls below some predetcr-

and morphological characteristics of a high-te•ntpera-

Mined value: failure can also occur catastrophically.

ture, furnace-alloyed ohmic contact (conventional

The 1\1E1) has studied a "good- barium., strontium

method) were compared to those of it rapid thermal-

oxide-coated, nickel-based cathode to understand cathode composition and to devise methods for extending

alloyed (R FA) contact also alloyed at high temperature.

cathode life. This study revealed that the electron-ex-

bvvacuum deposition ofseparate IaycrsofAu. (-;e. Ni. Ag,
and Att, respectively.

but firm it much shorter time. The contacts Werc formed

change mechanism that provides the electrons lot entis-
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Figure 7. Depth profile through a grain of ;irconw
The studies were performed using an innovative

Ad

method to expose the ttndcrsides of the contacts by
selectively rtilioving all the GaAs. thus presenting a

-

a) ('(nnrntionctl: furnace adb),v contact

"Ga.-_s-C\ e•-\icw"of the con tact. Toanalv,r tIf is iif terfacial
surface, a combination of high-resolution Auger spectroscopy, secondary-electron, and backscatte•red-electron
image analysis was employed. As shown in Figure 8a, the
J, p 1W.

footprint of the furnace-alloyed contact is chau acterized

It

by the segregation of rclatike•l large (1-pun) Ge-Ni-rich
grain: dispersed in a sea of gold. The gold-rich phase has
penetrate•el most deeply into the GaAs, as much as 2.000

.vS;,,

,x 7.-7

440 e,

to 3,000.V

e P rl1

In sharp contrast to the furnace-alloyed contact, the
R'I'A contacts show a more homogeneous alloy depth,
without the gross irregularities associated with the preferred penetration of any one phase into the Ga.as

LIM

" Is

(Figure 81)). [n RTA contacts, the Ge-\i-rich grains are
rarely more than 1,50(1 A across, but occupy it larger

eWOO*

Mu

portion of the contact area.'I'hesc contacts exhibit more
uniform alloy depth: no spiking of the gold into the
semiconductor: less initial lateral diffusion of metals:
b) Icnpronved : rapid thermal altrv contact

and a lower probability of diffusion-induced, cleep-level
traps in the vicinity of ill(- contacts, which are morpho-

Figure 8. l3ackscattered electron micrognraph of the undersides or turn
alloyed ohmic contacts a)tcr renliwat of GaAs

logical and chemical characteristics that arc (speciall
desirable for fabricating high-reliability HEMI's arid
pseudotnorphic devices. Finalh • because the R'I A con-

For transmitter applications it is desirable to use

tacts have smoother edges. they provide better patterns

components which exhibit very high e•ficiencv, particu-

for alignnu•nt during the c-beam writing of FFT gates.

larly in phased-array antennas. To realize a goal of 410percent power-added efficiency at I I GHz. the avalanche
breakdown voltage of-the COMSAT power Fl-.T had to be

Advanced Devices and Circuits

significanth increased. This was achieved by reconfigurThe i estilts of materials and fahric • ation technology

ing the gate recess (the groove in the GaAs material

research were applied in fabricating new and improved

where the metallic gate-coat of electrode lies). Figure 9a

semiconductor devices Mid circuits ( e.g.. `l \lICS) . Several examples oI these rInnponcnts arc dc•s(rihc •d belovy.

showsa crosssc•ction ofaCOM15:\ f powerFFT\yhich had
a breakdown of l l V. A similar cross section, after the

16

gate recess was rec(nfigured. is shown in Fi(r ttt'e 9b for
VDT =24 V, VD3=6 V

an FLT with a 20-V breakdcnvn.

Pouf = 23 dBm

FREQUENCY (GHz

1I M 24KV 00 097 C
a) 1I-V

{n

Figure

ilu1C ntn

10. A-hand high-voltage FET showing frequency
response of one cell

as P'' r amplifiers and low-noise amplifiers (I.NAs). An
\IMIC: version of an I.VA for direct replacement of an
existing hybrid MIC: amplifier is under development in
the 14- to I4.5-GHz fixed satellite hand. Single-stage and
two-stage I \As were designed and fabricated. A first
design iteration of a single-stage I.NA provided it noise
figure of 2.2 dB and an associated gain of '8 dB. Figure 11
depicts it two-stage I NA chip which, when cascaded with
it second chip, provided it 2.1i-clR noise figure and over 32
dB of associated gain.

4001*1 25KY 00 057
KAFER 8387 < 278828B)

C

b) 20A' breakdown
Figure 9. Srcuuun^ ele: nun rnicro,graph of a COMSAT potter FET
The maximum D(. voltage that may he applied to
existing FFT devices is 10 V, because of the occurrence
of avalanche at higher voltages. Using it novel device '
circuit configuration, multiple FFTscan he D(: biased in
series. With this approach, power FFTs and X-hand
amplifiers that require bias voltages close to that
of it satellite hums (e.g., 32 \') have been designed and
fabricated. These devices will allow elimination of the

14 25
FREQUENCY (GHzC

electronic power conditioner, o its replacement with it
simple voltage regulator, thus improving the overall DG

Figure 11. Tu o - stage LNA at 14 (;11;

to-RF efficiency of satellite transponders and reducing

44

the mass. Figure 10 shows the layout and frequency re-

At higher frequencies, milli ovementsin K-band (20-

sponse of one cell of one of the X-band, high-voltage

GHz) and 1; -band (28-(;ilt) nonolithic power amplifi-

monolithic amplifiers currently being fabricated.

ers have been achieved. The K-band amplifiers deyel-

NIMICs have been developed for use in it wide

oped at (:OMSAT have demonstrated it state-of-the-art

spectrum of frequency bands and for applications such

power added efficiency of 27 percent with 51 3-nuW

17

output power. A multistage amplifier exhibited linear

un nt available at (:O\IS:AT Laboratories. The passive

gain exceeding 23 dR. With an output power of more

circuit components, such as microstrilrto-waye•gnide

than 2 \\' at 2(1(;H,.:At 28 GI lt, 20-percent power-added

transitions and divider,'combiner circuits, ueccssarv to

efficiency has been achieved with an \1\II(, amplifier

test \1\1IC amplifiers and combine several of' them to

providing 01.5-\V output power. Figure 12 shows a bal-

obtain useful power, have also been developed.

anced K -band polder amplifier in a Wavcguide assembly.
The gain of this amplifier is over 6 dB in a 1.8-Gllz.
bandwidth with an output power of I W.

a) :.I,NIIC c

0 mil x40 mil (0.i? x 1.01nm)

Figure 12. K,-hand power amplifier
\lonolithic'(;a As\' hand pot%eramplificrsand l \As
(51) to 75 GHz) have been developed.. single-stage
\i\II(: I\A has achieved a 6A-dB noise figure and 3.5dB gain at 59 (;1 lz. A casc aded multistage amplifier exhibited a 9.5-d6 minimum noise figure and 26-dR gain
from 56 to 6)) GHz. Figure 13 is it photograph of it power
MMIC which has demonstrated small-signal gain of 4 d R
from ;iO to 56 (;H/, output power of 95 [o \\', and 11-

0
4

percent polder-added efficiency.

Circuit Characterization
In cooperation with the Uiikersir\y of Man-land.
COMSAT demonstrated a novel technique for charac-

8 •
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

0
18
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terizing ntillinteter-wave \1\1ICs by using picosecond
PIN (dBm)

optical sampling. I he broadband signals at the input
and output of a 28-GHz MIMIC power amplifier are

h) Output power un,l pr,uer-a1led efficiency us input power

sampled using photoconductive switches. The spectral

Figu re 13. Power AI\1R.

response of the MMIC is analyzed by fast Fourier translot lit and ccnnpared with the continuous-wave character-

Device Reliability

istics. Good agreement has been obtained between the
measured results from this technique and conventional
RF nre•asurenu•nls. Figure I I shows the switch \I\11C as-

Consistency in the quality and reliabilit of \lED-

sembly. This optical technique may be extended to

fabricated G.L•A5 \l\IICs has been ensured by implementation of a product assurance and wafer qualification test

perform noncontact. on-Wafer \1\IIC evaluations.
Device and \1MIC charaetet izatiunt capability has

plan. Consistent and documented fabrication, test, and

been established for various frequeaucv bands tap to till

inspection procedures are followed..utd sample devices

(A I/ using noise figure and power measurement equip-

from each wafer in the program are thoroughly eyaluIIS

I
MICROELECTRONICS
ated be scanuilrg electron microscopy and (Acclrical

Computer programs based on device physics anti micro-

testing, both before and after stringent thermal and

wave circuit theort have been developed to assist micro-

electrical stress teals. These tests ensure that acceptable

wase designers in predicting device and \l \IIC pe•rfornt-

wafers meet high stamidards of' workntartsltip, perforitt-

amice. These programs are also used to perfitrtu Irtrantet

ance, arid reliability.

ric studies as device and material parameters are changed.
prior to expensive and time-consurnitrgfabrication processilrg. Figure Ili presents a comparison between pre-

OPTICAL SWITCH

dicted amid measured FET DC and RE parameters. (:oiltinning efforts are focused on combining these software
programs intoa user-friendly expert system, with an FET
cell libran that can be readily accessed for \I\IIC design
by the engineer who is not expert in device design.

I

FLUENCE ( 1 MeV a/cm2)

MMICs
Figure 14. Ofnieal su-ttch/MMIC assemhls
Even though it semiconductor device or circuit is
shown to he reliable from a thermal: mechanical viewpoint, its reliability must be denwnstrated in a radiation
environment if it is to be useful for satellite appli(ations.
F he MEl) has been studying radiation effects on silicon
deyiccs for over 15 years, and ref cn fly began considering
GaAs components becaus(• of their anticipated use in
spacecraft. One to us of this work has been the examirination of the effects of radiation on the operating speed of
devices and circuits.

DOSE ( in Mrad silicon)

CO\1S.AI laboratories has developed a radiationhardened oxide for silicon that has an interface trap

Figure 15. U iA t!r.trun tr,,

I, M .ulhui,n:

density which exhibits untrsuall small dcpcndcn(c on

MMIC Voltage -Controlled Oscillator

radiation. Because trap density plays it significant role in
operating speed, the new process could be of particular
salmi(' for the fabrication of high-speed switching circuits.

(:O\IS.-\ I successfully developed it fully ion im-

GaAs is trot affected by radiation ill the same manner as

planted hvperabrupt yaraclor diode for list in (:a:\s

silicon; however, it too loses high-frcqucmicy capability

\I\IICs. A unique device structure was conceived and

with increased radiation exposure. Figure 15 shows the

fabricated in semi-insulating GaAs, using ion implanta-

effects of radiation on the elect ou mobility in GaAs

tion doping to produce conducting layers with electrical

Fi•:'l's that were irradiated by two dilfercut sources. The

properties tailored lot high-pet forntance operation.

consid( ralrlc difference in apparent damage emphasizes

Figure 17 depicts a cross section of the varacior diode

thc• aced for proper specification of the radiation cnsi-

shotsing the several implanted regions. Selective ion

rcnrnrcnt and test conditions.

intplamitation techttique•s were used to fabricate the pla-

COMSAT PROPRIETARY R&D

abrupt capacitor impurity profile. which controls the

nar device shown. One of the implant steps is the hyper-

U1

capacitance-voltage behavior of the diode. Thc relation-

Modeling

ship between capacitance and voltage depends on ill(energy and close of the implant, and these ntay be varied

Accurate modeling of FETs is essential to successful

to sat isfythe spec ificcircuiI requirement.Thefigurealso

monolithic circuit design. Toward that end, both flit

shows ohntic contacts to n' layers and a Schottky harrier

\IF.SI FI ;tnd \I( )DIET devices have been modcled.

over the bvperabiupt capacitor implant. Voltage applied
19
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SURFACE -TO-BURIED
IAVER IV'LAN'
00 300 'ev S.24 ^^m'34 „ DIAMETER
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to the Schottky barrier depletes charge in the eloped
region below it, resulting in a controlled decrease in
capacitance with increasing voltage. A considerable
change in capacitance with voltage is desirable for many
circuit applications.'I'he ion implanted carrier profile in
COAISAT's device produced a capacitance ratio greater
than 10:1 over the useful voltage range.
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Figure 17. Cross section of a varactor diode
mission lines on conventional substrate materials such

FREQUENCY
RANGE

as alumina. This study is important, since monolithic circuits usually consist of transmission lines defined over

1 to 18 GHz

semiconductor substrates such as silicon or GaAs. MeasMARKED
FREQUENCIES

ured results indicated that the RF loss of transmission

A : 1 GHz
B: 9GHz

lines on silicon at roots temperature is comparable to
that on alumina. Additionally, the RF loss increased as

C:18GHz

the temperature rose above 125°C:. This is believed to he
caused by electrons being excited from the valence band

MODELED

to the conduction hand by the elevated temperature.
This effect was not observed in alumina, which is an

MEASURED

insulator, nor in GaAs, which has a larger band gap than
silicon, making it more difficult to excite the electrons to

b) Predicted vs measured results-RF

a higher band level. These results are summarized in
Figure 16. COMSAT MESFET

Figure 18, which compares the RF attentuation vs tear
perature characteristics of different substrate materials.

Semiconductor Substrates
CORPORATE SUPPORT
In addition to semiconductor active devices, there
are also passive components such as capacitors and

A1talvtical help was provided to COMSAT General to

transmission lines. The DIET had previously performed

rectify it problem at the master antenna used for national

studies on the fabrication yield of capacitors on alumina

distribution in the NBC TV satellite network. Trouble-

substrates. This work was extended to the use of silicon

some transmitter outages were traced to viscid, blue-

sttbst-ates. Nearly 15.000 capacitors were made in 1987

green deposits in the waveguides, which COMSAT 1.abo-

using 2,000 A of silicon nitride as the dielectric in value

ratorics' chemists identified as copper hvdroxv nitrate

ranges froth 6 to 60 pF. Typical yields (breakdown volt-

complexes created by high moisture and ionizing RF

age >50 V) were 94 percent for the large size to 97 per-

energy in the waveguides. A relatively inexpensive repair

cent for the small size.

procedure was reconunended to remove the deposits

Microstrip transmission lines on silicon and GaAs
substrates were characterized as a function of tempera-

and add adequate nxristure control to the waveguide,
thus returning the transmitter to Service after minimum

ture. and the results were compared to those for trans-

downtime.
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FREQUENCY
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was developed to etch and stain negative plates in order
SUBS'aA':

to determine the cadmium hydroxide distribution.
Under a subcontract from the University of Maryland, the MED fabricated GaAs photoconductive switches

S.8K9
S, 15K 9

0 80
0

0.70

0.60

20

Si 15K 9

10

GaAs

14 5

ALUMINA

with sufficiently rapid response time to act as optical
mixer diodes , with an intermediate frequency ( IF) in the
range of 1 to 10 G1 iz.. The university tested these switches
with a ntultimode ultraviolet laser , which had an output
that contained a number of discrete ultraviolet frequen-

0 50

cies separated b 250 Milt. The resulting IF signal

0.40

contains multiples of 25 0 MIIz, up to approximately 5
0 30

GI iz. It is not vet known whether this signal is limited by
the number of laser frequencies or by the mixer re-

0 20

sponse . The IF output- to-noise ratio was reported to he
at least 70 dB.

010

0.00

Results of COMSAT"s research on ion implanted

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
TEMPERATURE t °C1

varactor diodes in GaAs are being implemented in programs with Hughes Aircraft Co. and the Naval Research

Figure 18. RF attenuation as a function of substrate

(.1

Laboratory . Both programs employ the device structure
shown in Figure 17, which also shows implantation par-

Technical assistance also was provided to COMSAT

anleters , device geometry, and implanted layer resis-

International Communications . Inc. (Cl( for operation and maintenance of the Roaring (: reek , West Vir-

tances derived from device modeling. Figure 19 depicts
device performance at 10 GI iz using these specifications.

ginia, earth station.

It also shows capacitance , series resistance , and Q all

INTELSAT

with respect to applied voltage.
The Hughes Aircraft Co. program is in the final
phase of fabricating both hyperab rupt varactor diodes

Studies continued in 1987 on tire Ni / H, batteryplate blistering problem. A failure mechanism was ide•n-

and snntll -signal FETs on the same GaAs wafer. Again,

tified that relates the reduced tensile strength of the

the varactor diode of Figure 17 is being fabricated in this
program . The maskset contains varactor diodes, FETs,

nickel plaque to embrittlenu• ut and high carbon concen-

large-value capacitors, and resistors , all of which arc:

trations at fract i i re • surfaces. (: hanges were recomnte•nde•d

required in order to conlpletcl characterize individual
components for an \IMIC V(:0 design.

in the plate fabrication process to reduce embrittlenlent
ail stress.
At the reque st cif the Applied Technologies Division,
components of the INTEi.S.AT V momentum wheel
hearing were analyzed for evidence of abnormal wear
following an accelerated life test simulating operation
with a depleted lubricant supply . The stack showed theexpected burnishing marks on the retainer but no significant wear on the races, indicating that there is a
desirable safety margin in the design.

013
0091
0 06
0 7

OTHER

5 GIr 005
•0F 00.

Chemical and nlicrostructural analyses of Ni/ H„
and Ni "Cd battery plates were continued on a contractual basis in 198 7 to support several spacecraft programs,
includingSkvnet,Eutelsat iI.INMARSAT,andOlympus.
010

0

00

Ill addition to the specialize•el technique devised in the
MED to analyze positive batters plate compositions by
using backscattcred electron microscopy, it new method

Figure 19. Varactor diode performance at 10 G H z
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COMBAT 0 LABORATORIES

he Applied Technologies Division (ATD) provides a broad range of research and development capabilities
covering disciplines such as controls ; dynamics and propulsion ; telemetry, trucking, and command;
traveling -wave tubes (TWTs); and high -voltage ponver supplies, as well as structures , mechanisms,
thermal control , power systems , energy conversion and storage , reliability and quality assurance, and
environmental and qualification testing . The division conducts studies directed toward extending
satellite lifetime and reliability , as well as supporting development programs in other divisions such as
the development of multibeam antennas under the INTELSAT Satellite Services ( ISS) development program. The ATD
continues to provide engineering support under contract to INTELSAT and other spacec raft programs, including INMARSAT 11 in support of COMSAT Technical Services. Significant activities in 198 7 included the development of an architecture for the high - speed controller used in the multibeam phased-array antenna , support of the multiple satellite system
program (MSSP) under contract to the U.S. Air Force Rome Air Development Center , and completion of an accelerated
life test on an INTELSAT VI slipring assembly that required redesign.

has increased efficiency and reduced labor-intensive

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

pro rcc•sses.

Analytical Techniques

Power Conditioners for SSPASS

The Analytical Techniques jurisdictional research

(:ttstomized 1)(: prnyer supplies kayo been do signs ti.

task was created in 1987 to improve the overall software

constru(ted. and dt • liyc•red bs the 1 1 ) in support of the

capabilities of the ,\ I'D. The goals of this effort were to

2-\V. •1-(:Ht SSP :\ jturiscfictional dcNc1Opnu nt h% the \li-

develop new and improved analytical techniques rcIe-

crowave Tcchnolog v Division (;` I'1'D). In support of the

vant to the :\I'D's technical disciplines, enhance existing

1 1-(a Iz, high- powe • rsulid - state power:unplihers (SSP:\s)

programs, cunyert existing programs to the \V:\\ operat-

for the high-power phased -array antenna. an extended

ing system, enhance the local area network (IAN ), and

version of the design has been assembled at the brass-

expand and maintain the software lihrary.

hoard level. A power conditioner has also been built and

Several new industry-standard computer programs

delivered for the 64-vicment, low-power phased array.

were added to I he :ATD's software library in 1987. includ-

The high - power stages in the array will be capable of

ing C.-\I)KEY, for three-dintcnsional computer-aided

hcing switched on upon demand . in order to use the

design: (: I RI.-C. for control systetn design and analysis;

SSP:Ls most efficiently . This invokes applying the DC

ACSL. for simulation of d%nanric systems; :\l)ORI:. for

power supple. voltages to the power transistors in it

real-time simulation hearing;uralysis; SSP'l :\, for shuttle

switched mode , with yer,' fast ( less than 50 ns, with it

cargo bay thermal analysis; O:\RSMS. it reliability and

predicted value of about 10 its) ON /OFF transitions. to

statistical analysis package: B.Vf and L\SF, hrr nickcl-

achieve this speed, it switching circuit has been designed

hydrogen battery analysis; and f1'PLOT and IR:\S\S.

which will use a high -current metal semiconductor field-

which are graphics and translators to SSP'I.\ and PA-

effc • ct transistor (\l1aFF.T) to conlrol the voltage sup-

'hIL\V. N1301)2. it program for spacecraft dcl)loyment

plied to the drain electrodes of the SSP:\ output transis-

and attitttde clynantics, was modified to handle latchup

tors. ;\ monolithic microwaveintegr ; ucdcircuit (\1Mt1(:)

loads. The :\71) library now contains more than 90

realization of this circuit has been designed on a fit)- x 7 0-

program packages.

rnil c hip. as illustrated in Figure I. The switching circuit

Additionally, snore graphics software and hill dware

will he intet.rate • d \%ith the SSI' .A in \iS1IC form for each

were made available, and the integration of program,

eh-1111-11t of the lilt( nna .tray.
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LEFT HEAT PIPE FAILED

50.5
50.0
MULTIBEAM APTEINNA THERMAL MODEL 49.0
48.0
47.e
46.5
46.e
45.5
45.9

RIGHT HEAT PIPE FAILED

44.9
43.5
43.e

NORMAL HEAT PIPE OPERATION 42.5
42.0
41.5
41.0

Multibeum antenna amplifier thermal analysis

troller of the high-power array were
completed and breadboarded. Prototype software designs were also
completed.
Ten prototype NIMiC driver circuits for the 61-clement, low-power
array were fabricated by it vendor and
tested at COMSAT I.ahoratories, and
some were integrated into the MMIC
active circuits. RF-digital control tests
performed on the subassembly were
satisfacton, and, on the basis of these
results, production of the remaining
driver circuits was initiated and nearly
completed in 1987.
The power supply for the lowpower array was designed, assembled.
and tested. The power supply for the
high-power array was designed, and it
breadboard version was constructed.
The harness interconnecting the
MMI(: active circuits, the digital controller, and the power supply for the
low-power array was designed and
constructed.
Mechanical and thermal design
of the low-power array was completed

per- ^•[•^^C .:::.............. .,.. ...

during 1987. Although the array has
GATE ^

very little dissipation. provision has
been made to incorporate high-power

Figure 1. M,MiC realization of circuit using high-current MESFET to control voltage

amplifiers and attendant cooling into
it. The selected design will mount the

Multibeam Phased -Array Antenna

SSPA directly to a heat pipe, which carries the dissipated
heat to a remote thermal radiator for rejection into
space. The design is such that any element may he re-

A system study of the high -power array conceptual
design was supported with candidate architectures for

moved without disassembling the entire feed system.

the digital controller . Technological and architectural

During 1987. several conceptual designs were devel-

issues were considered in relation to the total rcquire-

oped for the high-power. 64-element array that satisfy the

ments of large beans-scanning . hopping, or shaping

changing RF'requirements. These requirements necessi-

antenna arrays . A prime selection criterion was flexibility

tated the use of high-transport heat pipes (monogroovc )

over the wide range of satellite applications . The distrib-

to remove the amplifier heat to a remote array. The latest

ttted hierarchical architecture was retained front the

concept for the high-power array consists of a bean-

previous design , including the local controller modules

fornring matrix Unit and an amplifier/horn unit.

(LCMs), the data distribution and timing unit (DDTt'),

Advanced Satellite Thermal Control

and executive levels . A microcont'ollerwas used in place
of custom gate arrays in the LCM, which includes the
MMIC driver circuit. This architecture is sufficiently

Technological requirements for the thermal con-

flexible to also be suitable for tic microwave switch

trol subsystem of 'a satellite incorporating a multibea ^n

matrix being developed for on-hoard demodulation

phased-array antenna have been assessed, and it prelimi-

remodulation . I lardware designs tot the three - level con-

nary conceptual design evaluation has been completed.
21
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A tnultiheatn array communications payload contains a

tion. Research and testing during the Moment i n n Wheel

large, high-density heat source, which is located away

Bearing Cage Instability Project had initialh linked cage

from the prime satellite heat rejection surfaces. File

instability with minimal lubricant quantities. To further

concepts of heat removal from the densely packed array

define the hearings ' characteristics as they approach the

elements, the transport of this heal from the multiheam

end of their useful life, CUATSAT Laboratories tuider-

antenna (RIBA) to the satellite radiators, and the area'

took the Accelerated INTELSAT \' Bearing Life Test.

weight-efficient rejection of this heat to space have been

I

The specific objective of this project was to estimate

evaluated during this project. High heat transport capac-

INTF.I.SAT V momentum wheel hearing life by testing

ity pipes have been identified and are an integral part of

bearings in their end-of=life lubricant condition. A fur-

the proposed MBA design. The latest two-phase heat

ther objective was to determine the observable symp-

transport technology ( under development for the space

toms, if any , of impending bearing failure . T ests were

station) has been investigated to determine its potential

performed in avacuum to ntaximti/e lubricant bleed-out.

use on the MBA spacecraft bus. Spacecraft radiator

and thus accelerate bearing wear rates.

designs have been weight/area optiniiied to include

During 1987, three separate INTF.I.SA' T V-type bear-

east/west and deployable radiators. :k conceptual NI BA

ings and cages were run to failure in testswhere lubricant

satellite thermal design, shown in Figure 2. has been de-

condition was the primary variable. Failure was mani-

veloped to provide it reference for identifving problem

fested by high torque and excessive wear caused by

areas, determining performance requirements, and

lubricant exhaustion . It was shown that the phenolic

comparing other satellite designs.

cage has an essential function in lubricant flow equilibrium within the hearing. Several indices of bearing
health were identified, including bearing

SOLAR ARRAY

torque and temperature, as well as spectral
DEPLOYABLE HEAT PIPE
RADIATOR PANELS

characteristics and elastohydrodynantic lubricant film condition within the hearing. Some
of these indices can be monitored in orbit to
anticipate impending hearing failure.

TWT Linearization
I)ue to both the differential phase and
gain nonliuearity of traveling-wave tubes. tile
power level at which they may he operated

-

with nudticarrier or am p litude-vartiin g in p ut
FLEXIBLE LIQUID
VAPOR LINES signals is limited according to the degree of

EAST

acceptable output signal intermodulation or
TWO-PHASE
CAPILLARY
PUMPED LOOP

distortion. Various schemes have been proposed for operating a I'\\T at a higher mean
power level, relative to its saturation level,
while keeping multisignal interntocfulation

SOLAR ARRAY

belt oww sc to tc preassigned level. Several schemes
that use RF envelope preemphasis have been

Figure 2. Curtceptturl MBA satellite thermal clesig,t

I

tested, each presenting some disadvantages
in implementation.

Accelerated Bearing Life Test

:\ method that has proven to be advantageous is to
impose it relatively small modulation of the T\1T volt-

Experience gained at COMSAT Laboratories ([in- ages insynchrottismwithchangesintheaniplitudeofthe
ing the investigation of ball bearing dynamics, cage RF drive signal, using the variation of overall "l Wl gain
instability, and various hearing tests, including long- and phase-shift with voltage to correct for the nonlinear
term life tests, has shown the need fora detailed study of performance changes in drive level. Extensive measureminintally lubricated hearings in their end-of-life condi- ntents on it 16-W, I-GI1z space T\1T (such is that on
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Expert System Applications

INTEISA'T VI) showed that it both the atn,de and helix
voltages can he suir.thl\ modulated in synchronism with
variations in the RF (hive signal envelope, strictly linear
operation should he pussihle for peak values up to'T\\T

The purpose of this projecI is to determine the best

saturation. f nfortttatel. the peak anode modulating

approaches for lowering the cost of satellite operations

voltage required would he greater than 21)1) V, and this

and rninintiiing the risk to in-orbit assets and service.

appears to he impract ical (especially sine e high video f re-

The project focuses on the us e of knowledge -based (or

quencies would be require(l).

expert ) systems to usercome • 1)rul)lrnts which may occur

However, T\\-I intermodttlation at more than 2-dB

during either normal or abnormal operation of space-

input ha( koll is mostly due to phase uonlinearity, and

trait subsystems such as attittulc • control, electric power,

it was found that a significant reduction in two-signal

thermal control , prpulsion, and orbit determination

intcr-nt(ululation components could he achieved with it

and control.
The following accomplishments were achieved

maximum of 15-\' peak-to-peak synchronous voltage
modulation applied to the'I'\\-T helix alone. The instan-

during the past year:

taneous swing would he proportional to the instantaneous RF (hiS(• power level. For a given carrier-to-third-

• a survey of expert system software and hardware
options was conducted,

order intcrntodulation (C/I) level of lH to 20 dl;, this

• c:uuiidate c xpert sstenr ar (hitc( litresappropri-

scheme would allow it given I \\-I' to he operated at 1.5 to
2 (II higher useful output power (see Figure 3).

ate for the IN ILLS.A I environment were generated, and it baseline architecture for fiu'tlicr
devclopntent was selected, and

40
I
35

• the first prototpe expert system that diagnoses

1
WITH SYNCHRONOUS

the failure of the pitch control loop of 'a wheel-

3o - -- CATHODE VOLTAGE

stahiliced spa( ecralt due to one of several pos-

COMPENSATION

0

sible causes was developed and demonstrated.

25
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This system pro( essed the dynamic tc•Ietncu•v which

U

NORMAL TWT OPERATION

151

was generated by :t teal-time attitude crnttnl system
simulator available at CO\1S.\ I Laboratories. Bu( ausc

10

the simulator includes extensive models of credible failtit e modes, it is it useful tool for developing and validatU

ing attitude control expert systems.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
TOTAL USEFUL OUTPUT POWER RELATIVE TO
1 SIGNAL SATURATION (dB)

Satellite Life Extension Studies
Figure 3. Total uoclul 1' rchume to I signal saturation 03)

Although design of a broadband (0- to 30-MI it ) am-

The possibiliis of greatly extending the life (up t()30

plifier capable of providing the requir e d helix voltage

years) of INTF.LSA'I' spacecraft encouraged the study of

modulation was not practical within the project, the

bus subsystem durabilit' and perforrn,tnce. The IN-

principle was teste • el at spot frequencies ( with two equal
KF carriers separated by the given frequ < ncy dif fcr cnce)

••( :O\1SAT Maneuver" tilt was simulated. Ground and

from 11)1) kHz to 1110 'vIH, . The linearizing effect was

spacecraft antenna pointing for an inclined orbit was

substantially independent of this frequency difference,

studied and the degradation of solar array power output

and the effective impedance of the T\1 - I helix over this

(file to space radiation and random string failures was

hequency range resulted in less modulating voltage

estimated. The cffe( is of life extension on thermal con-

IF] S•\T V attitude control system operation with it

being required at the higher It equcncies.'The technique

tol and propulsion system capability were also consid-

was shown to be feasible, but would probably require a

cred. I hey greatest e•f fort was expended on improvi ng the

T\\T designed to :u conunoclate the scheme, in order to

prediction of batten performance. liatterx analysis was

he economically practical.

supplemented by testing that will continue into HISti.
2 ti

0

Follow-On Satellite Design Evaluation

COMSTAR,.'SBS TWT Performance

The Design Evaluation project was intended toevalu-

The useful life of'satellites in orbit may he increased

ate candidate spacecraft buses for their potential appli-

by 5 to I O years bs' employing the COMSAT Maneuver in

cation to the INTELSA T follow-on spacecraft, and to

the operation of communications spacecraft, provided

determine the compatibility between specific follow-on

the contrnunications payload is also operable for this

satellite payload concepts and candidate spacecraft buses.

period. The CONSTAR 1)2 and D4 (C-hand) spacecraft

The project was divided into two tasks: compiling a

will be maintained in this mode, and CONISAT has

database on existing buses, and conducting payload

acquired ownership of tlit• SBS spacecraft SBS I and SBS2

compatibility evaluations.

(K -band) with the same intention.

In 1987, COMSAT Laboratories updated and revali-

In-orbit perfcrrmancedatacompiled since- the launch

dated the communications satellite spacecraft bus data-

of both the, COMISTAR and SBS spacecraft have been

base generated in 1986 under ISS Engineering Support.

n,nitorc cl at the Laboratories, and during 14167 projec-

The database includes satellite bus characteristics and

tions were made of the expected remaining traveling

capabilities for 19 commercially available communica-

wave tube amplifier (TW%'TA) life, based on the total avail-

tions satellites. Items such as mass, power, lifetime, and

able data for each spacecraft. In the case of CONSTAR,

launch vehicle, compatibility are included.

this knowledge was augmented by measurements on

A menu-driven software package for the IBM PC was

(;hand T\1TAs on life-test at the Labs. In the two COM-

developed to manage the database. This sofns:u'e pres-

STAR spacecraft. over 85 percent of the channels will

ents the data for each spacecraft bus. These "oil' (lie

provide useful performance well beyond the 7-year de-

shelf' satellite buses are being evaluated to determine

sign life. Each SBS spacecraft could maintain the original

their application to future INTELSAT spacecraft. The

10 channels for several more years, but the number of

software calculates the tradeoff between conunonica-

channels will he cut to match traffic and conserve oper-

tions subsystem power and electrical subsystem mass for

ating life.

each spacecraft btrs. in order to evaluate payload compatibility. Agraphical output ofthe mass/power, tradeoff

COMSAT SUPPORT

is also available.

Technical and Engineering Support
COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D
The ATI) provided technical and engineering sup-

COMSTAR%' SBS Batteries

port to a number of COMSAT business units during
1987. including ISS. Maritime Services (NS). and COMSAT Technical Serices (CTS). as well as COMSAT Tech-

The (()MSTARi SBS Batteries task continues the

nology Products and Aniplica.

life testing of COMMST'AR-type and SBS Ni;'Cd batteries,

Efforts for both ISS and NS involved technical stud-

simulating real-time batten operation in orbit. Test

ies and reviews related to COMSAT's Signatory position

results provide it database for predicting in-orbit per-

on the IN'I'ELSAT and INN:\RSAT technical commit-

formance and lifetime expectancy on hoard (Y )MS1'AR

tees. Direct support was provided to Maritime Senices by

and SBS satellites . A computer model is being developed

conducting an independent assessment of the stability

to improve these predictions. The CONSTAR-type bat-

booms added to the INMARSAT II spacecraft.

tery life test has completed 25 real-time eclipse seasons.

The ATD supported CTS' efforts to market the

while the SBS batteries test has completed 15 seasons.

direct broadcast satellites (IBS). including engineering

The batten, life prediction model combines a tnttl-

design analyses of Satellite 6 modifications. and support

tiple linear regression approach ( to fit data on past

for the final acceptanc e of the spacecraft prior to the ter-

batter voltage performance ) and a statistical expression

mination of the program. The division also acted as

which predicts the wearout or failure rate of-the battery

consultant to the iNMARSAT 11 and ITA1 SAT c ont acts

cells. The resulting performance predictions provide an

being managed by CTS. 'T'hese efforts involved support

additional confidence level for operating these satellites

of the TMTA mechanism, thermal design. and other

up to and beyond their contractual lifetimes.

spacecraft subsystems.
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DBS TWTA Life Testing

A band of six space -type wavegui ( le switches was
added to the life -test of QTM-2 in early 1987. These

The TNVTA model 126211, originally designed for

switches are important elements in the spacecraft's out-

the COMSAT DBS, comprises the 230-W, K. band 'I'WT

put waveguid (• circuitr y. The switches have been oper-

manufactured by AEGTelefunken with the power sup-

ated for 5,000 hours while passing an effective 400 W of

pl'designed and integrated by Hughes Electron Dynam-

K-hand power , with frequent operation of the path

ics Division (HEDD).

switching function, and with

The life test and ther-

no measurable change in RF

mal cycling of the QTM-1

transmission properties (see

and QI'M-2 TV TAs in

Figure 4).

thermal vacuum contin-

INTELSAT LABORATORY ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE
CONTRACT

ued during 1987, after
formal qualification test.
procedures were completed. Both have now
operated for some 12,000

INTELSAT V Battery
Investigations

he curs and undergone over
1,300 on/off switchings,
with temperature cycling
designed to simulate con-

Begun in 1979, life tests

ditions in an orbiting

of the INTELSAT V hatter-

spacecraft. This approxi-

ies, simulating real-time bat-

mates over 10 years of in-

tery operation in orbit, con-

orbit cycling due to natu-

tinued during 1987. The Ni/

ral spacecraft eclipsing,

Cd batten' has completed 16

and as yet no measurable

eclipse seasons , and the first

change in TWTA charac-

Ni/I L battery has completed

teristics has resulted.

12. A second Ni H, battery

Occasional switchofls were

which includes cell design

recorded during the first

changes to the first battery

six months of operation

was tested during 1987. Test

(1985-1986) due to the un-

Figure 4. Waveguule switch/t) )TM-2 TWTA life test

results are providing a database for predicting in-orbit

expected outgassing of the
high-voltage wire leads. However, no damage or deterio-

performance and life, expectancy. Cells are periodically

ration of the T\1TAs occurred, and subsequently there

removed from test to assess degradation me•chanisnts.

have been only occasional isolated switchoffs when the

The life test also provides it means to investigate in-

thermal vacuum chambers have been opened to the

orbit battery anomalies, and has proved invaluable in two

atmosphere for experimental activities.

such events. When a short circuit developed in one, of the
battery circuits of an INTELSA F V spacecraft. stable op-

Extensive measurements were trade on QI'M-1 to
show that the TWFAs could be operated at lower RF

ting parameter were derived
experiments with
front

power output (180 W), with virtually unreduced effi-

the life test batten. In a second instance, a voltage loss

ciency; that the nonlinear intermodulation perform-

during discharge had been observed in several cells of

ance;net certain customer requirements; and that there

operational INTEISAT V satellites. When this same phe-

were no significant adverse 1 u T/power supply interac-

nomenon was observed in the life test batten-, the life test

tions during multisignal operation. This work proved

battery helped to experimentally identil% the cause for

that the T`1TAs were capable of meeting the require-

the voltage loss as an electrolyte loss mechanism. A

ments of the proposed NO1ELSAT (Nordic Telecom-

method for performance recovery was developed in

munications) system.

1987 and is presently undergoing evaluation.

2 .
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Momentum Wheel Life Tests

INTELSAT VI Battery Support

The performance and life of INTELSAT V,,fir-A sat-

INTELSAl' V1 Ni'H., cells show capacity loss when

ellites depend on the performance of the momentum

stored for extended periods at room temperature in the

wheels. The long-term effects of speed and temperature

open circuit discharged condition. A change iniple-

cycling on the momentum wheel motor, electronics, and

utented by HughesAircraftCompany, activating the cells

bearingswere not fully defined prior to launch of the first

with a slightly excessive positive precharge instead of the

INTEI.SAT V satellites. COMSAT Laboratories is con-

conventional hydrogen precharge, dill not solve the

tinuing its evaluation of the long-term performance of

capacity loss problem. Ili support of tit( INTEL SAT \'I

two engineering model (EM) wheels.

Program Office, the :\TI) performed it storage mode in-

The EM wheel life test program has accumulated

vestigation which showed that capacity maintenance is

over 14 wheel-years of running time. One wheel acts as a

satisfactor% in the following storage conditions: (I) pas-

control case by operating at ambient conditions at a

sive storage at 0°C in the open circuit discharged condi-

nominal 3,500 rpni, while the other is speed and teni-

tion ; (2) trickle charge; and (3) top charge at roost te rn-

perature cycled to simulate the worst-case in-orbit conditions. Performance data such as power constunpt ion and

perature. Based on the results, the INTEl.SA 1' VI Program Office directed Hughes to store all flight batteries

reaction torque are collected monthly and added to the

in a low-temperature chamber.

database. A spectral analysis of the torque signals is also
performed each month and compared with beginning-

The INTELSAT VI Ni;'l I„ battery life test (see Figure
6), simulating real-time hatter operation in orbit, was

of-life baseline spectra (see Figure 5).

begun in 1986 and has continued during 1987. The

These ongoing wheel tests provide an empirical

methodofpre-charge (positive versos hydrogen) wasthe

critique of the current generation ofmomentuni wheels.

major variable under investigation. These batteries have

In addition, they have produced it valuable database for

completed three eclipse seasons and have shown excel-

future momentum wheel designs.

lent performance.

DATE ' 215.80
COMPONENT EM-2
1EMAP AMBIENT
SPEED 3 . 500 rpm
AXIS M.
ORIENTATION VERTICAL
B55 150 H7

SPIN
RATE

A

SIG SOURCE KISIt ER 5271A
m
O

ON .'rI

58 2

INTELSAT VI ECRA Life
Test

2 - SPIN
RATE

SCALE 10 NcT'V MEC'
ATTN 20 d8 CAGE

I

AVG 25
RATE
CLAMP 6 345
MTR VLTG 28 5

The INTELSAT \7I electrical ccmtact ring assembly ( ERA) S/N 010

711 I^V^^..AJIn 1 ,

was tested at COMSAT Laboratories

- 80

so in 1987. HAC experienced an open

75
FREQUENCY f1::

circuit failure (hiring their in-house

lal Before Lde Test

test. COMSAT's test was aimed at detc:rinining if this is a typical failure

DATE 01'388
COMPONENT EM-2

mode of the power section of the

TEMP AMBIENT
SPEED, 3 500 rp'rt SPIN
AXIS M ,
-RATE
ORIENTATION VERTICAL 582
8W 150 H7

a

E( .IRA.
The ECRA provides the span/

SIG SOURCE KISTLER 0271A
SCALE 10 N.Cm;V
ATTN 20dB CAGE
AVG
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2 SPIN

dcspurt interface for transfer of elec-

RATE
1164

RATE
34.5

trical power and telemetry and comrnand signals. This is accomplished

VL^

through the use of sliprings. where
brushes slide along it ring maintaining electrical contact. Two distinctly

75
FREQUENCY IHZI

different types of'slipring circuits exist
within the EC RA: one for power, and

Figure 5. LAI wheel life test

one for telemetry. The power circuit

29

of Lite INTT'.LSA 1' \T :(.RA tested at I luglics failed,

inspected. revealing that debris resulting front brush

exhibiting an open circuit. A loss of puwrr to the conr-

wear had accumulated in the unit.
Additional testswere conducted on the ECRA puwci

nttill ications payload [could result if this occurred in
or hit.

hi u.hcs. The results of all the tests iodic aced
that the open circuit is caused In.
the brush sticking in its holder, Iosing contact with the slipring. This
was cause d by it combination of the
lateral loads being applied to the
brush and thee accumulation of debris. l he test results, along with additional te sting at 1-L-AC, led toa redesign of the power bnult Section of
the F(:R.\.

INTELSAT V Temperature
Trends

I NT -Il S•AT A' spacecraft arc
monitored to evaluate thermal performance and identify potential
trends in component te•ntpciatures
in support of the INTELSAT Satellite Operations I)epartmeiit. Seasonal estimates of the spacecraft
radiator degradation in solar ahsorptaucc are used to predict end-oflife spacecraft temperatures. ForeFigure 6 . INTELSAT VI Ni/I I, hanerv life rest

casts of Ititure operating cnyironnicuts based on these predictions

A life test program was instituted at CO\ISA 1 to

permit be ret utilisation of the in-orbit spacecraft.

furtherunderstai id thisE(R-Afail11e.The E(;R-Awasput
in a thermal vacuum ( hantbe r to simulate the space

INTELSAT Thermal Model Conversion

eit ronnient (see Figure 7). Instrumentation was intplentented to monitor the brush motion as the E (;RA accumulated running time. Monitoring brush motion ycrilies that the continuity is maintained between the brush

Analvtical thermal models of the INTl'la.SA"I' \' and
VI spacecralt are being acquired by INTEI.SAT, who. It

and slipring.
The failur e of the BRA power section occurred in

will use t hem to assess the thermal cunseyuenc es of in-

the same manner as seen previously at I IA('. an Open

urbit iuUrntaliesor unusual operation modes, independ-

circuit between the brush and slipring. The insu iimen-

cut of the spacecraft contractor. Thee ATI) is comrrting

tatiOn numitoring brush nunVement gradually began to

these nu,clc•I5 to SINl.A lorniat (thermal anal/el pro-

indicate abnormal In [ notion . The data indicated

giam) for INTELSA' 1"s use . During R(87. six Ford Aero-

that the brush was no longer tracking the shalt. Subse-

space and CunununicationsCorporation (FAC(;)-devcl-

quent to the anonialotis data, the circuit containing that

opecl I N l'F LSAT V thermal models were converted to

brush became noisy , eventually developing an open cir-

SINI):\ format. A translator was written to perf(,rnt the-

cuit. Following thee test, tltc E(:R-A was disassembled and

c•on\c • rsion.

:it t

C

r
Ariane Liftoff Analysis
An addendum to the I NTEI.SAT
(I

V Flight Data Anal sis Report was
issued under INTELSAT R&D sponsorship during 1987. The new work
presents results of au evaluation of
the Arians liftoff nonstatiouarv ran(h)[ 1 ) environment using it tunable
analog resonant circuit to slnlltlate
potential spacecraft response. The
addendtun was forwarded to . RIANESPACE for cotnnxnt after rcview by INTEL SAT.

OTHER CONTRACTS
Multiple Satellite System
Program
Under U . S. Air Force contract

C,

F30602-86-(:-()063 the ATI) studied
aspects of the Multiple Satellite Svstem Program (.AlSSP ) for the U.S.
Air Force Rome Air Development
Center and the Defense Advanced

Figure 7. I ,NTFI.SAT VI ERCA Iite test

Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The MMSSP concept
provides it highl\ survivable communications capability
by using it large ntunber of satellite's, norninalh 210, in
lw-earth orbit (740 kin).

Battery-Powered Electric Propulsion:
Ni/H2 Cells

Each spacecraft has it ground link and an intersatellite link fi)r half-duplex packet communications. The
cost of* building and launching the spacecraft lutist be
affordable. The ATE) performed cost studies and investigated launch and deployment concepts in search of the

This activity, which began in 1980, was continued in
1987. The objectives were, and still are, to evaluate new

lowest cost solution. Expendable launch vehicle candi-

design concepts and new components for Ni/ H„ cells.

dates, as well as the Space Shuttle, were evaluated. The

These culls arc being evaluated in it test program siululat-

studies related the space network cost and earth terminal

ing battery-powered electrical propulsion: two eclipse

cost to data rate throughput.

seasons per year, and daily cycling between eclipse sea-

Environmental Test Laboratory

sons.
The original five culls have completed 7 years of test,
or over 2,300 cycles. The most significant conclusion to

The A'I' D operates the Environmental Test I .ahora-

date is that the best-performing cell is the one with two

tory. Vibration, shock, temperature cycling, and ther-

layers of zircar separator material. Two new cells which

uual-vacuum test services have been provided for both

were added to evaluate do powder sinter/aqueous im-

ground and aerospace equipment under contract to

pregnation process positive plates are showing capacities

several customers. During 19871, thesecustonlersincluded

as high as that of the zircar separator cell, and have com-

COMSAT Technology Products, Weinsc:hel Engineer-

pleted 300 cycles.

ing, and Schonstedt Instrument Company.
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COMBATO LABORATORIES 1987

he Communications Techniques Division (CTI)) pursues research and development activities and
provides technical support in transmission, video, and voice-frequency build processing; systems
simulation; and systems analysis and synthesis. Advanced communications systems architectures and
technologies are used extensively to achieve the loiter equipment costs and improved transmission
efficiency necessary to maintain the cost competitiveness of satellite communications relative to other
media. These advanced architectures and technologies depend , in turn, on widespread applications of
digital signal processing techniques. Examples of such developments in 1987 include 4.8- and 32-kbit/s low-rate encoded
voice, advanced on-hoard digital signal processing, and digital signal processor-based modern technology applied to the
INMARSAT system. Other significant efforts in 1987 include: continued development of coded-phase modem systems,
advanced TV processors, and transmission analysis software, and development of a variable-rate program audio codec;
study of future communications satellite systems and techniques; investigation of advanced modulation and forward error
correction (FEC) coding, adaptive arrays for improved performance ship earth stations, looter rate voice encoding,
interference into communications satellite systems, and data transmission via channels using digital channel multiplication equipment (DCNIE); and demonstrations of the international satellite integrated services digital network (ISI)N).

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

of mass and power constraints imposed on flyable spacecral't processors.
A method of sharing a single pipeline inverse FFT

Advanced On-Board Digital Processing

(iFFT) processor among the different carriers was conccned. By interleaving frequency samples of those carri-

The long-terns objective of this project, initiated in

ers at the input to the IFF I processor and selectively

1985, is to develop an engineering model of an inte-

bypassing butterfly operations. carriers of diflerent

grated on-hoard Ilexihlc digital processing unit for use

bandwidths can be handled sunultaneously to the shared

nn a satellite for international commercial communica-

processor.

tions. This digital processing unit will perform demulti-

A novel PROM-based implementation for the acqui-

plexing/demodulation and associated filtering and

sition section of the shared cligital demodulator signifi-

control for it number of carriers occupying it band width

cantly reduces the required hardware. Hardware design,

of '20 Ml1z (minimum) to 80 \iHz (design goal) at C:- or

construction, and testing of the diflerent modules for a

K -hand. In addition to improving the link power efli-

testbe•d of the cfe ^nultiplcxer!demodulator, shown in

ciencv. on-board processing and associated switching

Figure I, are currently underway.

provide the needed interconnectivity in it multibeanl

140-Mbit/s Coded Octal-PSK
Transmission System

system. The architecture used in this project is very
flexible, allowing in-orbit frequency plan reconfiguration under ground command.
In 1986, a baseline system was defined and its per-

The development and lab ii ator v testing of the 110-

formance evaluated by analysis and computer simula-

Mbit s coded octal phase shift keying (COPSK) system

tion. Some improvcmc•nts and modifications in the overall

was completed in 1987. This system teas designed to allow

architecture were Made in 1987: the f equencv resolu-

satellite restoration of the I AT-8 cable, which requires

tion and the fast Fourier transform (FIT) size were

transmission at 140 \lhiti's through /2-NIHz ol'available

changed to match the actual symbol rates and carrier

satellite transponder bandwidth. Currently, the ntaxi-

spacings used in the INTELSA'T system while processing

nltun information rate carried by such transponders is

it 20-MHz frequency hand. The feasibility of operation at

I2f1 Mhit - s (iNTELSATTD\MA ). To obtain the required

tlyice• the clock rate originally chosen resulted insubstan-

I;ER perfin ^ nance , a,jointh optimized modulation and

tial hardware savings of paramount importance because

coding approach was employed.
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Figure 1 . I)enulnplever/cfemlxlukttur testhed

150-Mbit / s Coded Trellis Modulation

The system consists of an 8-PSK modern and a periodically time-varying. rate 7 ,,9, I6-state \'itrrbi codes
shown in Figure 2. 1 he 8-l1Sl modern ope•rttes at it 60-

lire purpose of this .studN is to develop combined

\lsvutbol/s (or 1811-\Ihit / s) rate, with it spectral occu-

modulation and coding methods for international satel-

pancy nearly identical to that of the current I20-Mbit/s

lite transmissions over 72-\l1Iz transponders to serve

TDM.- system, and is therefore ideal for the 72-\MHz

%%i(leband, integrated services digital networks ( ISD`s)

transponder bandwidth. The rate 7/9 codes incorpo-

at about l5O \Ibit S. A set of high- rate i n tilt idirricri.sional

rates important advancements. such as the use of it

coded trellis modulation methods using \1-an PSK sig-

periodically tinie-varying code to simplily high-speed

nal sets sirs investigate d. The higher trellis dimension

acid compare select operations, necessary for the \'iterhi

makes it possible to achieve larger co(ling gains and/or

decoder: and novel design techniques in the normaliza-

higher handssidth efficiency. In particular, two powerful

tion and itaccback sir( hits which substantially reduce

coded S-PSK modulation schemes using Reed-Muller

the coder circuit complexity.

block codeswerr fi ^ und.'I-he first has an overall code rate

( Oi'SK system Perlin manse was measured in IF

of 63 '96. an asymptotic coding gain of 5.95 dB com-

loopback and through the (X)\ISAT satellite simulator

pared to QPSk, and it 1 .18-bit;'s. IIz bandwidth effi-

at an earth station I IPA input backofi of 111 (113 and a

ciency. The second has an overall c(de rate of 79'96. an

l'\1"I':\ input hackoff of 2 dB. Results are plotted in

;ISvrlptoti( coding gain of 3.92 dB cnlnp: ^ red to QPSK.

Figure ;3, which includes performance (lata from the 120-

and It 1.$5-hit s Hi b,utdwidth c ific1cnc s.

\4bit s QI'SKsvstenn using the INTFI.S:\T\' si ^ nulator. It

Preambleless Burst- Mode Communications

can be seen that the (;OPSK system o47'ers better performance over most of the operating range, tchile carrying about 17 percent more information. Field trials are

1'he use of prearnbeless bursts to increase the corn-

planned foi early 1988 to
t)tintin
th r ch
r iracterize
racre
per
-

^ nu ^^ ications effic'ie nc'1' of low-data-rate' conlnuulications

lol 111.11 II

using BPSK and _( i SK modulation formats was studied.

;3 I

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNIQUES
By sampling and storing the received signal and using
parallel processing for coarse frequency acquisition followed by matched filtering and symbol and carrier synchronization, reliable demodulation can be achieved
despite the large initial frequency uncertainty. For normal I. ;%N„ values of 10 dB or more and burst lengths of
100 or more modulation symbols, the ruts tinting error
was computed to N. less than 2 percent of the symbol interval. The rms carrier phase error was computed to he
less than V. Therefore, for BPSK and QPSK, detection
performance over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel is expected to he within a few tenths of
a dB From ideal coherent detection.

10-2
O 140 MhitS COPSK

NONLINFAR CHANNEL SIMULATOR
10 dB 2 06 INPUT BACKOFF

10' 8
6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Eb No (dB(

Figure 3. Perjvnnance comparison of QPSK and COPSK

Advanced Decoding Techniques
("Ill-rent decoding procedures for high -rate. highgain codes are often computationally intensive. This
stud explored new, simpler decoding techniques that
would resul t in coding gains almost as high as those of tile
Figure 2. 140 vlhit/s coded octal-PSK transmission system

more complex methods available. An efficient soft-deci-

:3:1

....»»awaaaaaaaNNN^ ll
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siun decoding technique for it large class of Klock codes
700 AM
o-:XO

T.a1lva-1
Ego r0•

was developed. 'l his is known as closest cosec decoding

Pst01tron 0010001
and Con. 01
LOW Tpta,wh

aA con.

hecause it is haseel on the well-known concept of coset decoding, which invokes repeating the decoding algo-

G,ad0nt F,Aarmg
and Th-110 ng

rithm for each coset ofa subcode of the given code. However, closest coset decoding consists of first finding the
cosec which is closest to the received block of channel
T E Tap YN.7.

symbols and then applying the decoding algorithill, onl%

wConlioN.o.

000angnnt wnn
01A COnvenidd

once, to that closest coset. This achieves the same asymptotic coding gain as it maximum-likelihood decoder. bill
with substantially less computational effort, resulting in
significantly reduced hardware implementation complexity.

figure 4. ' -PSK culupnce egri alizer configuration

Other work involved combining several commercial
decoder chips to obtain higher coding gain and,-or
higher speed. .\ scheme based on signal-space, convolutionally coded QI'SK achieved air incremental coding
gain ()1 0.5 dB at a BER of 10".

Octal-PSK Adaptive Equalizer

An adaptive equalizer was developed for an S-1 Sig
utoclein with an information transmission rate of 180

I

A1hit/s. Such it modem, described above, had been developed as part of the COPSK system. Without the companion rate 79 I+(: coder. 8-PSK is significantly more
sensitive to link distortions than QPSK, adaptive equalisation may be used to maintain proper equalization.
The equalizer operates on the analog hasebaud
signals with equalization accomplished at IF by a threetap transversal equalizer (Figure 4). The ham-band signalsare digitized, and processed tisi rig high-speed digital

6

techniques. The equalizer tap weights are derived from

8

10

12

+4

16

18

20

Eb^No (dB)

ordinary data, and thus no special test sequences are
required. The technique is similar to that employed for

figure 5 . Effect of +8-ns parabolic group delay distortion on 8-PSK
modern BER u ith and without adaptive equalizer

a (`PSK adaptive equalizer, described in the hn.1LSAI,
Lalwrraloriec 1986 ,•t n n ual 1{e potf.
Performance with and without the adaptive equal-

16-kbit /s Low-Rate Encoded Voice Codec

izer has been measured for IF loopback with a variety of
amplitude and group delay distortions added. Figure 5
illustrates the degradation in BER resulting from the

initiated in 1985, the development of toll-quality

addition of an 8-ns linear group delay distortion as well

speech codecs at 16 kbit s continued in 1987. During

as the improved equalized performance. For the 110-

1986, adaptive predictivecoding (APC) techniqueswere

41hit /s C(_)PSK system application, the encoded BER for

investigated using non-real-tinge computer simulations

the PSK modem is about 10'. Thus, the adaptive equal-

of selected algorithms. A1'C performance was evaluated

izer improvement is about I to 1.5 dB.

using a simulation program to process several sentences

;its

r
of male and female speech , with qualitv _ judged superior

program recommendations .

to that achieved with waveform coding approaches.

included within the Nx 64-khit/s, and automatic muting

Synchronization bits are

During 1987 , efforts focused on real -time realization

is provided to eliminate loud noise bursts when synchro-

of the APC codes. Codec parameters and (Iuantize_r were

nization is lost. The unit uses oversampling to ease filter

improved so that the performance is closer to toll-qual-

performance re(Iuirements, 16-bit analog- to-digital and

itv. A realization based on the Analog Devices A )SP 100

digital-to-analog converters , and new VLSI filters.

Digital Signal Processor ( DSP) was initiated . A single

More work is needed. Representative performance

ADSP 100 can realize a full duplex codec, with consider-

measurements made using the encoder combined with

able computation time remaining for experimentation

a portion of the decoder yielded the performance curves

to further optimize the codec . By late 1987, the codec

of signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAI)) as a func-

software was developed and the target hardware system

tion of signal level for a 1-kI lz tone for bandwidths from

was designed and built ; d ebttgging the hardware/soft-

5 to 12 . 5 kHz shown in Figure 6.

ware combination in the real -tine environment has
begun.
After completion, it will be further optimized for
speech, and its performance assessed by subjective quality measurements . Codec performance with voiceband
data will also be studied , and the codec algorithm will he
n>odified to improve performance.

Variable Rate Program Audio Codec
A flexible digital cadet for encoding sound program
audio signals ranging from 5-kHz to 15-kHz bandwidths in 2.5-kHz increments at output bit rates of N
x64 khit/s (I <N <4) was designed and built, providing
a single unit solution to a variety of non-standard applications often encountered in operational situations.
Table I gives output bit rates as a function of audio
bandwidth.

-10

-20

30
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Table 1. Output blt r; , i, ^uund frro,gram
LUIJII^ ^z:nchclJti;

Figure 6. AI)PC1M SINAI). PCM SINAI ), and PCM S /N vs level
for 1-1<Hz tone

Audio Bandwidth

Output Bit Rate

(kHz)

kbit 's)

5.0

64

7.5

128

10.0

128

12.5

192

15.0

256

1.2-kbit /s Low-Rate Voice Encoding

In 1987, COMSAT Laboratories initiated a new research effort in low-bit-rate speech coding, focusing on
novel 1.2-kbit /s methods, employing techniques such as

An adpative differential PCM (ADPCM) encoding

waveform vector quantization and nonlinear model

algorithutsinrilartoCCI TTRec.6.721 was implemented

deconvolution to achieve communications quality voice

using DSPs. Depending oil the manually selected audio

for mobile systems in routine and emergency situations.

bandwidth, an appropriate sampling rate and ADPCM

The goal is a reduction of more than 50 to 1 in bit rate

quantizer are automatically chosen for the lowest N x 64-

requirements for a single voice channel from 64-khit,,'s

kbit /s output bit rate necessary to nree_t the performance

PCM, to allow communications with substantially lower

requirements of the CCITT (Red Book) .J series sound

cost earth station equipment.
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9.6-kbit / s Data Transmission Over a
64-kbit / s PCM Channel
Digital data, ti ansmitt((I via tel(•phour (it c nit cunn(ctiuns using voiceband data modems, mu u.r(l to
modulate a tat 11(1. with the resulting spc ru till) confined to the usable 3.2 LII, of the 4-kII, Ic•Irphonc
handssidth.'File hit error performance ()f'such nio(l(uls
is primarih influenced bs analog intpairnlc• nts stn It as
delas distortion. 2nd- and 31-tf-cn -der harmonic distortion, and signal-to-noise ratio. When the Voic(hand data
mode m output signal is carried via a 64-khit s P(:\I
transmission channel, it u(\% impairment, hit rrrors in
the l'(:\I (haunrl may he introduc ed which can signift(anth' impact Illc• soi(cban(f data BER perfi,rman(c In
producing hmsts of cm is in the data. For modems
tarry ing 9.6-khit 's voicrhand data, this cri of multiplicat ion effect ilea. hr as high as III to 15, depending on the
weight of the hit in the I'( NI sample afiuctcd hs the error.
A method to improve BFR perfiu nlancr of voiceband data over PC\I channe ls has he t•n (le\c•loped and
testecimerthrpast3sears. rhisinsohrsint(rc(plingthe
f;l-kbits P('.\I channel, trtule:uing the 8-bit I'(:N1 encoded sample to 7 hits. and introducing forwid error
correction (FF.(:) using the Itttncated hit position to
carte the FE(: parity bits. I It c • FF(: protected signal is still
a 6-I-khit s hit stream.

Figure 7. EJjccts ^,f I'('..I tnatcwilm o n \ 'y modem prrfimnuncc

Figurc 7 show, the rife'( is of urtnlcating the PC\ic•nc()(led samples to 7 and Own to t; hits. The drgraclatiuu
in the BER v s signal-to-distortion pt•rfortnanct curve is
about 0 .5 (111 when the least significant hit I I SB) is a-unc-ate(}. This is acceptable. hilt eliminating 2 hits is not.
A weighted H1•.(; code corrects double errors for the
111(1st sigttlhl aunt hits (NISBs) of the P(,\I ctt(odrd samples
and single errors fur the middle hits. \1) protection is
pmside(1 to the ISBs, since errors line (Io not resull in
voiceband data hit errors. Figure 8 shows the results of
lahorator n>c•astlr (• ntents with an (I without FI•'.( :. CI I Ixt. I
shows the predicted performance [()l a \'.2) moden>
operating at /.l.f; khit 's based on utc surrm < nls ntadr of
9.6-khit s error btu st length ;ts a function of whi<i1 hit in
the l'(:\I santplt• aas in et tor. Cut^cs _> and 3 shoss

10-0

9.6-khit s Voicrhand data modem pet forn >. ulce without

7•eiI A LAW FC.1
1Jtl8 )

FIE: and with FF.(., resptetisrls.A t a P(:\i channel BER

10

of 10 '• the 9.6-khil,'s s•oic(h:nt(I data BER as improved
from 1.5 x 10 'to2x 10"through hut List of the weighted
FEC. Measure ments using a \'.33 modem operating at
1 .1. kbit s, sield curves 4 and s. shossing that the ap-

107

106

105

proach is also applicable at this higher coil e•Irm(l data

f figure H. 1) (1-kh(t/s V . 29 will 14 -1-khit/s V 33 modem pcrtorm,mcc,

I aIn.

{\
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Data Transmission via Channels
Using DIME

of (ligital processing, where delays of 60 to 1011 ms may
occur in lower hit rate speech codecs (<11i kbit s), and
the possible, future application of intersatellite links.
propagation tithes ill c•scrss of -100 ins tray occur in the

When the C(_:I'I`I appruyeel tlac 32-khit s .\1)I'(.\I

public switched telephouc network (l'S l ).

algorithm, Recommendation ( : . 7 2 1 , acceptable transmission pet lot malice for yoict•hand data at rate's greater
than 1.80( hit s was not guat:uueed..-\s work on standardizing digital circuit IiuIltiplication equipment
(UC:\II•:) g.eineed nunncnttun. SIucIs (:rottp I S(1) X\ Ill of
the .11 I ctcc ided that l)(:\IF. should he Iralisp;n-ent to

-00011

: Wp ] •• •Cp•

e. o•u a 9.109•
-:co0Fx ssi
I ce un,
7 co oMm a 9 e •PO•
- a us .eo•

9.6kbit , toicehancl data. and established an ad hoc

,on

group to select such an algorithm for use in 1)( :\II•:.
(:O\IS.\l Laboratories. as the, host test laboratun•,
contrihute•cl to this sclrction effort by evaluating the
yoiceband data perfi>rmance of' several algorithms including:
• \ It)-kbit s:U)I'(.\I :algorithm based on (;(:ITT
Ia•t ( ;.72 1 for its(- onh on data. pt opostd by
1•t,uc• ((:\1•.-I I.
• \ 32-khit s Al)P(:\l algorithm, uptintizc•d for
tLata, involving down-sampling from till to 6.1
kl Iz and encoding using a 5 bit, sam ple ctuanIi/er. proposed by Israel (F:(:1).
• A 32-khii. s A1)l'(.\I algorithm lot Sp(-(-(11 and
data proposed b% japan (OKI KDU).
• \ II)-khit s .\1)I'C\I algorithm optimized for
data, proposed b\ .japan ( O1:1 KI)I)).

Figure 9. Baseline modem perforrrrcutce through p-lute 8 -hit PCSf
with R -28 analog nnpairments

Evaluation included the list- of yoiccband data moderns operating at bit rates Itont -1.80( to I8.(11))) biass
over one. Mo. anti three Iinks in tandem with Ili(- block
error rate- I RLERI measured as it function of- S N and
channel R1•.R. Figure, 9 shows Ilie base'line' performance
for the data nroclertts used in the cNaluation, and the representative pct lorntance• (d a typical modem fi n em olthe :algorithms is shown ill Figure 11).

Subjective Evaluation of Speech in the
Presence of Long Delay
(:(:I'fl- Rt-conunencfation (:.1 1 l givesan upper limit
of-100 iiis It i t the ntcur one-way propagation time I \IOPTI
for telephone connections , as determined hone eXtt-nsiyt• subiecliye t-yaluations conducted prior to 196 1 using

'1 oar aoo
l ^o ,ens

analog echo suppressors . Sine c 1961, digital e cho sup-

I I I I

pressors, whit h perform signili(autly better , ha % c been

I I I I I I
S F4

developed, and a significant itttproyenrent has beef)

(CB)

Figure 10. \' 29 modem operating at 9.6 kbit/ s through two
nsvni hr,noue AUI'('AM (ethers and analog trnpainnetu+

provided by tht- use of echo cancellers . Wi th the growth
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Modified-PAL TV Processor

To review the MOPT limit of'400 ms, a customer callback evaluation was conducted between locations in New

Test results of the modified NTSC investigation,

Jersey and Tennessee using live different circuit condi-

described in the COMSAT Laboratories 1984 and 1985

Iions:

Annual Reports, indicated that significant improvement
• terrestrial reference with 45 Ins MOPT

was achieved in the objective S/N measurement when

• satellite circuit with 300 tits MOPT

compared to that of an NTSC video link operating to the

• terrestrial circuit with 300 fns MOPT

CCIR standard, and an impressive improvement in the

• satellite circuit with 500 ms MOPT

subjective video performance when operated at a low

• terrestrial circuit with 500 ms MOPT

carrier- to-noise ratio (CThe purpose of development of modified P-AL video transmission is to realize
similar performance improvements for the PAI. signals,

Between 100 and 120 completed interviews were

also widely carried by the INTELSAT system.

obtained for each circuit condition . During the call-hack
interview the customers were requested to give their

A modified PAL TV processor was developed in

opinion of the quality of the connection as excellent,

1987. Two units were constructed and integrated into

good, fair , poor, or had . A mean opinion score (MOS)

the two existing modified NTSC units. The units can

was determined by assigning a weight of 4 to excellent, 3

detect whether the signal format is PAL or NTSC and

to good, etc ., and computing the mean for each circuit

automatically switch to the appropriate processor.

condition . In addition , interviewed ctistomerswere asked

Due to some peculiarities of the PAL format. com-

if they had any difficulty talking or hearing and a percent-

promises were made in the modified MI. format, result-

age difficulty measure was obtained.

ing in a data transmission capacity of only 1 Mhits/s,

The evaluation results, summarized in 'f'able 2,

compared to 1.9 Nlbits/s in the modified-NTSC proces-

showed no significant differences between the satellite

sor. I lowever, this capacity is still sufficient to support tip

and terrestrial connection for the same delay , which

to four channels of high-duality digital audio, or it ntix-

permitted pooling of these results into single MOPT

ture of'audio and data. These data are time multiplexed

categories of 300 and 5 00 ms . There were no significant

with the video signal. A rate I /2 convolutional code may

differences observed in the MOS between any of the

be selected to provide additional noise margin in the

MOPT circuit conditions . For the percent difficulty

digital audio channels for operation at low C:,'N values,

measure the difference between the 45-ins and 3 00-ms

if' desired.

circuit conditions was not significant, while the differ-

Preliminary test results indicate that the modified-

ence between the 300-ms and 50 0- n ^ s conditions was

PU receiver is much more robust at low C/N values than
the normal PAL receiver, and about the same S/N im-

significant at the 0 .05 level.

provements are achieved as for modified NTSC.

Table 2. Subjective evaluation tests

MOPT

MOS ± 95 PERCENT

PERCENT

CONF 1N'IT:RV,-\I,

DIFFERENCE

3-D Comb Filter for NTSC-Compatible
HDTV

45 mts

3.28 + 0.14

6.9

High-definition television (IIDTV), provides twice

300 tits

3 . 25+0.08

7.6

the horizontal and vertical resolution of the current

500 ins

3 .21 +0.09

15.8

NTSC: format (with it more pleasing 16:9 wide-aspect
ratio) and has gained considerable momentum in the
television and motion picture industries in recent years.
In the U.S., 99 percent of the households currently

The resultsofthisevaltiation were reported toCCITT

receive signals broadcast in NTSC format by about 1,300

Study Group XII, where they have been accepted as a

TV' stations. Introduction of HDTV incompatible with

basis fora proposed revision to Rec. G.1 14 to increase the

the NTSC format would have significant impact on these

MOP'I' tipper limit from 400 to 45(1 ms.

existing investments.

.10

The difficulties in designing a compatible IID'IV

This lotion-adaptive a~D comb filter has been simu-

transmission technique involve the separation ufclu urni-

lated with an NTSC

nance and luminance signals from the composite signal

image Processing Facility.' hhe resultant signal was indis-

at the receiver, and the removal of luntinane e-U)-chromi-

tinguishahle from that transmitted directly in comp(}

nance crosstalk around the color subcarrict frequencies

nent form. Further investigation of this approach using

in the transmitted signal. For the NTSC format, the

an I II)"IV signal will continue in 1988.

test signal

using the COMSAT

crosstalk is generally of minor significance because the
color suhcarrier is located at the high end of the luminance hand. For I I IY1V, however, the effect is considera-

Adaptive Array for Improved G/T Ship

h1v worse, as the suhcarrier is located in the middle of the

Earth Station

luminance hand due to the wider luminance bandwidth
required to provide increased horizontal resolution.

A study was performed to develop a preliminary

A system with a motion adaptive three-dimensional

design fora ship earth station (SES) which can provide

(3-I)) comb filter combined with precomhing at the

communications quality voice service, the cost of which

transmit end was conceived to resolve these difficulties.

will be between one-third to one-fourth that of an SES

llttnran vision is less sensitive to the high spatial resolu-

now Used for voice communications. The receiving an-

tion of moving objects. and no temporal resolution is

tenna uses a vertical linear array having four fixed low-

needed for stationary objects. Detecting motion on a

gain elements. For transmission, a separate, low-gain an-

pixel-hv-pixel basis permits use of a two-dimensional

tenna is used. All antenna elements are quadrifilar

spatial comb filter for moving objects, while a temporal

helices.

comb filter is used for stationary objects. Combined with

The (:/T and e.i.r.p. values selected are -18 dBi/h,

precomhing in the motion mode. which removes that

and 18 (B' , respectively, fits this SES, which can support

part of the luminance spectrutn interfering with the

an information data rate of 2,400 hit / s, permitting the

chn rntinance subcar ier, a subjectively high-duality, high-

transmission of,communications-qualitvvoiceusing 1,P(:

resoltition signal can be recovered. Figure i I illustrates

vocoders. Performance icost comparisons were made

the concept of the 3-11 comb filter.

before a design was selected in which
the outputs of the receive array's antenna elements, feed LNAs. and phase
shifters were combined at RF. The
phase shifters are controlled by digitally processing the receiver output to
maximize the S .,N ratio in a multi(a) 2-D Spectrum

path environment.
A key feature of the design
approach is the implementation of
the digital array control. Figure 12
shows the basic array architecture, and

15 kHz-4-15 kHz

Figure 13 shows Ilse functions of* the

1-D Spectrum

3-D Spectrum

array controller, which is designed to
be implemented on a digital signal
processing chip. Manufacturing cost

FE,
LUMINANCE

SPECTRUM
REMOVED
(b) Motion Mode

reductions are realized by using digital processing techniques to operate
the array in a self-calibrating mode,
thereby allowing its RF components
to he manufactured and assembled
with less precision than is required for

(c) Still Mode

other array-ccontrol or beam-forming
figure 11 . Concept of 3-I) comb filter

techniques.
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current tnaritintc [nubile sstem . sttul-

%P"AJE )-IF -_RS

irS were conducted Un the drtelnp-

v

ment of it 4.8-khit s communications

0

qualit\ vocoder and on the u-ansntission of the t.S khit s signal o er it 5-

t

kHi lading channel.
FUUr It•chniqucs were

IIIvisti-

gated lilt use in a-}.S-khit/ s c UlntnU-

0

1

z

DECODER
AND :IF USED
DEINTERLEA.ER

RECEIVER
RFIIF

nicaticnt, gttalitV wu oiler: the \l'Clu1
guanti/ation. sprBU•unt-pair. sprcti ii
d('Viatic)tt, and n)UIlil)Ulse (Xi nation
(Oiling. File first ricotec•hniguesa1)I)h

AGC
f

CARRIER AND
SYMBOL SYNC
STATUS

A

ARRAY
CONTROLLER

Z REFERENCE
ELEMENT

to sot at tract filter p:u:unr ter Boding.
I AND 0
SIGNAL SPACE
SAMPLES

while the latter two apph to excitation signal coding. The list- of ;III excitation signal in addition to flue[ pa-'
I IiiI t lel codingisc„c nlial luruhtaining natural gualit\ speech. Simula-

Figure 12. Basic archttcittcrt Of aifit rrcceiat array

tion soltwarr was clc•\'cloped.:tnd it
speech database which contains data
Crum five male s1eakers and live female speaker,. each

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

speaking nine c:u'efulh' sc•lc•cted sentences, was genel,tied lot- optimization mid c\aluatiou (d speech coiling

Mobile and Portable Terminal Technology

Schulties. Subjective listening tests are currenth underts•as It, tine-tunr the sstc•nt design parameters of each
technique and how to hest combine then[.

The put pose of this project is to d< Se•lop tic Iuu)logies for lUt+'-cc)st maritime mobile, aeronaulio al mobile,

Fur 1.8-khit;'s voice transmission . it partialh coher-

land mobile, and portable satellite- terminal applica-

ent Ircfutigun using channel nu•ntort over several snr

tions. Because of bandwidth and power limitations in the

boll %%as investigated. and showed a gain of 0.8 i111 over
differe ntial QPSI:: u t BER of Itl `.
This technique is pal ticularh useful

PHASE SHIFTER
SETTING
COMPUTATION

STEADY-STATE
OPERATION
CONTROL

TRAINING
MODE
ALGORITHM

ACQUISITION
CONTROL

fornu)hilc•conununicaliunSwhcrc
lie] C111 detection is ad\e •r,eh afliBtrd
hv- if)(- re•lativeh largo- failing handwidth-to-smhol tae ratio.

Sequential Decoding
Practical implementation oI high
contpIcxit\ com'olutional code, has
been limited h\ III decoding .tlgo
MEMORY
• NON-VOLATILE
-TEMPORARY

CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

NICE
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

rube[. I lu \ Iterhi algorithn ) iSSSideh
used ()ter eels satellite channo Is, but
algoii l h nl cotnplc • xin' grows exponc•n-

I AND 0 SIGNAL SPACE SAMPLES
CARRIER AND SYMBOLIC SYNC, STATUS

tialh t,ith the code constraint length.
k. Trading to it limitation of k c. ^ . In
1987 (;( )NISAT initiated it studs of'

AGC

sequential decoding algorithms for
decoding much mole powerlul and

higure 1 3. Arras' crmirulh.'r Junctions

12
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d- r longer cunv olutinnal (o(lcs, to proxiele additional link liher optic Ir:ulsoceanic cables, e•x:unining c ost sensiti\imargin fur small cal III terminals.

tics lot• each architecture be optimizing parame'te'rs to

Sequential decoding is it type of s^stentatic urn

tnininli/e the circuit cost. Spacecraft technologies that

%(,;t,(h . the complexity of which is irtttalh inclc pc ndcnl

require accelerated developnlc•rtt to implement Ille•se

of the code' s constraint length . Iwo dif lrreut algorithms

architecntres 115 the mid tc, hate 199Os have bc•e•n idc•nti-

have h< en widrk r < pone cl: the Fano algovii It III , and the
stack algorithm . 1 he Fan) algorithm has been success-

tied. Other issues addressed inc Iude design and cost of

fitlh implemented in several conunercial prodnc is hilt

sion methods, launch vehic Ic options, satellite Iifetinlc•

its computational speed requirements grow exponcn-

considerations, and satellite de plos•rxent and sparing

tialh as the channel error rate approaches a certain

philoa,phs.

the earth stations , uptitnunt ( ntirirctrn cost ) transmis-

threshold . As a result. perli,rtnance is degraded at low

Fice satellite architertill es, cosering a broad range

signal-to- noise ratios . l'h(- stack algorithm exhibits a

of sate llite technologies. conlpal eel to one another and

much lower demand lot Ill( ceased spud as tltc thresh-

to future transoceanic fiber optic cables are listed below

old is approac bed, hilt at the expense of t large stack

in asceneling order of the Ir\el of spacecraft develop-

111c•ntu11'.

ment I c•clttit eel:

\tc•mun tcchnologs has ads•ancc•d to the point
w'hc•rr an inexpcnsi\c , compact. sequential stack decoder should he possible. (:onscgttenth, the stack algo-

• (:one c pt 1: INTEI.S; I' \'I (baseline architecture)

rithnl was stuefie • d and exte•nsisel\ simulated In com-

• (:oncc •pt 2: Simple low-technology satellite

puter . Techniques to t educe nu•nunr requirenlents and

• ( :once pi 3: IS, to I•.urope trunking satellite

pc•rtnit parallel itnplenleniations were developed. Re-

• (:oncept l: fixed utultibe, un satellite

sults of the simulations , shown in Figure 11, compare

• Concept .,: flopping ntttltiheanl satellite

pcrfortnauce of c•olntncr ( ial \'iterhi decoders of cor-

with ou-hoard processing.

straint length k 7 to a sinitdated . stack sctltle•ntial
decoder of constraint length k = 31..At a B1-.R
of Itf'the sequential decoder provides mote
than I dB additional coding gain than the
\itc•t hi decoder.] he computation rate of the
seclttc • ntial decoder is ncarh constant 1•.,'\..
aho\e 3.2 dB.
This slack sequential decoder tray he
srcccssfully, implemented at bit rates in the `'\Ibii s range using conventional

logic

and about 1 (3 standard 32 K x 8 R.-L.1 rlu•nu,n
chips. Speed and petiirrmance rnhanccnu nt.
are under investigation.

w
cr
Cr
0
Cr
Cr
w
M

COMSAT SUPPORT
Future International
Communications Satellite
System Study

A detailed inv estigation was performed to
Eb1N0 (dB)

identik candidate a rchitectures for flUUre
satellite s\stems that could provide projected
IN I LSAT services at costs competitive with

Figure 14. (^-nnpan.,m „f BER perfcmnance txtusen a simulated sequential
,L',,,l: r and it ommnercial Vifevi i deokkv

I3
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The investigation shows that the architectures of

K,,-band compared to the IN'I'ELSAT V'l satellite when

concepts 2 through 5 can Lead to significant cost re-

earth station costs are included. A major drawback is

ductions relative to existing IN TELSAT satellites. Con-

that this concept leads to use of two satellite designs in

cept 2 (simple low-technology satellite) employs twofold

the Atlantic Ocean Region (AOR) with undesirable cost

frequency reuse at C-hand, which provides 31.0 dBW of

and operational implications. Concept 4, the fixed multi-

e.i.r.p. through the use of four mechanically stecrable

beani satellite, employs thirteen 3°down-link beams at G

quarter global beams, and fourfold reuse at K -hand

band to provide high e.i.r.p. with relatively low on-board

through the use of four 3° x 2° stecrable spot beams. Due

RF power (4 W/ 72 MHz). yielding savings in the end-to-

to its simplicity and relatively low in-orbit cost ($121M,

end per circuit cost of tip to about 45 percent at (;hand.

based on a buyoffive satellites), it can reduce end-tend

Concept 5, the hopping-multiheam satellite with on-

circuit cost by about 20 percent at Gband and up to

hoard processing, shown in Figure 15, incorporates 120

about 35 percent at K -hand compared to the INTELSAT

I' K -hand hopping spot beams which deliver 46.0 dB\1

V'I, including earth station costs.

of e i.r.p. requiring 4 W/72 Ml Iz on-hoard RF power. It

Concept 3, the U.S. to Europe trunking satellite

provides very cost-effective service, especially at K,,-band

architecture, also provides very cost-effective service

where the high e.i.r.p. permits the efficient use of small

because of its relatively simple design and resulting low

(3.5- to 5.(-m) low-cost earth stations, and achieves total

in-orbit cost of $95M (based on it buy of five satellites)

AOR coverage. For low K -band earth station traffic

with reductions in the end-to-end circuit costs of up to

loads, this architecture provides reduction to about 55

approximately 40 percent at Gband and 25 percent at

percent in end-to-end per-circ uit costs relative to the

ANALOG
DEMUXIDEMOOS
(4:3)

ANALOG
MODS
I4 3i COMBINER
^. DRIVER

LNA DRIVER

HPA
(2:1)

W>^^

W
E
HPA
DRIVER

(4:3) FEED

I-MUX DIGITAL '-

DEMUX/DEMOOS

vn^vcn _ (3:2)

ON-BOARD
PROCESSOR

0
Figure 15. Rluck diagram o

n-fxwrd processmg multifxam satellite
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IN I I:I.S.AT VI (see Figure 16). Reduction in terrestrial
tail cots, which is particularh' applicable to lot\er traffic
earth stations, will tend to make the a(l arced satellite
sNstent even more competitiv(' with the 1'.A1-St cable.
\\ bent rued in combination ttith optiiuutu earth
station designs incorporalin() the digital Iransntission
and cttdirtg tcchLticfuc bcsI sttitccl to ihc' sin cific service
and traffic load of each earth station ill Ow network, the
tcchnologt of all five satellite concepts can he Cost cony
pc•Iitivc tvitlt the technol(ii.v of the TAT-R cable. The
stilt also shots that the [cchnologv of concepts 4 at (
hand and 5 at K,-band call 1>totidc• senicc that is cost
s

comp('titite• with the Icclntnlogt, of the advanced fiber
optic TAT-fl cable. It is expected that an optimum satellite design would incorporate the fixed ntultibeam antenna of concept 1 at (;-band and the hopping ntultibeant configuratiotn with on-hoard processing of con-

1,200

500

cept 5 at K, -band.

CIRCUITS PER EARTH STATION

Figure 16. Total annualized Te latite link cost pe r circuit

UNITED KINGDOM
BRITISH TELECOM

TELECOM '87

PTT
PALEXPG
TRANSPORTABLE
KU-BAND

COMSAT WORLD SYSTEMS
DIVISION HOTRS
CLARKSBURG, MD
K, -BAND
S200 FAIRCHILD DATA
MODEM

2.048 Mbps
SYSTEM

2.048 Mbps

X

BT

SWITCH

DIGITAL
NETWORK

SM220 FAIRCHILD DATA

U.S.A. PAVILION

MODEM

COMSAT
WORLD SYSTEMS

COMSAT
DEMO
CENTER

BT
DEMO
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GREAT BRITAIN PAVILION

THE PLESSEY
COMPANY

plc

SLOW DIGITALPHOTO FACSIMILE DATA FILE
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GEC
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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VIDEO
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Figure 17. International satellite services digital network ('1SUN) confi,gurancm
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International Satellite ISDN Demonstrations

a2.048-Mbit;'s link eniployingrate 1/2 FEC. Capabili ties
denronsu-ated included full color phototideotex, which

The C:T1) supported the World Systems Division (\VSD)

provided high-resolution color material with graphic

in ISDN demonstrations via international satellite from

information displayed on a computer terminal: slow-

the International Communications Association (ICA)

scan video, which could be used for desktop teleconfer-

Convention in New Orleans, Louisiana, and from TELE-

encing: Group •I facsimile, which provided high-speed.

CONI '87 in Geneva, Switzerland. The first public dem-

high-resolution document transmission: digital teleph-

onstration of in tercontinental ISDN via satellite occurred

ony: and personal computer file transfer.

at the ICA Convention in Mav 1987, using it transport-

Interference in Communications
Satellite Systems

able earth station to the COMSAT WSD exhibit on the
floor of the ICA Convention via an INTELSAT \' spacecraft at 307cE longitude (cross-strapped with C -band to

Interference between satellite systems limits the

the U.S. and K -Band to Great Britain) to it British

cumber of satellites that should he placed in the geosta-

TELECOM in London via the London Teleport.
For TELECOM '87, COMSAT Laboratories served

tionar\' orbit . Maximum usage of the geostationary orbit

as one node of an ISDN centered in Geneva, Switzerland.

requires coordination activities using the most realistic

via the INTELSAT V spacecraft at 3071E longitude using

assessment available of inter - and intra-system interfer-

a 5-in IN'I'ELSAT Standard El earth station located oil
the roof of COMSAT Laboratories, and the Geneva E3

ence. It is often most difficult to coordinate between Iowpower, single-channel- per-carrier (SCPC) signals and

earth station owned and operated by the Swiss PTT.

high-powered carriers such as FM television . Relaxing

Figure 17 is a diagram of the system used.

interference e riteria as much as possible facilitates such

A variety of digital applications operating at 64

coordination , which is importantdue to crowded condi-

kbits were,dcmonsiratedduring both exhibitions. The

tions on certain portions of the geostationaryy orbit.

interconnections hct^ern earth stations were made with

\1'ork reported during 1987 showed that the criterion
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Figure 18. C/I rs duty cycle with one FM/TV interferer
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i1
h

for h-1-kbit/s S(:P(:,'PSK carriers operating at relatively

lines between two fields usually have more correlation

high carrier-to-noise ratios (C/N) could he eased with-

than adjacent lines in the same field. But the ease of

out causing excessive interference degradation.

standards conversion, the potential for further band-

The results of this year's experiment exploring the
d,

width reduction through temporal processing. and the

possibility that the criterion for SCPC/PSK carriers

hardware simplicity, led to the recommendation of the

employing FEC and operating at relatively low C N

intra-field 1'MATA'scheme for INI ELSAT applications.

could also be eased arc summarized in Figure 18. This

g

The T.\LATV' method uses horizontal and vertical

figure shows the total carrier-to-interference ratio (C,'I )

blanking intervals to transmit digitized program audio.

necessary to degrade performance of the desired carrier

The recommended schenie can accommodate up to six

to a BER of' I x I0'" as a function of duty cycle (w)

channels of high-fidelity. high-quality 15-kHz-sound

(defined as the ratio of the occupied bandwidth of the

program channels to accompany tile three television

desired signal to the occupied bandwidth of the inter-

channels, as well as a data transmission capability.

ferer). The C/I was determined experimentally by vary-

The hardware for processing one TV channel is cur-

ing the interference until the performance of the de-

renth being inipleniented. Additional channels may he

sired carrier, operating at a G' N 1 dB better than re-

added in the future. Prototype system hardware, includ-

quired for a BER of I x 10", was degraded to a BER of 1

ing a video encoderand decoder and audio transmit and

x 111". The figure shows the current interference crite-

receive buffers for the transmission of three high-quality

rion of C/I = 27.5 + 6 log (W), and the experimental

television signals over a single 40-MHz satellite transpon-

results with and without FEC. It is quite apparent that.

der. is being developed and implemented. The objective

some relaxation of this criterion is possible.

is to transmit television signals in a TDM signal format,
allowing three television channels to he multiplexed and
transmitted from the same location.

INTELSAT SUPPORT

In addition to TDAI operation. this system can be
designed to transmit television signals in TDMA signal

Time-Multiplexed Analog TV

format. allowing point to nutltipoint applications by the
addition of asinmpleT1),\l:Acontrolleror three television

Their broadcast capability makes satellites the ap-

channels to be transmitted from three transmit stations

propriate media for international and domestic distribu-

at three different geographical locations. The last will re-

tion of television signals, as demonstrated by the steady

quire these three television channels to be multiplexed

growth in television traffic over the INTELSAT system.

at the satellite transponder with proper transmit timing

To achieve more cost-effective use of the space segment

monitoring and control to prevent them from colliding.

for television transmission, and thereby promote fur-

Although the present system hardware will not perform

ther traffic growth, COMSAT is tinder contract to

TDrLkoperations. it hashcen designed to be upgradable

INTELSAT to develop advanced techniques for analog

by adding extra TD\IA buffers and TDMA controllers.

television transmission for occasional use over INTEI..SAT

The successful implementation of this system hard-

global beam transponders.

ware will increase the utilization efficiency of satellite

During the first phase of this effort, completed in

transpoiulers by 50 percent, thus reducing the space seg-

1987, candidate transmission schemes were evaluated.

ment cost for TV transmission by tip to 33 percent.

Computer simulations were performed to assess the
impact on signal quality of more promising schemes
including inter-field and intia-field Tirne-Multiplexed

Upgrade of Outage Margin and
Time Program

Analog Television (TJL-kTV), initially reported in the
C0.11S:A7' Lahoralories 1985 Annual Report, allowing the

.0

transmission of three television signals per transponder.

The Outage Margin and Time (OL'TMAT) cotn-

Since the bandwidth reduction processing algorithms of

puter program is used by INTELSAT to estimate the

the TMATV technique operate on component signals,

effects of rain impairments on carriers. These impair-

the resultant signal is free from the artifacts observed

ments include the effects of attenuation on the up-link

with three operations on composite signals.

earth station, and the combined effects of attenuation

It was clear that inter-field processing provides

and noise temperature increase on the down-link ((lown-

slightly better bandwidth compression because adjacent

link degradation) and rain depolarization effects on

47
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OTHER

interfering up-link earth stations and on the carrier's
down-link earth station in the presence of co-channel

NASA Advanced Modem/Codec
Technology Development

cross polarized interference.
The previous OUTM AI program was capable of
computing such effects only for FT)M - FXl carriers.
With the help of the Svstern Developntent Division, the

To advance the state-of-the-art of bandwidth- and

upgraded version has been completely restructured to

power-efficient digital transmission via satellite. NASA

add new carrier types, including digital, TV. SCPC:'FM,

awarded one contract fYrr earth station (down-link)

and compandc'd signal-sidcband carriers. To ❑ rinimize

applications to CO11S l' and another for satellite (up-

input requirements, the program reads INTELSAT data-

link) applications to TR\ti' to develop proof-of-concept

bases that describe the specific satellite system and fre-

demodulators and FEC decoders to operate at an infor-

quency plans being analyzed.

mation rate of 200 MIbit/s. For the up-link, I6-quadra-

Both the original and enhanced versions of Ol-'T-

ture amplitude modulation (QA\-l) and a rate 3/4 con-

MfATtrse the Propagation .Anal sis Package (PAP), devel-

volutional code especially designed for the modulation

oped previously by the Microwave Technolo(p Division,

were selected. For the down-link. 8-phase-shift-keyed

to compute rain impairment effects for specific earth

(OPSK) modulation and a time-varying 8 / 1) convolu-

stations as a function of percent time.

tional code specially designed for the modulation were

Figure 19. ACS bxrrd for duwn - link decoder
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chosen. In both cases, a bandwidth efficiency of more

dual-in-line packages (DIPS) for other EC1: integrated

than 2 bit%s l Iz is achieved. COMSAT is responsible Iot'

circuits. \licrowirc technology. which allows signal rout-

the initial system concept design and the development of

ing in very restricted spaces, was chosen to facilitate

the- FEC codec for both contracts.

interconnections between the hybrids and to increase

To ni iuitnizc complexity for the up-link decoder and

wiring density. To further minimize the \6re length

to maximize coding gain within practical iutplententa-

between the 16 tightly interconnected A( S units for the

tiort constraints for the down-link decoder(s), 8-awl 16-

down-link decoder, which trust be operated at a mini-

state codes, respectively, were selected.'I'o minimize the

mtttn speed of 75 AIHi (clock (-ycle), eight hybrids are

propagation delay in the most denrattding operation 101

mounted on each side of the microwire hoard. The

the AUSoperation, 92 emitter-coupled logic (ECL) chips

special layout was made possible by using -15° signal

were bonded to ceramic substrates to form an A(:S

routing and by taking advantage of the fact that only

hybrid unit. One add-compare-select (.ACS) metric com-

three of the foursides ofeach hybrid package have leads.

putation unit is needed for each state in the decoder.

Figure 19 is it photograph of one side of the ACS board

Propagation delays were further reduced by using flat-

for the down-link decoder.

pack surface ttwuth packages instead of the contuou

Both the tip-link and down-link decoders were constucted and partially tested
during 1987. Performance testing of' these decoders at the

1

2

3

1

n

5

P

2UU-^Ibiti's infin oration rate
is scheduled for completion
in the first quarter of 1988.

tat Originating Stations Burst

MESSAGE

NASA On-Board
Processing
Architecture Study
A recently completed study
(bi Processor s Burst to Destinatio^

for NASA Lewis Research
(:enter examined advanced
on-board control methods for
on-hoard processing satellites.
The network cons of fuuctiou
is normally ground-based, as
for NASA's Advanced CommituicationsTechnology Satellite

ici Destc"at oo.n Stations Burst

MESSAGE

(:ACTS). Conventional circuit
switching leads to a prohibitivel complicated on-board
control system. A fast-acting,
packet-stitching alternative

1

1

2

3

4

5

P

for capacity assignment and
channel rooting was investigated resulting itt the dcyclop-

MESSAGE

tdr Processor s Burst to Originating Station

ment of a completely autonomous concept which is highly
efficient and flexible and yet

Figure 20. Burst structures for ehanne.-packet routing at earth stntinns and Satellite

19

relatively simple in design.

Bali- autonontoUSIV. establishing
routes between up- and down- beasts

NPUT FIFA N'Ci•

and reassigning network capacity by

UW DET
TIMING

generating burst time plans for the

1, f

stations of the network.
NPUT F c

BIT SIP SHIFT REGISTER

UW DE'

Burst structures for channel-

0200 MbIIIsI

TIMING

packet routing at the earth stations
1201

and satellite are shown in Figure 20.

Mbt

INPUT P FD,

Each channel packet has a header

UW DET S
TIMING

that contains unique station identification numbers and port numbers.
•

110 UP - BEAMSI

I ADDRESS POINTER
ARRAY

40K . 512 BITS
120•ns ACCESS TIME

For a system using the channelpacket method, the parameters below
apply:

PING-PONG
CONTROL
MEMORY

48K x 16x2
200 ns

512-BIT P,S SHIFT REGISTER
11200 Wit s)

F-,

• 120-Mbit/s burst rate
• 2-bits-per-symbol modulation
• 32-kbit %s channel rate
• 256 station bunts in frame
• S-symbol burst guard time

• 16-symbol beam dwell guard
time
SYSTEM TIMING

• 64-symbol burst preamble

BUS CONTROL I OGIC

length
• average of 5 packets per destination
• 511 heats dwells per frame (in
traffic field)
• 8- and I fans frame periods
• one reference burst Pet
• frame, per beast.

Figure 21. 1)e.stination -directed packet switching system

Taking into account all of the losses
mentioned above, the resulting, I

An additional benefit of the concept is voice and data
activity compression and associated channel multiplica-

all frame efficiency is 89.6 and 94.6 percent for frame
periods of 8 and 16 ins, respectively.

tion advantages. Channel capacity is used only when the

The channel-packet switch can be implemented tsith

message is actually present and is then returned to a pool

only one nlemotv using "in-place" design and operation.

for other network users. This can create a voice channel

In-place operation refers to the process of storing the

multiplication advantage of over 2:1 for a composite

channel ofan arriving channel packet in the location just

traffic load of as few as 30 channels. Significant activity

vacated by the most recently departed channel packet.

compression occurs for data conununication as well.

Figure 21 is a hardware block diagram of the destination-

All on-board channel-packet switch control is ob-

directed channel packet-switching system. The diagram

tained front a destittationaddressed message sent as part

assumes It) upbeams and 111 dowiiheanu with a capacity

of the burst preamble prior to the message data. This

of 120 \Ihit/s each, and a 16-ms frame period. File

results in channel-packet routing on demand through

design reduces the amount of' on-hoard memory by it

the on-hoard switch. Since no other conn nand link is

factor of-4:1 compared to an equivalent time-space-time

needed to control routing, the satellite operates essen-

circuit switch.
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Figure 22. f3h,ck diagram for tht ter nsaubcal mode of the INXIARSAT Sttutdard- f3 system

t

INMARSAT Standard- B and Aeronautical
Testbed

evaluate the transmission format design of the INMARSA'lh aeronautical channt.i. The aeronautical mode uses
oflsct-QPSK modulation at a 21-kbit s modulation data

During 1987, additional work and testing

rate for continuous and voice-activated modes. A 9.6-

were performed on the I N \IARSAT Standard-B Testhed

kbit s \oice stream using adaptive predictive coding

Conununications Subsystem tinder two antendtnent+ to

(AP(:) and a 480-bit, ,s signaling channel data stream are

IN%l.-IRS AT contract INMI-8-I,' 101: multipath and adja-

rate I 2 encoded and multiplexed to lo-nn a 5W-nts

cent channel testing of the testbed in the Standard-B

super ft atnc.

mode; and development of new hardware and software

I hC new hardware includes a 24- to 2l-kbit s pro-

for operation of the testbed in the aeronautical anode to

granunahle modem, which replaces the 24-kbits me-
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dent originaIIv dc%elopcd fur the Stardard-lR nt'T 1e. \Iicruprocessot technology. (shown ill Figure 22) is used to
implement the functions for the aeronautical mode. At
the a ansntit side, all functions except the nwdttlat(ware
implemented with a Zilog Sttpcr-8 microprocessor. At

•

10.'

the rc(ci\c side, special purpose digital har(Iwarc and a
Texas (resit utucnts (TI) I MS32O1111)SP chip ill(- used in

IF LOOPBACI(
e L'BANO LOOoBACR
WITH CLASS.C IIPA
• L-BAND LOOP WITH
ADJACENT CHANNEL
CA-0 UB
• L-BAND LO(11' WI111
ADJACENT (' 1.ANNLL

r

conjunction with it Zilog Super-`t microprocessor. I Ile
s^ nchronizers include the nc•cessar% s nice and (Iata interfaces, and it switchable dill ereit ial encodes decoder
pair for offset OPSIL The demodulator has beers intplemented with t su fl'I \1S3^'(I`_>II 1)l ' chips. The demodulator softw;u c wits modified to ituproVe the cncrg^ (lctcction. frequcnc s c•stintation..tnd carrier and (lock acquisition performance. The existing up. (fo\;n-(on%crtrrs
have also been modified with additional local oscillators
to maintain the same channel iie&1tiencics for the Stan(tarcf-R and aeronautical ntodcs.
Its the e'ottlittnous stock. the offset (>1'SK RF.R perforntance of ill(- new (1enu1(tulatur in 21.l-M Hi IF
loopback is ver close to Ihcor When a maximum
fre(Iuencc ullset of 1 Liii is introduced between th(-

INMARSAT

uansntit and receive units, ()iil- 0.2-d13 degradation in

FOREGROUND

DATA
10'6

BER is observed.

I I I 1I 1 1_ I I
0

1

3

+

5

1

'D

11

12

Emb NO IOB)

The nett demodulator (onliguration was also
tested with IN\I.\RS_A'I-supplied Class-(: amplifiers in

Figure 23. \teaucred RER perf( mnance furr offset QN'SK
modulation on the Standard -13 mile with Class-C HPA
and (ul)acent channel interference

an I.-hand loopback to) evaluate the performance of
offset (`PSK modulation in it nonlinear channel with
adjacent c h:utncl interference. Figure 23 shows the
ntcasure(I RFR performance for hoot uncodcd and rate
:1.-4codedopc•tatiott. Thedegradation fl-unt the baseline
IF loopba(k lot the nonlinear channel. at 1.-hand is
about 0.4 (ill at a Rl•:R of a x IO' with no adjacent channel and about (I.8 dR with the stain channel faded bs' 3
d1; (C, A - -5 (IR). The measured results agree well with
those obtained hs computer simulation.
Thc RFR performance tinder multipath conditions
for continuous offset OPSh modulation in the aeronatttical modrat 21.4-MH, IFwith the IN\'IARS.A'I-.applied
inultipath sintuLuor is shown ill Figure 2 1. I he BER
performance to cr Riot- factors ()1'10 and 12 d R and fading
bandwidths of 84) and Ia)) 11/ ate close to them-\.
-I'hr IN\1:\RS.\'T Staud;ud-R Testbed Conununications Subssstcnt, including (It(- acron:ntticat mule. has
passed the in-plant and final acce ptattce tests. -I•hc

INMAASAT FOREGROUND
DATA

aeronautical mode hardware has been (le•lisrred to
IN\L-\RS:\ I under thethird;une•ndment.(:O\IS.\'ITab()-

Emb 'A0 I OBI

ratories is currently implementing a new nticroproce•ssur-based It ante' ss'nclu'oniier life ill(- Standard-R ss stein,

T figure 24. Alecr_st(red E)ER performance for ronunuous offset QPSK
modtdati(m with the INMARSAT nudupath channel sinn(laror

scheduled fur dclisety in ntid-I'ItiN.
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Corporate KU -Band Transponder Simulator

available for sintttltancous experiments . and m odular
construction facilitates substitution and evaluation of
effects of new a ansponder components un transmission.

1!1Sisawifiecompletion of tlte•CO\1SAI Corporate

1fat(fware simulation has long been cntploved by

K -Band Tr:utsponder Suuulator enabling studies of'sat-

both CO.\ISAT and I\TELSAT in evaluating and opti-

ellitc• transmission sstents over simulated K -Band. inter-

mizing the pcrfiu stance of satellite transmission sys-

national, and domestic links. It provides a hauls aie

tems. It contplenu•nts computer ur software simulation

transmission model of typical K,-band spacecraft and is

by providing an actual model of illc communications

equipped with filters for simulation of I NTEL S \T VI-

55strm which can identify tntfuresee•ti implementation

type K -hand transponders. Figure 25 is a diagram of'the

degradations. It further allows calibr:rtton of ;o1mate

international portion uf' the simulator. 'flue domestic

simulations against a precisely controlled and readily

portion of the simulator is identical except for filter

available hardware system.

bandwidths. l•:at h portion of the simulator consists of a

Hardware simulation can he ttsecf to identify and

receiver,,/fre<lue nc^ converter. transponder input filters.

Irouhlcshoot system anomalies off-line. It allows time

nonlinear amplifiers. and transponder output filters.

investigation of the effects of channel nonlinearities and

'I'hc simulator uses T\\-l's with nonlinear characteristics

interference conditions in a precisely controlled man-

that are nearly identical to actual spacecr:tf i tithes. Proper

ner. Finally, hardware simulation allows the assessment

frequcncyplanningallo+cs moclclingof fregttencyrense

of system performance without interrupting rc•ye•nuc-

configurations. I'll to six separate transponders are

producing activities.

7
..d t

I->
En n..

I

Figure 25 . International I>trrtiun of the C0,\1\,-\T Curporratc K ,, - hand Transponder Sinn 1atur
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7
evelolnnentts in digital transmission and switching technology have led to innovative network designs that
provide new services at reduced cost. As a result , networks are evolving at (at ever - increasing pace.
COMSAT 's Network Technology Division (NTD) has focused on the rapidly developing area called
"networking ," from systems and architecture to software and hardware . By applying an integrated
approach to simplify procedures and designs , the N'l') ensures a manageable network design capable of
continuing orderly growth and encouraging the incorporation of technological advances . While the NTI)
is prinuiril y concerned with telecommunications networks , special emphasis is also placed on exploiting the advantages of
satellites to provide new services at competitive cost . The NTD is responsible for research and development activities pertaining to communications network design , control, and management ; protocol development; satellite multiple access; and
fiber optic systems and devices . In addition , hardware and software developed by the NTD plays a crucial role in costeffective network implementation . In all of these areas, the NTI) provides support for the Corporation and its various lines
of business.

The session laver protocol and the X.41)1) nn•ssage

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

handling system (.\If IS) protocols were investigated
(luting 1987. Ilse MI IS provides users wit Ii a set of

Joint COMSAT /NBS OSI Protocol
Experiment

services that enable them to cxchaige messages with
local or remote users by using it store-and-for%varef
nsechaitisns. Two major session setyice facilities were

The International St;onlards Organization (ISO)

found to reclttire modification for better performance

Itas developed ;tit International Standard Refrre•nce

over satellite links: the (apahilit\ data exchange service,

Model of Open System Interconnection (()SI), which

and the major synchronization point service. Specific

provides a b;uis tin the coordination of st:uulards devel-

modifications (affecting protocol operation ntinintally.

opment for sssteIUJ irster( etnm ( lion. while allowing

but improving perfi,rntanceconsiderabh ) were designed.

existing standards to be placed in perspective within the

implemented, and Tested.

overall ref ci (lit (• model. Since 1983' (:O\IS:1I utd the

The backbone ne•twctrk of the \IHS system is a

National Bureau of Standards (N IiS) have, been engaged

collection of entities called message transfer agents

in a joint program to examine. implement. and test the

(\li. s). Reliable transfer service element (RUSE) pro-

performance of high-level data conunuui(ations proto-

cedures are used to transfer messages het\sc•e•n MIAs.

cols over satellite links.'l'he• investigation is curried out hs

The relevant protocols host the X.4110 series were atta-

first analvring the r elevant protocols.111(1 Acnfiking tile

hze(1 and implemented. and a number of p;u.1mete•rs

parameters and procedures that affect the efficient

wire identified that will have an impact on the pem for ^ n-

operation of the protocols over satellite links for differ-

ance of these protocols over satellite links.

ent ranges of transmission speeds and hit error vales.

A detailed set of expe•rinte•nts has been designed and

Next. the protocols anal ;un necrss:u1 modifications are

tested in the laborator\ for the session laver and X. lUl)

i11tplente•n fed and tested in the labmratorv. Finalh. a joint

series protocols. F he satellite experiments will be carried

satellite experiment is conducted with NBS. and the re-

out in earl 14)88.

sults are presented to national and international stan-

CCITT and TI Activities

dards organizations for appropriate modification of the
protocols.
Experiments completed in I9145 and 1986 by the

The NTI) has been an active participant in inlet n:t-

NTI) comet ued transport protocol class 1 (TPA) and

tional and national standards organ izations do cling sync h

the Internet Protocol (II'). All relevant inoditic•ations to

integrated services digital networks ( ISDNs and data

I P-1 laav(• been approved by various subconunittee•s and

communications issues . M embers of the N-FD have par-

are being (onsi(Ie•red for approval in the, next release of

ticipated in Studs Groups XI and X\' III of the Interna-

the IT-•1 draft proposal.

ticmal Telegraph and Telephone Consultative (: ontmit5f

LINK INFO

Mullh".

WORK

I
tee (CCIT-I') and in the subcommittees of the ANSI I I

active in ensuring that satellite-based services are an

Committee on I elecomn'iu ication.

integral part of B-ism.

These efforts have been directed toward ensuring

Quality of Service

that satellite systems are included in the development of
national and international standards. Various tinter val-

C(:ITT Recommendations N.I34 through X.137

ues suitable for operation over satellite links were intro-

define performance objectives for international packet-

duced by the NTD into various recommendations being

stwitched data communications services. Reconuncnda-

developed in CCITT. For example, in Reconnnendation

tion X.1'_15 defines performance objectives for each of

Q.716 dealing with the performance requirements of tile

the three primary data commtulications functions: call

signaling connection conurol part (SC(;P), timers are

setup,' call clearing delay, data packet transfer delay, and

specified to detect and activate changeover procedures

throughput capacity. The NTD supported the COMSAT

whenever there is it link failure in it routing path. It is

joint experiment with the National Telecommunica-

important that the values of these timers be sutlicicntly

tions and Infornlation Agency (NTIA), Boulder, Colo-

large so that satellite propagation delay will not be seen

rado, and TYMNET, Fairfax, Virginia. to ascertain the

as an indication of a link failure.

value of quality-uf-service parauneters in packet-switch-

In addition to timers, the NIT) has been monitoring

ing uctwoiks. Identical tests were conducted on five

the impact of the development of additional packet-

difTcrent configurations. The first fort- fell into the

mode hearer services defined in ))raft Recommendation

category defined by (,(:ITT as National II network, with

1.122. Four such serices have been defined, and there

a satellite as a part of the access section. 1 he fifth was it

has not been widespread agreement on reducing the

lo >pbackconfiguration over the satellite at the Clarksburg

number to one preferred service. One such serice.

earth station.

known as frame relaying, uses a protocol that does not
perform any link-level error correction, and therefore

Local Area Network Interconnection

relies on virtually error-tree transmission such as can he
supported by fiber optic transmission. A disadvantage of

The use of satellites tier interconnecting local area

this service is that it experiences congestion problems
because there is no longer it flow control between the

networks ('LANs ) was investigated . IAN internetworking
architectures and protocols were analyicd in terms of

end devices and the network at the link level.

their efficiency over satellite links, and two detailed

A second service, known as frame switching. per-

reports were prepared . The first analyzed the IEEE IAN

forms error correction at the link level anti has a built-in

protocols, and the second discussed various internet-

congestion control mechanism. This service is suitable

working approaches . issues, and problems related to

for satellite transmission. since it cloys not rely explicitly

I..\N interconnection.

on error-free transmission (although satellites can now

Future Satellite Systems Study

provide such high-quality links). In addition to lobbying
for specific bearer services, the NTD has worked to
ensure that unnecessarily stringent performance require-

A transoceanic cables study , which constitutes an

ments are not forced ()It these services. which would rule

important part of it ninth broader project, "hrterna-

out satellite-based transmission in favor of filer optic

tional Fixed Satellite Services," sponsored by COIVIS.I

transmission.

Corporate Developrrrent . addressed the competitiveness

A larger issue that emerged during 1957 is the

of satellite vis-a-vis lightwave technology . The objective

development of broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) standards.

was to assess the technological status of undersea cable

Broadband refers to digital rates higher than Tl rates

communications systems . The final report provided it

(1.511 Mbit;'s or( 1PT2.0 18 \lbit;'s), and can be as high

cost projection for representatiyr ;A tlair tic Ocean Region

as 150 to 600 NIbit%s. These digital rates are intended to

(AOR) anti Pacific Ocean Region ( POR) cable systems in

be supported over fiber optic transmission media, but so

the 1988-200 ( 1 tithe frame , with it focus on technological

far the specification of' standards has been kept inde-

growth . It also includedfcaturesof plannedattdinstalled

pendent of transmission media. The N'l1) has been

undersea fiber optic cable links.
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studied. Also, the eflectivencss of the, frame relaying

Network System Research

Group XVIII) over it satellite link with cud-to-end error

technique (a concept being developed by (:(;ITT Study
and flow control was analyzed. Different Ilow control
The NT D is conducting an ongoing research pro-

procedure's were investigated. and specific procedures

gram to investigate . evaluate , and implement technolo-

were identified that perto rni most eflicienth over s:tel-

gies for data conununications and networks . A variety of

Iite links. Simulation was used to ve: itvv and validate the

network : uchitecturc • s and conuntutications protocols

analytical results and to study situations that were not

have been in ^ plentented, and it wealth of information,

uactahle analvticalh.

experienc e, developnte• nt tools, and expertise has been

Congestion Control

accumulated . A number of advanced protocols and
network management systems were developed.

In addition to efficient routing and flow control

Routing Protocols : Packet-Switched
Network

te'chnique's, a packet network also needs strategies for
handling traffic surges. These I;uge traffic fluctuations
ntav begin as localized phenomena hot could spread

A key feat tire of the packet-switched network is the

over larger regions, causing significant delays and low

rotting prwl col used for fon%c:u ding the packets to their

throughput over the entire network. The N TD investi-

destinations. The effectiveness of the routing st ategv

gated various congestion control technique's to alleviate

(lasts a significant role in the cost and performance of the

this problem. New techniques based on transient queues

network. Various routing techniques we're investigated,

and predictive optinuun str ategie s weer develope d which

and it specific dynamic. adaptive, distributed routing

are designed to handle a large class of congestion pat-

tecl ^ nique (ADRI') was identified as it baseline protocol

terns with tnit ^ imtt,n computational complexity.

for the (:O\1SAI Data Reseal (-It Network. ADRP is an
algorithm that is executed in unison by all nodes in the

Switched SNA

network. Each node exchanges information with its
immmediately connected nodes regarding tr:dfic levels in

The NTl) data networking system also provides in-

its node. Through this exchange. an optimal and consis-

terfaces to networks that are based on 111\I Systems

tent set of' routes is generated independently by each

Netssork :\rchitectmre (SNA) protocols. Geographically

node, for each destination node. As traffic levels change

clisttibuted IBM hosts and terminals may he inter(on-

of nodes fail, the routes are, regenerated by all nodes;

nc•cted in this network. The stem provide s a capahilit

hence. traffic is route cf around congested or failed nodes

norntalh not available to SNA users-switched conne•c-

or areas. This algorithm is transparent to end users, and

lions. In an SNA network, terminals are connected to

results in increased performance and availabilit of the

Ic•rmtinal wont oilers, which in turn arc conne cted via the

network.

SN:\ network to hosts. Because each terminal is "owned"

A data link protocol was also developed to provide

by a host, a user cannot establish a session with another

reliability of packet transfer over the internodal links.

host on the network without logging into the owner host.

This protocol monitors the state of neighboring nodes

\Vith the SNA package developed for the NTD network,

and congestion levels over links. providing information

terminals and hosts are connected to the network via

that is used by the :\DRP.

synchronous data link conununications (SDLC) lines,

Ie

and the network offers the terminal user a choice of

Error and Flow Control

connecting ter any host on the network. This allovws users
to create cost-effective, wide area networks using the

Error and flow control mechanisms used in packet-

additional capabilities of switched connections.

switched networksweu e investigated, and specific schemes

Network Management

were developed that operate eflicientiv over a satellite
link fora wide range of hit rates and bit error rates.'The
interaction ofdiflere•trt error and flow control functions

Data conununications technology and protocols

at different layers in the ISO seven-laver model was

have made stead progress Dye r the last several years.
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The numher of ptihlic and private data nem' orks is

call', With the operator being involved oil l in problems

increasing rapidl , as are the slit' and conlplexit% o f each

that the system cannt)t yet lan(lle. Of course, all ink ii Ilia-

network . C oupled With this increased complexity' is the

lion is available to the operator When needed.

additional factor of multi-Vendor equipment within the

The N 11) data nensork was used as a test bed (see

same network . M anagement of these large, c onlpiex

Figure I) to investigate several network management

networks is it problem area which has only recently been

concepts. :\ few subsvstenrs have been built and

addressed .

(' aluatt'(i.

The N I'D has embarke d on it program to

One important aspect of a network is how the nodes

investigate and implement network management

are initialized and downloaded with code and parame-

strategies.

ters. In 1987. it system was designed so that this process

A number of areas have been identified under the
umbrella of network management : network adininistra-

requires no operator inten'ention. A node may require

tion (network configuration and definition ): fault

initialisation for it numher of reasons. It may have been

management : problem management : statistics and re-

receritl installed, or may have crashed due to it power

ports ( including billing and accounting ): and network

outage ova transient hardware error. If a node contains

planning and design tools. One design goal of the net-

its software and parameters in noniilatilc nienurn. it

work management system has been to avoid overloading

uses them to reboot quickly. I lowever, if these files are

the network operator with information about the nct-

missing or corrupt, then the rode obtains the required

%sork . Imead, nt • tWork nlanagennent should handle most

files from a neighboring node or the Network Manage-

routine ( and some non-rotitinc ) problems attomati-

ment (;enter (N\1(:). as appropriate. The software

VT100

VT100

NETW,_,RK

PAD

SUN 3,160
WORKSTATION

MANAGEMENT
CENTER

IBM PC-AT with
X28 X29 X3
i nterface

IBM PC-AT with

CCITT GROUP IV
FAX MACHINE

X28X29'X3
interface
-----------------O ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS ENGINE (ACEI
PACKET-SWITCHING NODE
NETWORK TRUNK LINKS (9.600 bit's - 1544 MbiVS)
USER ACCESS LINKS

Figure 1. NTf),41ta 110(W 01'k test bed
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redt ^ ired in order to perform this initialization is mini-

reservation time-division mt ^ ltiple-access ([DMA)

mal and is stored in progranunable read-only memory.

method. These performance advantages are obtained by

(PROM) in each node.

introducing the concept of notification of new packets

To provide status, topology, and routing informa-

transmitted in a random-access mode, and by reproving

tion regarding the network, a network monitoring sys-

collided and lost packets front the random-access ((-on-

tem was built at the NMC. This system collects informa-

ten tion ) data slots to reserved slots dynamically allocated

tion lromvarious nodes and displays agraphic viewof the

for retransmission. The RAN protocol has the flexibility

entire network (using the virtual console system) on it

to operate over a wide range of traffic and performance

Macintosh screen. A highly interactive interface allows

requirements. with reservation TDM_\ as one limiting

an operator to observe different aspects of the network

mode of operation during certain traffic conditions.

and its nodes on the screen.

Figure 2 shows the average delay as it function of
throughput for it fixed offered traffic level (new packet
arrival rate from all VSA'l's). In this example. the chan-

Random-recess Notification MultipleAccess Protocol

nel rate is 56 kbit s, packet size is 128 bytes, and the
network packet arrival rate is 30 packets; s. Now that, in
this example. the RAN protocol has it better average
delay than reservation TI)MA up to approximately 55-

Continuing the N'ID' s 15186 work in very small aper-

percent throughput, at which point the RAN protocol

ture terminal (VSAT) system development. a new mul-

transitions to a pure reservation TDMA scheme.

tiple-access protocol called random-access notification
(RAN) was formulated for the VSAT environment. The

Optical Processing

RAN protocol has the sinrplicit of operation of the
slotted Al.OlIA protocol; however, its throughput is
considerabhv Netter because it schedules the retransmis-

In 1987, the NTD began developing a prototype

sion of collided or lost packets. The system parameters

optical switch matrix . This device uses integrated optical

for the RAN scheme can he selected so that the average

tech nologv to fabricate waveguides . couplers. and switches

delay fir RAN is less than the average delay for the

on a lithium niohate (LiNhO.,) water. Lithium niohate

1.30
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1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70

0.60
0.50

0.40
0.10

4

0.20 0.30

• RES DELAY
O RAN DELAY

0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00
THROUGHPUT (Packets/packet slot)

Figure 2. Average delay vs throughput
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I
was selected since it has a yerv high elecu'o optic coeffi-

switching systems, and networks to determine the effect

cient, low waveguide losses (typicall 0.5 to 0.8 clB (-Ili).

these new systems will have on satellite earth station

and uses very little elect ical power to switch optical

equipment, access techniques, and network manage-

signals.

ment, and to provide guidance to architecture studies

Two de•^ ice fabrication processes were examined,

for future satellites,

one using titanium-indiffusion and the other proton
exchange. In the "i i-indiffusion process, electr on-beam
evaporation is used to deposit a thin layer of titanium on

Communications Controller

site- I,i\lO,wafer, which is then heated at approxitlatch
I,tHM)' C, causing the titanium to diffuse into the wafer.

The N"I'D designed it controller module that can

This creates it channel having a higher n•f'ractiye index

tunction in it time-division multiplex (TD\I). random-

than the surrounding Li\bO.,, The channel is stable over

access TD\L\, or Tl)\l \ mode. The module (.(-)illpl-ist-%

the long terns; however, the channel edges are rounded,

two standard randonraccess memories and it custom

making it difficult to implement compact nnlltiplexers

e onn-ollel. 11w user pre,.grams the module fol the opet-

and switches.

ating mode and provides the necessary operational par-

In the proton exchange process, altnrtinum is depos-

ameters. \\lten interconnected with a conunercial mi-

ited on the I.i\bO, surface on all areas except the

croprocessot. the ntoelule proSides the complete control

waye guide channel. and Ili(- wafer is placed in a henioic

needed for point-to-point TD\l. central huh networks,

acid bath which is heated to about l:lt)" C. This creates

and loll-mesh TD\i:\ networks. The module's transmit

the desired waveguide channel via 11' doping. Iire pro{,-

and receive functions operate in(lependentls. allowing

It -III with this ln-ncess is that the device is unstable for

different outbound and inbound formats.

long-term operation he(-:arse the II' migrates into the

The custom c(,nttoller was designed. and its opera-

I.iNhO,crystal or to the surface, destioving the channel

lion simtilated, in it computer-aided engineering (CAE)

characteristics. Further research is needed to develop

workstation environment. It has approximately 19,000

methods for stabilizing the channel. The advantages of

gates and is mounted in it I 28-pin package. It interfaces

this process are that it is performed at fairl low tempera-

with the user at speeds tip to 2.0.18 Mbitj s.

tures and creates it relatively high-index channel having
sharp. well-defined boundaries.

Software Technology

\lultiplexei s are created hs close•l spacing the optical wa%eguide and etching periodic grooves 3t) to (it fun
apart in the LiNbO, that separates the waveguides

Software is a critical and often expensive element in

(coupling region). The geometry of the etched area

data (onuuunications and networks today, and will he in-

controls both optical coupling and wa^elc ngth.

creasinglh so in the tone. Tit(- NTD has been tackling

The reh•active index of I.iNhO, an be controlled

this harrier with a large measure of success. It has long

with electric lit Ids. Thus, optical switching can he acconr

recognised the need for software development method-

plished by intersecting waycguides and properh placing

ologies and architectures that allow the development of

electrodes to create an electric field in order to steer the

complex data conununications sothcare whicIt is of high

optical bean) into tilt, desired output waveguide.

quality anel is relatively inexpensive to build. T'o this en(l,
the NTT) has developed the COMSAT \ltilt iprocessor
Operating Systein ICOSMOS) as the, foundation for

Network Architecture Study

most of the software, development in the division (see
Figure :1). (:OSMOS consists of an ever-increasing nunl-

'The network archite(ttu-es currently evolving in the

her of reusable sohware components and an architec-

telecommunications industr\ offer new user :Ind net-

ture (rates for synthesis) that allows development of'

work management services, and in e being implemented

simple to highly c•on,plex software systems in an incre-

using innovative multiplexing and switching tc•( lurigues

mental manner. COSMOS runs on a number of hard-

and higher transmission rates. During 19,7. the \T1)

ware platforms and has been used successfully in several

began it study to assess advances in device teehnologv.

different projects.
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[)Ili itIgl )$T, thc•folhc ingcnhancrnlcnts'eicnl:ulc

Lion of the timer package perforntc'(1 tell onl% if

to (()S\I( )S:

the number of .ofttsaie tinters %%as s tall. The
N'hl) detelope<1 and inlpIcint•nte(I a nets algo-

SBE4 Board Port . (.( )S\I()S was putted to run

rithm that allot„ an almost unlinlitc•d 11unllc'r

11m the SRI.4 processor board. This board co11-

III ,HtRVarr timers \N lilt ucar-cmist:utl 11t'erhea(I.

1.ti11s a (18(11)11 piH(r„ot and font high-spc•rd
porn (up to 1 11hit s) that (an be u,cd Ior serial

• Memory- Based File System. .\ softw:u'e package

link, vinplo\'ing a till it-t% of difI•renl protocol,.

t..t, dc.-cl11pcd Illm .tllut.. ;ippli(;ttion, to store

Software was dctrloped to snpporl loth a..n-

.uul rcuic.c cl.tl:t ftotn tilt's th:u an. stored oil

chronous an(t bit-s.n(hronou, protocol.. I I1is

imim)latile• Inentort hoards. The interface (as

addition to the set of (:OS\IOS-silI)p ci 11(1 h;n'd-

sccti In applic alien. program.) is that Hf a stan-

ware platfi)r11i, ciilt;utc cs the \TI)'s (a-

(larel file ststenl. and all normal file Hperatic)n,

p.thilitt to pro\ide high perfnrnl-

are supported . This approach offers it

allce and cost-cllt•clite %ohlti1111, fot data

substantial increase in tapabilit'%. es-

APPLICATION
PROCESSES

cunlnnnti-

pt'cial % fin applications that re-

cation, problems.

(Inii'r font;-term data storage

(.( )S\IOS teas
I hat

(mi l:t ius

t

of embedded and unat-

TIMER
UTILITIES

h c•

65112)(1 proccs-

requirements . The design

oJ^PS
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board

Auld hat(' high perliu11lancc
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TOOLS

651)21) Evaluation.

tended wstrins is also
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Coll si ( lerabl sin)plitied. phis lilt' ststrnl
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• Network Message

6802 0 is I ):ic kward-

(onlp:ull)Ie with the

files, pat Ilneter till-

System . \ nctt.ork nx•sCONSOLE INTERFACE

sage st stein has heeu de•t eloped which is built on top of

IiSI1111I processor and

(mllwl uornrs it h. :t lac-

the (:( )S\IOS nu sage .t stem.

lot of 2 t11 7. depcn(fing

I his uet%

011 the clock rate. The

quircnients of c(miplcx data

porting elf()t was ill( rcmental and consistt•d
laigel' oI nurdilitation,

s\stent

th e tis Illc vv-

cc llllllllllll('ati1111s suf l'.V Ii I• Coll-

Figure J. I. '()\IS,AT mulnrr.x-t'ss(n c,tk'rating system
I C )S\ii IS

lo device drivers necessi-

twining Inane prOI()c(il lacers. Instead of adding this burden to
Ili(- (.OS\1OS message scstem. a

lamed by differences ill I O devices. This added

sccfawarepa( k:igrtsarsdese1)pc•dt.hit 11(all evolve

c':tpahilit% cnallc , (.OS\IOS to he used for appli-

iud(•pc•n(IcIIIl t.hilc rel:liiiing l hc• sinlplicitt and

(:1111111, that rrgltite sett high pert^nnlancc

cl f is icnct of Ile (;( )S\I( )S message s^'stc•m.

• Neu Timer Package . I he timer package within

• State Machine Description Language . Most real-

(:OS\1OS is I c,p11nsihle for creating ..virtual

hint "N"Ic i11s soflt%are .111d (lat. (olllllltlllica-

alas ul <lock," Ii lr applic ale Ins. i he newer protO-

tiolls ,ofn.arc • Illmlli r, I]- (- spc(ilicd ill tile

(Ohs...spec iall IS(), rcgltirc a large 11unlhcr of

li)rnl of finite - state tuachines , ill tshi(h it sofl-

such s11ftware tinlcr,.'I It(- pr(•\'i(nts illiplcnrc•nt:t-

%(It(. process tracc •Is thrortgh various states alld

I
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perlorIlls various actions depending on the Cur-

work management and control, and network planning

relit state of the ssstem and the next external

and design. the Nit) had already- successfullvvdevveloped

event (reception of it hill (hcare signal. reception

prototypes in both categories to demonstrate the feasi-

of it message, expiration of a software timer,

bility of the technology for addressing networking prob-

etc.). Traditionall, this specification is hand-

lems. During 1987. work continued toward enhancing

('( ded usi ng a programming language. The ATD-

existing capabilities, defining larger domains of applica-

deyeloped State Machine Description Language

tion in each category, and migrating to deliver\ systems

(S\TDI.) and. S\TD1. compiler automate this

such as P(-based systems.

process. Tltc system specification is written us-

:Ls an example, it satellite network analysis package

ing SMDI., and then processed by the S\TDL

(\TacSN.\P) was developed and tested on the Macintosh.

c ontpilcr, which transforms it into an error-free

The purpose of the package was to provide high-level

and efficient itnpleinerttation using CIanguage.

tools that would enable the user to identity a cost-

The Cl language code is then combined with

optinri/cd satellite network configuration (i.e., to select

other supporting software' tnodttlcs to produce

satellite and earth station characteristics) based on ctts-

the' final executable code. This process consid-

tontcr or user recptiremcnts.
The design of it realistic satellite network relies on it

crabk reduces both softvsarc development time

vast body of expert knowledge' aid information, such as

and implenrc•rttation errors.

characteristic's of satellites Ill operation, orbital data,
Virtual Console System. The virtual console

propagation and atmospheric data, geographical infor-

system acids to COSMOS-based applications the

mation, climate regions. earth station egttipntent char-

capability to develop interactive, tiscr-h iendh

acteristics, modem performance data, ycndor coast rai II ts.

inte•rfaccs. This system is especially suited for

rcgulatorv constraints, and various costs and tariffs. The

developing network nranagernc•rrt systems. The•

design choices are further constrained by cost, perfortrt-

subsystem employs it Macintosh personal com-

ance, and traffic regiircmc•nts stipulated by the cus-

puter as an intelligent operator interface termi-

tomer. The designer must have' considerable expertise

nal.'Lhe interface is highl interactive and uses

and experience to pool all of this information and arrive

state-of-the-art techniques such aswindows, pull-

at it network solution. File required expertise consists

down menus, and buttons. The system consists

principallyot the kncttclc dge ofcriticai factors and ntar gins

of a librar of routines available for (;OS\1( )S

in the system design, and the ability to make intelligent

applications which can produce graphics an d

choices for tradeoff analyses. MacSNil' automates much

text and set up the required interface functions.

of this process.
For the network customer. MaiSN \I' provides the

The virtual console manager (\'(\t) is a process that

intelligence to determine, for example, whether a fea-

resides in the Macintosh. I t receives commands ti oat the

sible satellite network solution exists within the hounds

applications in the form of messages. and uses the Macin-

of the customer's requirements and at what cost. Without

tosh toolbox routines to perform the various interface

haying to know the details of the analysis. The user need

functions. It notifies the applications when the user

only specify cry general requirements. such as the name

selects objects or mein items or enters text in fields. The

of the satellite, type of earth station. station location,

VCMallowsmultiple windowsandmultipleapplications.

desired error rate, and availability. For the expert analst, AlacSN.AP provides the tools to perform tradeoff

and handles all window-refresh operations.

and sensitivity analyses and obtain system requirements
for the final network design.

Artificial Intelligence

MacSN,AP derives its power from the integration of
its analysis modules with an extensive database of*operational satellite data, including IN I ELS.AI satellites.

Since 19W_) , the NTD has been iuyolcd in applying

measured data for T\\TA characteristics. INTELSAT

cngincerirrgand cxpcrts• stcru technology to two catego-

Star a laic l earth station specif icatin ins, \'S.A 1' vendor speci-

ries of tele•conIll unications networking problems: net-

fications, IV'I'FI.S,AT and other ('drill station site coordi-

ti9
I
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Hates, worldwide rainfall distribu t ion by (limatc region,

possible by the use of multiple blackboards in the

error perforntarrce cur'rs f o r <li!Terent ntudulation and

\fauSN.AP architecture. The user may explore "what-if"

coding schemes ,

International Radio Consultative

scenarios to investigate, for example, how network cost

Committee ( CCIR) and C (L IT l edununendcd perform-

might change if additional capac it\ is required. I clivid-

ance objectives ( includin(g availability requirements),
and data for different rain models.

ual scenarios or case studies can be saved on file for use

The %lacSN AP package is designed to allow the user

may have it customized network scenario corresponding

in the analysis of other. similar scenarios. Thus. the user

to investigate different network scenarios in order to

to his current network configuration, which can subse-

compare costperforruance alternatives . This is made

quenth- he used to plan expansion and to forecast costs.

4
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T

he System Development Division (SDD) is responsible for system design and development activities in
support of the COMSAT lines of business . INTELSAT, and other COMSAT clients. SDI) activities
e ncontpuss the development of computer - based systetts, including the design and implementation of
software and the selection, acquisition , installation , and integrati on of hardware . Other SDD projects
involve the development of digital hardw ar e and microprocessor firmware fo r prototype equipment
produced by COMSAT Laboratories , and the development of analysis and simulation techniques and

computer software for evaluation and optimization of satellite communications systems and subsystems. State - of-the-art
softteare• development techniques are investigated and employed in the SDI), including the use of advanced methodologies,
computer languages , and computer hardware.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL. R&D

Link Budget Software Program

Interactive Channel Modeling Program
(ICHAMP)

Iterturmanc c of a satellite link between a single Iransinit

LINK, a program that evaluates the uudenlodulated
111(1 receive station pair. was developed jointly by tlI(Comntunications Tecttni( lues Div ision (CI I)) and the
SI)1) anti was completed in 1987. I.INKenahle s the user

A baseline version of an interactiyc channel nuxleling program ( I(1 l.-\\1P) wasdcyeloped in 1987. I( I l:\\1P

to tailor a link budget for the up- and down - link earth

is a time dunrain anahtical simulator, developed on the

station parameters and the satellite parameter s. The pri-

IBM 11tainframc computer (Figure 1), which is used to

mati' interlace to tilt- program is a spreadsheet which

(lctcrmine the stca(fy-state performance of digital or FM

allows the evaluation of multiple link budge is byvar ing

CO Ill nrtutications channels. The a11alvsis algorithms used

certain link parameters . Multiple output options lot-

in I(:1 LA-MI' were developed and te • stc•cl previu ntsly in the
COMSAT channel modeling program (CHAMP).

evaluations are included (Figure 3). An optional LINK

To activate the program , users define the- channel to

feature is its ability to determine operating parameter

he evaluated by configuring the channel block diagram

values, such as the high-power amplifier (I II'A) power,

on the graphics terminal screen. Icons representing

or the Ira11sponder saturation flux density ne(essau-N to

filters, antplil iers , signal generators , . 111(1 signal opertors

achieve a specified level of link perlormance. IRM main-

are used to build the diagram. as shown in Figure 2. The

h-ann• and P(. versions of the program were developed.

user then draws the Coll nectivities between the conlpo-

COMSAT SUPPORT

nests and sets probes to indicate w'h(•re• channel perforntati c e should be evaluated . Multiple channels may

Communications System Planning Model

he defined in order to represent adjacent channels.
Individual( hauulc•l component parameters arc- stored in
a component database and slay he ediled . Tilt- channel

The Co1111nt1Iti( allows System Plmmiiig Model

Klock diagram is stored in a channel ( latahase which also

((_.SPM is a software- tool being developed to support

may be modified by the user.

Intelsat Satellite Sett ices ( ISS) ill perlot sting near-tents

The baseline version of ICII.\\IP consists of the

and long - range planning tasks lot- the IN I I'.I,SAT Satel-

component and channel database management utilities,

lite Svsten1 . The (:SI'\1 will replace the Long-Range

it baseline graphical interfiue . and it set of hasi < ; utalysis

Planning Model, which was instrtttnental in planning the

capabilities . The program will he fully extended in 1988

I NTELS.\ I \• and VI systems. Complete program design

to include a compr •ehetlsive set of artahsis capabilities,

and the implementation of the user interface were

output features , and full user docutti e iitation.

completed in 1987.
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. Map...
2.

^ic.a...

3. Cobol...

4. Plot,... 5. Scala Plot....
6. Cenerat,. TtL.
7. Hard Cagy
8. Exit Prrogran

i

I
i

figure I. Interiu•tive channel nwdelmg sujtwure development
Figure 3. Platted result, of LINK parametric etaluatuni
The (:SP\I. (leveloped on the I It\I mair ^ fi un(•. nrav
be used to model satellite systems that provide multiple

elude earth station and spacecraft descriptions, satellite

seivicesand transmission modes.includingdigital.^,)ic(•.

and cyuipnrc•nt dcplo^nunt information, traffic tote-

Intelsat Business Scivi( es (IBS). time-division nnlltiple-

(asts. and gcnr ral sNstcrn specifications.

access (TU\1:\). internx•(liate data rate (I I)R) , and single

ISS Database Management Facility

channel per carrier (S(:1'(:). The program's an:tksis capabilities include traffic routing anutng satellites. trafficto-transponder loading, and basic economic evaluation.

The 1SS D atabase M anagement Facility (Il)IR\1F) is

It also features nunre •rotts t raffic matrix manipulation

being developed on the IBM mainframe a, the rental

capabilities to aid the ISS planner in trallic fore casting

repositorvlorsatellitc,t,tetn data within ISS.This ta ilia

and in deriving special interest tallic Inatices 11-nm the

will provide ISS staff 'sitb cur tent and accurate data for

global INT ELSAT traflu database (II1)11).

use in manv planning.enginceriug, and marke ting tanks.

The user interface consists of pull-tie twn menus with

It will also supply data dire•cth to manv of the softwaue

extensive editing capabilities that enable the user to

tools used by ISS to sinrplik program execution. includ-

easily enter, modify. and maintain the considerable data

ing (;SP\l. the Antenna (:outage Program (A( :l'). and

rcyuired lot' task planning (Figure I). These data in-

the Satellite-( )n-Station Plan Irogtaul (S( )SP). Sonte• of
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figure 2. I(:I IA\•1P hllxk diagram

figure 4. ( "I'M of k•ratur scTt n
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Interactive Satellite Transmission
Impairments Program (ISTRIP)

the categories included in the database are earth station
and signator v information, t raffic projections , frequency
plan data, antenna pattern descriptions , and satellite
deployment information.

Developmcnt of the tnteractiye Satellite 'I'ransnris-

Access to the IDBNIF is through a simple interface

sion Impairments Program (ISTRIP) began iii 1986 and

that enables the user to request various predefined

was completed in 1987. ISTRIP (lutcrnrines the pc•rforni-

reports or data graphs . eithe r from a single data categor-sy

auce of carriers within it ficqucncv plan in it frcqucncv

or a combination of several categories . ' t'he generated

reuse system such as INTFI.S;\T. The anah:sis evaluates

reports and graphs are of high quality and may be used

the levels of adjacent-channel and co-channel interfer-

in presentations or documentation . Figures 5 and 6 show

ence, as well as internrodulation inipairntents for mul-

formatted output for IN FL-: LSAT signatory data. Spe-

tiple carrier types such as digital, SCPC, TD'\I.,\, and

cially formatted reports or graphs may be specified and

frequency-division multiplex. F\1. :.n algorithm that

readily produced.

determines optimal power levels to rnaxirniie frequency
plan performance for the individual carriers is also
inclu(lcd.
ISTRII' is an interactive extension of the S'FRIP
program, which was completed in 1986. The user interacts with a sawtooth plot of the frequency plan on a
graphics terminal. By selectively moving individual carriers to new locations within the transponder bandwidth.

- 9b; L1411, Ell STATES

the user may invoke the program analysis to determine
frequency plan performance. The process of iteratively
moving carriers tray be continued until the desired level
of performance is achieved (see Figure 7). The program
also includes additional carrier editing capabilities, such
as power level adjustments, coding specifications, and

Figure 5. Representation groups with .0 percent or greater voting
share )ior INTELSAT

bandwidth allocations. The dcvcloptncnt of ISTRIP was
a joint effort by the SDD and the (: 1). and is available on
the IBNI nrainframne.

REPRESENTATION GROUPS

VOTING
SHARE

UNITED STATES
UNITED KINGDOM/IRELAND
FRANCE/MONACO
JAPAN
GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
AUSTRALIA
BRAZIL/PORTUGAL/URUGUAY/CHINA
SPAIN/PERU
CANADA
VENEZUELA/ECUADOR/BOLIVIA/COLOMBIA
AUSTRIA/GREECE/SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN
ITALY/VATICAN CITY
SAUDI ARABIA
IRAN/KOREA/PAKISTAN/TURKEY

25.b3
13.b0
4.55
4.41
3.93
3.15
2.80
2.b9
2.b8
2.51
2.39
2.35
2.04
2.02

INTELSAT SUPPORT
INTELSAT Burst Time Plan Software
'I'll(- St)[) continued to maintain and enhance the
INTEI.SA'F burst time plan (W TI') software system in
1987. This system consists of four programs used to
develop network B I'Ps, as well as the individual earth
station master time plans ( \ITI's) and condensed time
plans ((°FI's ) for the INTEI.SAT ' 14)N M system (Figure 8) . In addition to the fast-reaction support provided
to INTEI-S.;\ I' tender this task, major developments in

Figure 6. (Groups with 2.0 percent or g'euter toting share f or
INTE LSAT

1987 included adding the capability to generate variablcgain digital speech interpolation ( DSI) sub-bursts and it
new orderwire assignment algorithm . The SDD also

The overall IDBMIF design was completed in 1987,

assisted IN'FELSATwith specifications for extending the

and a significant portion of the earth station database

ctu-reut software system for use with the forthcoming

was implemented.

IN FLLS:\T satellite-switched (SS) TD\I.\ sy stem.
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extended the number of interfei-ing carriers

ttc'-rI_E

WORST CARRIER TABLE

considered in the pcr(orntancrcalcnlations..\
642 94a
0-'21 352

14004.
C e

5497 9

1

4

C
1 4l)D
e

19

report was m inen proposing an interface of
the BEEFS program with the BI 1' software.

'527 223

14
:3

TR 3
5929.
9

ty

-46 -^

r^

Phase I (d a two-phase program was com-

DICi'1 9ER)
12 C 4241 E-A6
B 92A9.

19 06104E-7'
9 o.2683E-'2.
2 O 3BO6E-33

5929 .
A

O

/

',

1C

f3

2L

r, (S/N IN CG)
' 60.19"

6

i 9 --^9

31 1

\largin l'rogrant (Olt l \l:\T),whiclt c ontpntes
division multiple-access (FD\lA) system caused

45 53.489

AA / `2\

pleted in I987 with lilt- de%clopillcill of it
baseline version of the INTEL .SA Outage
outage margins in the INTEI.SAT ftrgncncy

5929.
D

- ^3

INTELSAT Outage Margin Program

In. rain intpait tnents. The program takes into

/ 31

account multiple carrier types. coding specifiCations , and t anstnission ntoelem characteristics, and
Figure 7. I' TRIP user interface

uses the Rice-Holmberg ntcasutrd paranie ters (i.e.,
annual ean-111 station rainfall and thunderstorm activity
nuasurc nu nIs) to compute otuage times for it specified
frequency plan . The (:T1) and the SDD arc jointly developing this software on the INTE L -S.-\T mainframe.

COMSAT TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS
VSAT SUPPORT
5D1) software engineers provided significant support to (:O\ISAT Technology Products in 1987 in the
dev('101nncnt of i(SVIPI • small aperture terminal (VSAT).
This support continued after the safe of the \'S,\T to
(:ON fTI \S('.
lit general . SDD \'SA I ' su pport fell into I h rec categories: maintenance of the original VSAT (\'S:\T I), augntentation of\'SA'1' I. and de sign of an enh a n(e(I \ersion
of the \'S•\T (VSAT 11).

-mine. vAe
Maintenance of VSAT I
Figure 8. I.N TELS.AT 11 ):\1A ivn st h,),hdvin .unai.,n

In the original version of the \'SAI • network managenu•nt %%as pt•rfornu•d on it \1asscontp minicomputer.
I'his software was converted to it %Ilo:roVAX1\1 ill 1987.

INTELSAT Bit Error Rate , Error-Free

SDD software engineers also contributed to the conver-

Seconds ( BEEFS ) Software

sion of the network management operator interface to
the \ticro\'AX. This software provides the operator with

The INTELSAT Bit Error Rate, Error-Free Seconds

a set of user-friendly screens, arrangeel in it hierarchical

(BEEFS ) Program computes the pt•rfortnan(c of a single

ire, that allow network management titnctions such as

link of the I N LE1.SAT I I)\MA system for both clean-sky

traffic monitoring and load balancing to he pet finrnted.

and rain -degraded conditions . COMSAT installed the

In addition. on-line help and print titnctions are

program on the INTEL .S.A I \1\'S system in 1987. and

provided.

tl

S1)I) sohwarc cnginrers also converted the statistics

.\it Force I Iradcfnartc•rs (:ontrac tiIIg Ollice at .\ochrws

senrr lo the \licro\'A\. I his process collects statistics

\it Forcc base, an(1 in olcrs a total hat date and sofl-

From each 11111) chassis c \rn hcuu.. compensating auto-

t\arc solution providing sophisticated \idco program

matic :nth for sp(•cial cunditiuns such as rcnlutc• pI ocessor

pro itU Zion and local and rentt)tc felc•cunlnI cncing. The

s\\itc11o\rr, colultcr rollu\(I', h\te swapping. ( h:uIgc of

software can generate live and prc•prugh;uunn•d prc•scn-

tilnc•, and the addition or dt•I(•tion of remote nodes. It

latinns under the tunttul of a Mal uagrnu•nt Control

also prints and archives a claih traffic stlnttnan report.

Fa(ilit\ operated ill a clasitie(l cn\itontncnt. and illchides .1 ill icropiocessot-based .ubs\stc•nt that nl:unages

PtEnhanceme nt of VSAT I

user inter;lotion wfill l;S pi. tcs II isual.:nt(lio, and \ idc•o
h;uch\;ur. Included ;II(• lint. uthcr cunlputcrs and tike

The original u)ftwart• lot the \'S.\ 1 111th ( 11;ssis t\as

d

Urlt•nsc (:c)ntractols IcIc(otttntunit;tliuns \rncork

not rasil\ adaptable to (lit' rccfuirc1ncnls of cads nc\\

l)( I V, Also included is a \'.\\-based cnlhceldr(I p r o( -

cltslotner. SI )1) solttcare engineers were responsible for

rssut prt)ciding ttse•ts with conuncrcial, oft-the-shell.

a project to ieinech this (Ic•licicnc\.

Iligll resululion graphics and rc•Iattional d:tah:se capa-

1114, lust task wa. a ma%si\ c migration of microproc-

bilities. In addition. t11c \•:\\ pro id(•s fit(- VMS operat-

essor cock 11 onn the \lassunlp to the Micro\'.\\. I he

ing ststcnt and tnulliplt• Iatngu:^ tc•s for software-

cc (l( t\as rebuilt, tested, and (1) rrc•ctc•d in its ne\\ rm'iron-

d(•\cIopntc•tnl.

tnrnt. I he network management code was changed
frt)Itt prucrdtn c dri\rn to Iab)le (11 kcI I. and Ilpgr:utr(1 to

VOI(:E OF AMERICA ISU OPERATOR
INTERFACE

handle multiple- c juthound links, satellite interim es. and
node groups.
Ant) )thee task in c,hrtt lit(- enhancement of (:( )S\I V\.

C
I

the \ \IS \rniun of (:OS\I( )S (a pruprietan real-time

I sot :ucd at each rcnnow rcla\ station ill fit(. \'oicr of

opcI.Itiug s\slc nt dc•\rlopcd bt (:( )\IS.\'I' I :Ihuratorics).

.Mutt is I (\'O.\) Satellite Intcrcunncct. S\stc•nu nrt\tvn k is

:( )s\1.\\ teas (Icte•Iopc(1 h\ SI)I) for use in the \ S.\ 1'.

a li`Iftllh-microprocessor-based cons ollcr called the i
llUnit i ISl I . %\ hi( ll allotts station uf)eration from the ((-final nemork control point. \\'hen

Design of VSAT II

nc(css:In, personnel at the iela\ site nta \ operate thit
slit 1(111 Ilttnllglt the IS1 operator interlace.
III(- local operator (-;fit pruion nn the foll(milug tasks:

SDD ( ()fill ihutcd software- to the design of \'S.\ f II,
an ach;uu ed version of the \'SAT 1, in two major auras:
network management and har dware evaluation. Initial

• nLntagc• tile presentation of al:ulns horn 111(•

design (fli)rts in networ k management conce nlr:ted on

rrla\ station c•quipntc•nt.

integrating lit(- \•SAT 11 network management facilit\

ntonitcn-and (lispta\ equipment sl:It Its.

with one of several conunercialk available ncn\oik

• control Inan\' oI Ihc suhs\stcnts, and

ntanagc•nncnt products tender consideration. Sc•\eral

• obtain diagnostic iuliuntation abolll like

faulll-tohi;t fit 11: 1(h%arc s\strnts were c•\alua te(l, as \\cre

sitIi.\ .1t Ins.

sc \c ril t\ut kstatiuut models.
The controller is onh o(casionalh used in this \.a\.
but when required tnlust Ill o\ ide tile- opcl:tor ttit11 dial
nosti( and Curati\e srt\icrs. 111(• uprt:t )I intcrl;tc(•.

COMSAT TECHNICAL SERVICES OUSDA
TELECONFERENCING SUPPORT

designed and intplcnlcttcd b\ SDI). incorporates :t
unique ntat is 111e•ntt selection s\strnt that allows the
operator to /cro ill on a problem M ca with a few kcystrokes. Since the detailed local station configuration is

St )D supplied project ntanagetne•nt and software

built into the soflwa 1c. the operator can control the

crnginrcring assistance to (:O\ISAT Technical Services

station b\ selecting iivnn :1 list presented b\ thc• oprratot

((:I'S) ()If the Office of tile- I'ndersccretatl' of Defense

intcrfacc.'I'hc IS1, cunuoller and is operator interlace

for Acquisition (Ot_'SD:\) Telec onferencing Support

arc example-, of softtt:uc• designed to peek isc•Iv match

Project. File contract is administered through the U.S.

specialved costumer requirements.
fit.l

GEOSTAR CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM

----------------Operator
Operator workstation

CO\lS:\T pro%idcs engineering support to the

interface ,

Geostar Corporation in establishing it nationwide position-lete•rntination system for nurhile units using satellite communications. Each mobile unit in the ( .eostar
system (typically. a truck or a raihuad car) will periodically transmit it brief message relayed by two satellites
back to it central location (Geust^u Central), where each
unit's location will he calculated all([ stored. Subscribers
to the system (tpicalk trucking or railroad freight
companies) may dial into Geostar (:moral to request
reports of the current and past locations of their mobile

Amon, Ahem
Nelwo,w Shins P•ocu* SIM.,

units.
Tit(- SDD's role in this effort has been to clc•sign and
implement it distributed processing network architec-

GNS System Table
F i le
I EM ^

ture and operator interface for the data processing
system located at Geostar Central. A distributed process-

Application
Process

Appticaton Node

ing architecture was selected to ensure high system
availability and to facilitate future capacity expansion.
This architecture permits an unlimited hunter of processors (in this cast', I I P- 9000s) to be connected by one or
Fighcre 9. G 'ustur C'rtrul Sujiuvare

more local area networks (L-VNs) in any configuration.
and allows the network operator considerable freedom

• supports the rapid reassignment of application

in reconfiguring the network to te•spond to equipment

proce'sse's to network nudes.

failures or increases in message traffic. The basic elements of the architncttnr arc the Geostar networking

• supports the rapid on-line modification of link-

software and the (;(-()still operator interface. Figure 9

level protocol paratne•tcts to permit the operator to tine-time network perfortnance, and

shows the primary software components in this system.

• provides interfaces firr c entralized monitoring

Geostar Networking Software

of network status and pei formancc, as well as
clynanric updating of network tables to reflect
changes in the network configuration or proe--

The Geostar networking softyarc is implemented in

essing functions.

Pascal and C language for processors using the UNIX
operating system. The software' performs the following

Thc• operation of the network is controlled by the

functions:

following system tables. wlticlt ;ice rrtairrtaiiie(l and updated h% the uctwork operator :

• provides a conunon, application-level interlace
for messages sent between plot. esses, whether in

• Node Table, defining the network nodes.

the same or in different nudes,

• Process ' Iable, cfefiningapplication processes at

• handles nte•ssage routing Iitrottgh a specified

each node'.

itinerate of application processes,
• reroutes messages to backup nudes and proc-

• link Table. defining the point - to-point links

esses in the' e've'nt of equipment failtir c or e un-

between cat It node and the associated link-level
protocol parameters.

gestion on specific nodes or links,

• Itineran Table. defining tile sequence ' ofopera-

• supports nntltiple message priorities and the

tions to he perf or me d for each itincran.

packing of messages into IAN packets to tnini-

• OperationTable•, de•finingtheprocessescapable

mi/e CPU overhead associated with packet

of pertornting each operation.

processi rag.
71 t
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
• Routing Table. defining. for each current and Separate windows are provided fi,r displaying netdestination node. the next node to which it work, process. and telephone line status. Network status
message should he sent (both primar' and sec-

may he displayed either as it network diagram showing

undare% paths are defined).

each node and its current state (Figure 10), or as a table

• Configuration

" 1•ablc. defining the network

containing the same information. Information such as

topology for display purposes.

tablesol each application process in the network, whether
the process is responding to polls from the network

Tit(- nt•twork is administer('( ihrough it network
administrative

administration node-, and tilt- current status of each

node, which perform, the following

telephone line Connected to tiit, subscriber server nodes.

functions:

may also be displayed. In each case, opening the appropriate window causes the network administration node

• distributes control messages to other network

to begin polling each node or process.

nodes in order to reconfigure- the network or to

-1 he• operator may opt•n the netwot-k performance

request specific status or performance data,

window to examine the performance of all queues at it

• I eceiycs alarms and status or performance data

specified node. These queues include those for each

Itoru otlie•r network nodes,

application process and for cm If outbound link. The

• clistc ihutes new systcrrr tables and conuols the

information displayed Ior each (either in tabular or bar-

switchovcr procedure that defines the network

(-hart form) consists of the ctu'rettt, average, and maxi-

omligura Lion, and

mum queue sire, as w•elI as the current, average, and

• pr uv ide, an interface to one or more opci atoc

maximum throughput over it given time interval, as

wotk,i itions.

C

shown in Figure 1 1. Menu selections allow the operator
to set the beginning of the timt• interval and adjust the
scale of the har charts. \etwv,rk performance data dis-

Geostar Operator Interface

played in this manner may assist the operator ill locating
sources of congestion in the network. and in determining the required changes to the network configuration.

The operator workstation I ousistsofa Macintosh SF

The operator controls the network by starting and

conipntcr with a large-screen mx,loch roniatic display.

stopping individual application processesand by starting

The workstation software was developed in object-c,ri-

and stopping the flow of nicssage traffic between proc-

emtcd Pascal and provides it lull ann. c of "Mac-like"

esses . file operator may ( h,ocge the configuration of the

features, including a mouse-cone tilled cursor, nrttltiple

network by creating it new set of"system tables (each such

windows. and pull-down menus. The oyersi/ed screen

set is known as it "scenario•'I. invoking a procedure to

permits the operator to open and display it numher of

validate tit(- scenario. downloading the new scenario to

windows simultaneously. which is an important feature

each network mode', and initiating a switchovet Irom the

for network monitoring and control applications.

old scen;uit to the- new,

The basic functions of the operator interface include alai fit handling. network statics and performance

DIGITAL. RANGE PROCESSOR
DEVELOPMENT

monitoring, and network reconfiguration. The operator
invokes alarm handling by opening the alarms window
and /or the archived alarms window. All alarms gt•ner-

E

ated by the network are sent to the administrative node,

The (Y)\ISAT range processor (Figure 12) is it li}•-

where they are stored on it disk file. Whenever the alai ens

hrid auralog,'digital device used in satellit systems to de

window is open ()if a particular workstation, tilt- admcin-

termite the slant range h•oni an earth station antenna to

istrative node routes alarms to that workstation, %%hc•rc

the satellite. Phis distance is important for determining

they are displayed in the window. Menu selections en-

the orbit of 'a spacecraft during transfer orbit, and be-

able the operator to silence an audible alarm and to

comes part of the stationkeepiug information once syn-

acknowledge an alarm and remove it from lilt- screen.

chronous orbit is achieved. Accurate knowledge of

The operator may also request that selected sets of

spacecraft orbit is necessau•v for cicterminiug pointing

archived alarms he retrieved and displayed in the ar-

data lot- earth station antennas, as well as for spacecraft

hived alarms window.

station keeping.
7]
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File Cdil

Windows
- -- Table

__ Network Status

Ditigrom
Q Communicating
Ravelling Start

Router_I

Router - 2

® Not Responding
Idle

ReaRime _ l

Rdmin_ 1

Store _ I

SuDSeru_I

vww.nn.;=^^

rn^vwvv^.

Reeflme _ 2

Store-2

Rdmin _ 2

SuDSeru_2

ReeiTime _ 3

Store - 5

Rdmin _ 3

SubSeru_3

Rdmin _ 4

SubSeru_4

4
Figure 10..^rncnrk SIOIU, ^Ii,pluyr,l uz a nencork dial ruin shutcin^ e<<rfI IW IC and it, Clrrn•nI ,tdtl

The CO\ISAT ranging st•stein is a continuous-wave

This all-digital approach has a nttnlhe r of benefits.

system. An RFcat net is transmitted from an earth station

Since the processing for all tones is pe•t fortlleel sinlulta-

to it spacecraft. and then returned to the earth station

neoush, it is possible to collect anti Itruce ss more data

through a spacecraft a anspondci . The RF carrier is

anti still provide tltc• final result in the same overall tittle

modulated by a lust-frecluencv tone. The phase shift

period. This allows the operator to program the des ice

between the tone transmitted and the tone received at

lot either greater speed or nitre- accuract than was

the earth station is used to dete•rnline the distance to the

previoush possible. The tones transmitted can ht- (ont-

spacecraft. Range measurt•nlents take longer ttith con-

pleteh progiatnlned ill order to avoid inccnrlpatihility

tinuous-Wave systems than ttith pLtlsc systems. since

with anyelementsof thetransmitorreceivechainsin the

ntcastu-e•rllents must he made with several trines to pro-

earth station or the satellite. Finally, sensitive and ex-

vide high resolution and to resolve range aitihuguities.

pansive- analog filters art- completely avoided. reducing
the production cost of the device and enhancing its

The digital range processor currentlt under deyelopntent by tht SI)I) improves nn this design by tnudttlat-

ultimate rcliahilitt.

ing the RF carrier with it complex contintTOns waveform

X.25 BRID GE: SOFTWARE FOR VSATs

contposetl of the stem of several sine- waves. A series of
c-onlplex digital processing algorithms then recovers the
phaseshift information frunt the received signal for each

An X.25 bridge process was eleseloped and imple-

of the original tones by using a pair of special-purpose.

nlt•nted as part of the S1)f)'s ongoing support of \'SAT

high-speed digital signal processors supplied by Texas

let hnolog . This bridge connects the X.25 protocol

Instruments.

(used for interfacing to a cnstontar's X.`?a-compatible
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Figure 11. Current, average, and maximum queue size and thr ou ghput over a ,halt time lnterual

data commttnicatiotis eduipnlellI) with the genera Iiled
network interface ((:\I-) protocol tised by the VS:\T
network..\ cinnnter(ialh 1%.tilable• software package was
chosen to provide the \7S:\ I' svstenl s X.25 interface. The
C:\IF prutucol tsar dcyelupe(I Io offer nrlxinnun pert ilrmance and flexibility in the satellite segment of the
\'S:\T s„tc tn. I he X.25 bridge provides .ul cffirient
facility in which these two packages are ittteroperable.
I he bridge transfers packet-level data between the
G\1F and X.2F environments while ntaintaiuing all the
features of the ISO network level, including flow control
an(I call processing. It consistently converts between the
different memory management and scheduling techni(lues used in the X.25 and G\IF software. In an earlier
generation of the VSAT system, four processes were
needed to support the features now provided b% the
bridge alone. The bridge also provides several nc\% Icatires for the enhanced version. such as switched virtual
Figure 12. Range processor devel, ipmenr

circuits and improved flow control.
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n 1984 the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) undertook a new research and
development program : the Advanced Connnu>tications Technology Satellite (ACTS ) . The program goals
are the development of basic technologies to ensure the availability of adequate and affordable satellite
communications beyond the year 1990 , and the continuing availability of U.S. satellite comm u nications
resources by effectively utilizing the limited resources of the geostationar orbital arc . ACTS system
development continued in 1987 . CGE Astro Space (formerly RCA Astro -Electronics ) is the prime
contractor for the program and has responsibility for the spacecraft bus and the on-board multibeum communications
package; the on - hoard hasehcntd processor is being supplied by M otorola. The NASA ground station (NCJS) and the master
control station (MCS) are the responsibility of COMSAT Laboratories.

THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS OF
TOMORROW

and sn>all tcrmiuals. The resultant intermediate baseb:uul signal can Illcn be processed and bundled by
destination in ntucIt the same way as with a terrestrial
tandem ntess:tge switch.

A fundamental goal of tin .\(:TS piogiai n is to
ensure continued U.S. leadership in vital areas of satel-

l)eucmid-.I engird YZ),11.I Networking and Co>rlrol. I'be

lltt' conlllltillic a tions technology . :\ second goal is to

\l(SusesTD\l;\ demand-assignedalgoi ithms to couple

de've'lp communications tt'clmign(s aril equipment

Ind control ground segmelit and satellite Iesoulc(s.

that exploit the spectrunrrich . but largel unused. li-

This approach 1>royiclc•s cost-effective matching of the

hand . A third is to investigate and verify system tech-

subsc ribers' tralislttissioti andeotlllrctivitvre'gtii1e uiieulls

niques for hurt effective use of all frequency spectruni

to the :\CTS system performance envelope, as we'll as Ihc•

resource s allocated to satellite communications. The

optimal allocation of satellite' resources such as power

AC TS pl ogl aIll proposes to me'e't all thest ' objectives.

and spectrum to the users.

The following component technologies comprise

The A(: I S experimental svste•nl will verify each of
these critical teclinologiesand test their combined effec-

the baseline .\(:1 S system:
.S/>ol-Btvu i Jo/iuolot^ . C oncentrating radio frequency

tiveness in a communications satellite' svstem. while

(RF) energ 1 into spot beams significantly enhances the

viding an in-orbit testbecl that pt•rnnits significant testing

ability to reuse an allocated frequency hand . since RF

by the experinlienter tonlinunity.

energy is placed onI v where it is needed and not spread
over an entire continent . Further, the higher levels of

THE ACTS SYSTEM

concentrate ( l power associated with spot beams permit
deployment of lower-cost terminal equipment. The use'
of fixed and hopping spot beanis is an important extension of Ihis technology.

I'llc .\(:TS sysieiii configuration consists of a (light
This approach per-

segment and a ground segnnciii (Figure 1 ). The :\(:18

mits the interce> nne•ctienn of ttp- link and down-link spot-

spacecraft features two type's of spot-bran) coverage.

On-board Sudhhing 71,chnoluj t.

heams. thereby meeting subscribers' connectivity re-

fixed and variable. with each beans covering an area

quirements and matching an established time-division

approximate) l:it) miles wide. Sixteen fixed spot- beam
regions are available, each focused on a major ('.S, city.

multiple -access ( Ti)\IA) liming plan.

On-boa>rl liasrband and Ri ' modulalion Processing. Ile-

Variable coverage is performed within two sectors (Fast

cause it isolates up-link errors from clown - link errors.

:tad West) for high-speed. selectable pointing (hop-

reniodulation is inure effective than analog repeaters in

ping). This spot-beam pointing is programmed from Ihu

isolating 111)-link errors , and allows mixed- rate up-links

M( 'IS so that nlmable transmit and receive he•anls chweIl

and down - links to acconunoclate networks of both large

on a se•tlue•uce of legions: the length of the dwell is
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Figure 1. The ACTS

HBR EXPERIMLNILR
NFTWORKS

s) sknt ilntf iRuramnt

The ACTS Ground Segment

related to the amo u nt of traffic being passed . A small,

Ilie :\CTS gtound sc•gutert has the following lire

steerable antenna has been added to the A( FS to pro-

distinct elements:

vide Alaska I Iawaii coverage.
The up- lick and down - lick signals are classified as

7Yrr ,\';-1.5.-1 (;ii PU! Station consists of a single RF

high burst rate (11 RR ) or low burst rate ( 1.11R)• and are

terminal (RFT), which is primarliy responsible for trans-

carried in three wideband channels. The HBR signals.

lating I.RR conununications signals between the K.1-hand

planned lot 20-\lsyntbol - s burst rates , a t c routed

interface with the ACTS spat c( raft and the digital inter-

through an uu - bl lard intermediate freduetti ( I I) mitten

face of the TI)\1.\ terminals, and is thrived by Iwo I.RR

wave ntatix s%-.,itch which interconnects the up- and

11)\1:\ terminals: the 27.5-\lsyntbol%s traffic terminal,

down-link spot-beam antennas . 111c I.RR ul>-link signals,

with its terrestrial traffic inlet face equipment; and it

with burst r a tes of either 27 .5 or 110 \1symbol s. are

combined reference terminal and talfic terminal oper-

rotted through the baseband processor . After initial

ating at 110 \lsynuhul;"s. The reference terminal is re-

demodulation of the TDMA bursts, the signals are tintc-

sponsible for maintaining TD\1:\ system synchronisa-

slot interchanged and tetnodulated for the down-link

tion and integrity. and serves as the control-message

at a rate of 11O \Is\tnbol!s. Forward error correction

interface for the ICS. The N(:S also includes (:E-pro-

(FIE:) and reduced modulation rates are applied adap-

yicled telcntru^. tracking. and command (T &-(:) equip-

tivcly to the ltallsnuission to pet initoperation during rain

ment that interfaces with the Rl•T subsystem and tshich

fades, with the de • roding and reencoding pertot•nted in

will be located at NASA's Lewis Research Center (I,eR(.: )

the hasebatd processor.

it Cleyelancl, Ohio,
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ACTS
'I lie .Hasler Control Station controls the L BR network

funding constraints and tlie corresponding stretch in

and the on-board nttrltiheam communications package

delivery and launch dales-the latter being November

(\1CP), serves as the fiscal point for mission and experi-

1990. This revised work plan defined the technical mile-

ment operations, and provides of ispIavs and reports that

stones, staffing le eds. and target completion dates for

arc required for orderly svstent operation.

the Laboratories' effort on the :ACT'S program in 1987

The Telemetry, Trarking, and Command 1'rn•ililies are

I

and subsequent vears.

related largely to spacecraft support operations such as

With rich iteration of the plan. the PNIO cost- and

stationkeeping. The GE facilities in Carpentersyille and

schedule-ccrtitm'olstaffhas becomenurreadeptatproduc

East Windsor. New, Jersey, will perform this function. GE

ing tilt- cunsidcrahlc data and documentation support-

will also proyiele the TT&C elements to he located at the

ingmanagcntenl needsofboth CO\1S,A Land itscustom-

NGS.

crs. Nluntlth status reports prudm'ed by the I'M() pro-

'I he HBRCrou nd Sesnnent will function similarh to the

side ate tip-to-date, objective assrssrncn t of progress f i'ont

LBR NGS and \ICS, but will he directed toward commu-

the standpoint of resources expended, schedule status,

nications through the microwave switch matrix in the

anti value earned (ac(omplishments).

\1CP. NAS.\ is responsible for developing the HBR

Because of the governmental fiscal near funding

ground station, which will be located in the viciiiitvof'th<•
NGS.

iiwsn gins associated vyith the A(:_I S program. the PNIO

The L:1SF.RCO;11 l;.v^rerintcnl was dropped From the

ment system to ru'ehilly monitor and control expcudi-

,'A(:TS program in December 1987.
1 1) addition to the A(:TS ground segment. au cxperi-

has been required to implement it complex managetures to avoid exceeding a specific annual budget limitation. This cost and schedule control system also must

mcntcrs' network equipped for either or both LBR and

satisfy the criteria established by the government. At the

HBR operation will be incorporated into the M " ' I'S

end of 1987, NASA conducted a three-day compliance

s\ stem.

rc yiesy of the performance measurement system (P\IS)
eiimploved by C.O\1S,\1 to manage and control the ACTS
program. This svstent had been under developnicnt

THE ACTS PROGRAM AT COMSAT
LABORATORIES

within the P\1O for over two years and was a "custom
ized"version of'the Departmentol'Defense (Dol)) Gust
and Schedule Control System Criteria. The results of the

ACTS Program Management Office

review indicated a high level of NASA satisfaction with
the progress (:( )\ISAI Laboratories had made. with

The ACTS Program Management Office (P.N10)
directs the program within (:O lS.AT Laboratories, and
manages Ihr interface with GE and NASA. The PNIO

During 1987. the work on all (f the subsystems

includes the• technical managers of each of the major

moved from the functional description level oftht- devel-

elements of the program. as well as cost and schedule

opmental hierarchy to the design level. This included

control managers and staff.
I

minimum adjustments required to reach full compliance in early 1988.

partitioning of functional rrspunsibilitic sbet eemu hard-

Technical managers operate with counterparts in

ware and lirnnvai c, devclopnu•nl of schematics, identif i-

time various functional organisations, deliiiing and sched-

cation and coding ([software nuxlules, and building and

uling the work to he acc()mplishcd and the: resources

testing ofbreadbuards and prototypes. Twu major tech-

required. Upon agreement. these parame'te'rs are ('n-

nical events were the two-day Subsystems Design Review

it-red into a computer-based ART \lIS cost and s( lied-

of the \1(:S design in duly, and the three-day Subsystem

file control system, which produces system and suhs\s-

Design Rccicsyofthe'l'l \1:AeffortinAugust.TheNASA,'

tc•rn schedule networks and detailed cost projections for

GE. response to both ufthese prcliminarvdesign reviews

each element of the program. This information is con-

was laudatory, citing the significant progress ruade in

tinualh monitored and updated. distrihiucd to various

both technical areas and the exceptionally competent

(:O\ISAT manageutent levels, and reported un a regular

design approaches being pursued.

basis to the customer.

The pcrccntage of COMSAT Laboratories person-

During early 1987, a modified work plan for the

nel dedicated to the technical and administative activi-

program was established which encompassed the NASA

ties of the :A("fS program increased h-om about 15 to 20

COMBATC LABORATORIES 1987
percent in 1987. and is expected to reach 25 percent for

seIVict to predict baseline system pcrfin nt:utcc•, against

the next two .ears. Hence ..\(`CS funded activities en-

t.•hich uteasured pertinmance will he judged.

compass almost c•verv technical and support organiza-

The (le•velopment of a comprehensive specification

tion tsithu t the Laboratories. I'hrough the experience

clocunu•nl for the rain little event detection function ..as

gained on he ACTS progr:un, each of these organiza-

typical. This function imposes requirements on all

uons is developing the net., skills and disciplines re-

suhsvslcn ^ s of the NGS \I(:S, and is critical to tile-

quired for ant- future major development program.

perforntanc e of the total .\(:1 S svstettt. Extensive and
detailed interaction between (X)\IS.AI personnel and

ACTS PROGRAM TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT

(ttstome•r representatives was needed to refine the
requirements in this specification. and several design
approach iterations were considered hc•ton• the final

The technical developtnew associated with N(;S

approach was chosen. Embodied within the document

and tl(:S implementation call he divided into five spe-

are the technical parameters for each element of the

cific management areas : s\stetns engineering, RF termi-

function. including the requirements for a detection

nal development . T[)\IA terminal development. \ICS

algorithm developed bs tit(- (:TD. Figure `_' illustrates a

development. and performance assurance.

cartelidatc• concept of this detection proce•sswhich would
he intplente•nted t.•iih unique detection par:une•ters and

Systems Engineering
C:(-)\IS:Vl s svsten ^ s engineering role in
the AC: I'S program is twofold. Primarily. svstents engineering is responsible for engineering, :utahsis, integration. and testing
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the (:omtnunications Techniques Division
((:TD) being the primate contributor.
During 19M7. it transition began in the
nature of Ihcse wstetns engineering activi-
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formance paranlete•rs to subsystem elements,
and fo r the analytical verification of system
perfornt:uu e. The (ICvelopnu•nt ofsoftware
channel and network control models were
major svste•nts cnginccriug activities. B\
year's enci, those development eflorts were
completed and the systems engineering
focus shifted toward the integration and
test phase. which will lead to the verification
of system performance. The channel and
netwourk control mode is \\rrc placed in

Figure 2. Rain liuk' algorithm 1louchan

7ti

Are

tadng °.

Ihresholds for each ACTS experimenter earth slat ion.

also will handle the TIM : function, and will include

Integration and test planning eflorls focused on the

e(luipntent to measure the signal strength of tip to tlirec

definition of the specific sequence of events to he

hea( ons down-linked front the satellite. These incasure•-

accomplished during the test and evaluation phase of

nients will provide. in real tune , input for the adaptive

the program. Because of the uniqueness of the evahiation

rain fade c ompensation scheme. which is one of the, tech-

ofa satellite-switched (( )tnnntuications system, (:( )\ISAT's

nical innovations of the program.

test activities are significant to the total ACTS program.

The major product of in-house activity in 1987 was

Whereas analog regenerative repeater systems permit

completion of the design of yirntalh all the analog cir-

the loophack of test signals through spacecraft tran-

cniury in the RET subsystertts . and the fabrication , assc•nr-

sponders. satellite-switched systems, with their

hly. an d test of breadboard versions of' roans of these

independent up- and down-links, place new demands oil

subassemblies . The completed subassemblies include

connnunications systems test programs. The isolation of

tip- and down-coucerters for both the communications

the up-link from the, clown-link signals. which yields

and I I KC signals, redundaut 1 % switched I .\ As at 21) and

inherent communications signal quality advantages.

3() (;l lz, and the transmitter for both the, i.BR conununi-

requires rethinking of classical space( raft conumtrni(a-

cations and the spacecraft conunan ( f signals.

tions test techniques. These difficulties are further

Yhc initial assemblies of these subsystems at-(, being

compounded by the Implied spot-beam antenna

used to verih the electrical amid mechanical design at this

coverages and the digital regenerative repeaters of the

level , and were made to detect design flaws and permit

A(:TS spacecraft.

design or rt•work prior to f final ^ nai iiitacttire and assembly.

The initial validation of the CO\iSAT-stipplied \GS

Tests to date have been %rn successful . N o significant

\I(:S elements will be performed using I lie engineering

changes will be required to tliose assemblies already

model of the ACTS spacecraft communications payload.

tested, as they have shown performance meeting or

I'his tuodel will bc• dc•livcrc•d to CO\ISA'T Laboratories

exc'ee ' ding all subsystem i((1uirenu•nts.

by GE 'NASA and will he it major element of the special

Figure :^ is a photograph of the initial assenibly of the

test equipment in the COMSAT test program. Testing

c(miniaucl Illy-converte r. Two such units, to provide re-

With the engineering model will provide baseline data

dundanc y, will be located in the mezzanine area of

for evaluation oft lie CO\iSAT equipment with the flight

Building 5

spacecraft, both at COMSAT and at G.E. prior to launch.

at it 711-\iH, IF to the 29.975- ( Ili transmit frequency.

at LeRC: and will convert a command signal

The engineering model will facilitate the precise control

The initial assenihh of the LBR up-converter is

of link parameters, Which would he more difficult with

shomi in Figure •1. One unit swill he located in the nit//a-

the completed flight spacecraft. This approach allows

nine :tea, and will convert this I,BR signals ft'ont ;i-(:I ti

COMSAT engineers to refine the many performance

IF to Ihc (:ti, (:7, and (: It) transmit hequencies of about

pai antrttrsassociatedwith the technical Iv (-(it lipICxN GS/

29.3 (;I lz.
Figure 5 is a photograph of the RF circuits. wlli( h

\I(:S Within it laborator\ eui ironment.

will he located on the main floor of Building I his

RF Terminal Development

assemhh will accept 3-GI Iz signals from the two I.BR
ntodiifill ors, adjust their power Ir yc Is, aunt combine t hei n

During 1987 substantial progress was made toward

for a:nisinission thrcnigh the inte u facility linkcable tip to
the nteiianine level.

cutnpletiou of the RFT of the \GS. The slit rowaye Technology Division (M TD) was responsible lot the major

NVof k has hertz progressing iiiother areas of the RET

portion of this task , except in the particular areas of nu)-

as well . The I.BR multiplexer d epicted in Figure (i must

denis and traveling wave tubes (T %Ts). where the spe-

u-ansmit ft) \1' of I_BR transmitter P ower, syhiclt demands

cialized skillsofthe ConununicationsTechnique•s (CTD)

low loss. At the same time it nuut provide stringent

and tilt- Applied Technologies Divisions (ATD ), I cspc(-

filtering to limit the leakage of I.RR transmit power and

tively, were utilized.

TWI, noise into the tip- link fade beacon receiver, and

"The RET comprises that part ofthe station Itutn. and

provide it \ery low- loss ^'ellection to tlse• tip-link facie

including. the a-in antenna, to the digital interface with

heacon signal received front the spacecraft.

the, TDMA equipment. Its major function will he to

Filters are used to coutioI and separate wanted and

rc•ceivrand transmit the LBR coin municationssignals. It

unwanted RF signals. Figure 7 show s an assortment of t tie
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Figure 3 . Initial a,xmthl\ of the A('7 S RFT ; ,)Y nmand up-cunterter

20- and :30-(;I Ir filters which will he used in the RI•T. In

[lie racks that ultimately will he installed ;u LcRC.

the first row a re conuucrcial filters that comply with

The need to measure rain fade attenuation using

(:OBIS--VI'-deteloped rleeuiral Iretlilrman(e shee-ifcca-

signals uansntitted from the spacecraft has presented

tions. I1te litters ill the next row t,e•re electrically and ntt•-

special ( hallenges. Measurements of rain fade attenu-

chanically designed at (:( AISA I' Laboratories. The til-

ation using spacecraftsignalsgene ralh entpluvdedicated

ters in ttie third and fourth rotes are _0-GH, filters: those

beacons. In the ACTS svstent, the- rc(luire•Inent is for two

in the bottom two rows art 30-GH/ filters.

of the three rain fade attenuation measurements to he

As this work peaks, increasing attention is being

made using modulated spacecraf i carriers, beacons.] he

given to the next phase c If the in-hotist• work: developing

modulation ntavbt that assoc-iatedwith(ligital telemetre.

the RET integration and test plan. In this phase the

analog Ieletnetr\, or ranging tones. The need to c^tract

subassemblies dreads de•\eloped will be integrated into

fade data Irons these modulated care iris user a wide
d)nantit range has required the dcveloputent of
innovative circuits and techniques.
Efforts have been made in designing and implementing loophack circuits. The loophack subsystem trill
permit the operation and checkout of all elements of the
RI--I_ and NGS) without the need for it spacecraft. This
capahilit% till be used during installation and checkout
of the station, as well as for diagnostic purposes during
operation.
The RFT will pet lorm m.un of its functions, and hc•
monitored, under e ontputer control. The fintctions will
he controlled by the RFT supervisor, an III' 9(100,/3:0(:
computer. Other elements of the digital circuitt^• will he
located in the rain fade nu•asurement equipment, liltantenna control unit, and the experiment nteastu-c•tnent

Figure 4. Initial assembly of the L-13R up i . inverter at the ACTS RFT

equipment. The supenism hardware and peripherals

'Sit

1
ACTS
part 1)I tkte 1-T&C facility. vvllich will niOnil(w and cone of
those part` 1)f the spacecraft 11()t directiv involved in the
("11111111111(all m l, film lion.

TDMA ,rerminal Development
(:O\IS.A1 I.ahor.uorits is dtvclopitl^ Itc(, fD\1.A
tt•t nlinals that will he inte grated into the M' I'S \(.S: a

Figure 5. hutial nccemhh ¢ the lFL cable device

l Ifl-\lsynthol sit )\1 terminal SC l\itIl. .15 1)4)111 thtt' I .RR
have bccn prucit red. ;tit tl the- software is( titre11tly under

I e•fi•tence terminal a nd as it trallic let initial: and a 27.5-

deyel(( puu•ut.

\Isvnlhul s I ' I)\1.-\ terminal serving as it st.uul-alone

()(itet digital control rallahilit\ is re(ltlire d fur the

It;llfic tt•rlninal. I1)t • rt•It•rence terminal aceluir<•s and

(IC(lieate(l pruce5Sillg uI the 1111 t • e• channels ill (1.11a 11 olli

svrtchro11i/es to the has(-baud proc e ss (RRI')-generated

the analog rain fade aUe11tIit IioI I meast u -enic IIIs. au(1 for

I D\L\ frame to ttansfet illt• \ICS c1)I111o1 and status

tilt- tt alIsutissiun of t1)(• resulting data to the \1(:S ill teal

n den%ire channels to the RRP an ( I to the I.RR te•rlninals.

tint('. The design of this hardware and software is in prug-

The re ference terminal preprocesses these orderwire

rcss.

( 11 )11nt•Is. which have it cu1111>i (1 ecl Itlaxinllnll rate of
In parallel with the h;u(tware deyelopnle11t at

1. 1711 \1hit;'s . 1'1)( rcti rence Iernrinal also continuuush

CO\IS.\ I I at ratories. the microwave a anslnittc • I s and

compales RRl' on-boatel cluck ^it ifi Io a local lic•tptency

high-speed digital 11ulde•nis ale being deyelupcd (111(1(1

standard . and perio(Iicalh reports deyi;u ions to tht• \1CS.

subcontract to C:O\1S \ I Two such suh( untt at Is have

11)t• M( IS then tip-linkscol I ections to the RBI't1) maintain

been negotiated and placed . and are now being nttmi-

netw(n Is clock stabilitn.

tulc•cI 1)v (:( )\IS.\T. l'1)(• transmitters tin the I.RR signals

I'1)( traffic terminals it( ( 1 1111-c and synchronize to

trill produce about :ill \\' of puwel at 30 (I I/, and are

the ISM' 1'D\L\ fr;Illle lu interconnect experimenter

scb(clul (d lily dcli\cn front llughts .\it(IAlt ill calk

ter resttial circuits to 1Iu• I.RR 11ctRVOrk . T he I III-\Isym-

1988. The nuIdentstthcont 'actwith\Iot()l( dav%illpt()(1u( (

hol s vet Initial pruv i(1(s %(• I-\ ic(• for eight l l interfaces

27.:(- and HO-\ lbit s serial ntininntm -shift keying

t I . . - ) I I \lhit sI and six interfac es operating at 1L312

lnodlIIa ^ ots

\lhit s. I Ili- 27.:5-Msy1111)oI s terminal providessetyice

an(I detit uelit la tors

I() t the I.RR

conlmtnlications signals.

101 I(111 T] interlaces and two ti.312-\thit s interfaces.

1 I1(• plac'e'ment of lilt the( s(11)c()(1(1 I( Is foot the

fugethel the telnlittals (;tit ituertace

I.1)72 li l-kbit s

cunllnan ( 1 transntittcls . tnd Ion tit (- 5-in station :ullenna

e(luivalent voice channels to the I.RR network. Call

was pl;uul (d in 1987. I lu• couuuan ( 1 ttalstnit1c •1s form

processing functions within th e terminals provide lilt
1)1)111 single-channel dynamic routing using dial digits
and 11ulhichanlel a u11k rutting in either point - to -point
1)I ht'oa(1(asl cotllle(liolls.

I'll(- Nlettturk T(•( luu)log\ Division

(N 11)) leas

pri11lan I esponsihility for l D\L\ trrnlinal dt yelol>nlt nt.
ranging it 4)111 architectur a l concept till ough (lcsign and
pluduction and into subsystem acceptance testing. Tit(\TI) will also provide snppurt during system integration
anel ;I000ptance Iesting. Support fir the duvcl0p11u•1lt 1)I
Ow e11o1 cutrnol encoder decoder (0111 (• s llmll tile
(:TD.
The \TD has developed LD\1.\ (It-sign and
d1)cunlentation nteth1)d1)1ogy that is sit tit tilled ill .1 sixIrsel. top-down hier:uchs. File highest Ievels include
ext(r11al iuterfac e specili(alions and 111ajut subsystem
11111ctinn;tl partitioning. \iid(llc• levels incltlcle analvse•s
to derive lowest level liulctional c1t 11lents ill Iernls of
Figure 6. The 1.13k multip lexer

hardware software paltili1)11ilg and IIach•oll's to Wrap

,-^ I
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Figure 7. Filters fir 20 - urui k -(iiiz pert moms in th€ :\UTS RFT
fun( tional requireme nts into

the physical

• Transmit and Receive Bus Controllers

Provide digi-

implementation. The to st levcIs include detailed

tal ,witching of e h;u ncl data t„ from the burst con-

electric al design of hardware using rontputcr-aided

troffer or the signaling extt:u tion signaling genera-

engineering ((::\1•:) workstations (as shown in Figure, ii),

tion (S\1 S(:t) harch%are• under call I,roccssor

logical design and coding of embedded microprocessor

control.

501 tware, and overall integration and test of the terminals.

• SXU,/SG1

This nt•ticttlous, top-clown approach ensures that the

I'rovidcs dual tune ntttltihequenc^ dial

digit i eception/ transmission to or train experimenter

design implementation Itillillsall program requirements.

c lI,)nnr is lot dynamic single-channel rooting in the

Figure' is a functional block diagram of the I10-

I I',I: network.

^isynthol 's terminal<lesigu. I'hc _'i.", ^Isymbol s(Iesign
• Receive and Transmit Traffic Buffer Interfaces

is identical except lot deletion of the transmit and

Kulki channel data for high-speed transfer to

rec•(-iye Nf(:S interfaces. The terminals are partitioned

from

the I I\4:\ hurt controller

into tlyo major suhsyslents: the tcrrest ial intctiace e quipment (TIE), and a Tl)\1:k burst controller. The major

• Demand -Assigned Multiple-Access Call Processor

functional requirements for each arc given below.

I'roc r,e •„ ,uper^ i,ot^ stud address signaling to from
expe•rint•ntet channels,senelsandreceivcsorclet^cires

TIE
• TI and 6.312 Interfaces

to/train the TICS to acclttire and release satellite
capacity. ch uatnicalh routes channel data to;' Ifront

Provide terrestrial line

interfaec •, plc ,iochronous butte ring of channel data.

the burst c out oller. and maintains call records for

and TI , ttpetvisot\ signaling processing.

operator status display.
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TUMA Burst Controller
• Receive and Transmit MCS Interfaces Provide Itighsperd h;tnster anti per )11)((sint; of (,r(kI ire clt;ntnch to from the \1(:S. Is well as the BBP;ur(l traffic
tc•rntinal netv.•ork.
• Receive and Transmit Traffic Interfaces Buffer
channel data to front ill(- 'I'll" and rout( channels
intO \I(.S-assigne(I salcllitc slots.
• DAMA ( Receive and Transmit Frame Management).
1)vnamicalh alters F DMA Ir;une su uctur(, ;uld II.Itfi(
slot assignments in respons(• to TICS Irdc n.irc cnninruuts, and perfilrnt% sin( hrlurcnts burst time Flan
c Itallgc•s.
• Receive and Transmit Timing and Control Acquires
and to;Iintains SvII(Itronit.ation to the BBI' 1'I)M:
Irantc.
• Receive and Transmit Space Segment Interfaces
Multiple (Icnutltiplc\ channel data to Irmll file

Figure N. ( 'A E u ( rrkstuttun in up(•rU ,on

f)
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Figure 9. N'(;S TDMMA terminal fi(nctimi al hl(xk diagram

^:i

TUMA bursts at either the 110- of 27.5-\Isvnlbol %s

LBR
EXPERIMENTER
ACTS
NGS
RF
TERMINALS SPACECRAFT MCP TERMINAL

serial rates, and provide FEC encodingi'decoding at
R - 1/2alldk-5.

LBR
ORDERWIRE

• SvstemExecutive Proyidesoverallterminalmonitor

DATA

MCP
BBP S AT US TELEMETRY RET

(vial;3C)

ing and control, processes MCS monitor, cctnti oI and
1.RR fade data links, and interfaces to the terminal

LBR
NETWORK
CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
(REAL-TIME)

operator for commands and status displ. %s.

MEASUREMENT

AND CONTROL AND
DATA (via TDMA) COMMANDS

MCP TELEMETRY

RFI

AND CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM

INTERFACE
SUBSYSTEM

(REAL-TIME)

(REAL T IMEI

The terminal design presented in Figure 9 repreEXPERIMENT
PARAMETERS

sents a carefully balanced selection of digital hardware
and microprocessor software components. High-speed

EXPERIMENT
CONFIG
SUPPORT
SUBSYSTEM
Z (OFF-LINE;

digital logic and carefttlh engineered digital Interco(
nection backplanes ensure error-free and reliable per-

EXPERIMENT
CONFIGURATION
DATARASF

FXECUT S
AND
UTIL TILS

tirrtnance, while the extensive use of progrannned array
logic (PAL) hardware and microprocessor software

X

-+^ EXPERIMENT I
DATA

ensure it design which can he easily adapted to the needs

v PROCESSING
SUBSYSTEM
)OFF-LINEI

of NASA's experimental program, as well as to the
operational requirements of future commercial termi-

EXPERIMENT
DATA

TEST
SUPPORT
SOFTWARE

RECORDS

EXPERIMENT
DATA REPORTS

nals in the ACTS sys(em.
Overall, the 'll)\lA terminal design requires approximatchy -'10 unique hardware module designs arnd

Figure 10. MCS (nctional block JIU TOnt

100 software processes and interrupt service-routine
designs. During 1987. system functional analysis and
partitioning tasks were completed, and work was begun

• LBR Network Control. Provides real-time nlonitor--

of the detailed hardware and software designs. In Au-

ing allot control of A(: FS LI3R networks, call-by-call

gust 1987, at it Suhsvstcur Preliminary Design Review

DA\l:-\ functions, adaptive facie compensation. con-

held for NASA and GE Astro Space, an extensive presen-

trol ofte r(linal acquisition. and recording of network

tation was made detailing the design methodology, the

perfilrnlance data.

results of svstenl functional analyses and terminal parti-

• MCP Telemetry and Control . Provides real-ti(u•

tioning tasks, and overall progress to date. I'hc review

monitoring and control of the :\CTS \I(;P ( including

was highly successful in demonstrating compliance with

the BBP, the scanning beans antenna, and the \1(:P

all of the ACTS program requirements. NASA and (.E

(faster oscillator), and operates ill conjunction with

Astro Space both expressed a high degree of satisfaction

the LBR network control subsystem.

with the devc•lopmcnt approach and full confidence in

• RFT Interface . Records RF Incasftrenrcnts made by

the future success of C:O\ISAT Il)\1A developtllent.

the N(.,S RI`I',
• Experiment Configuration Support . Provides ofl-

MCS Development

line functions to configure the A1CS and MCP for
specific experiments.

Figure 10 is a functional block diagram of t he \ICS,

• Experiment Data Processing . Provides off-line

which is responsible for the real-tune control and nloni-

management data recorded by the MCS during ACTS

tol ing of the ACTS LBR communications networks. as

experiments.

well as associated control of the:A(]TS payload, including

• Executive and Utilities . Controls the startup and

the BBP. It alsosupports:ACI'Sexperimentshvconu-rtlling

shutdown of the \l(:S and provides a library of reusable

svstenl configuration parameters and managing record

utility routitles.

data.
The \l(;S is impienlcuted entire) in software, hosted

• Test Support Hardware . Provides nonoperational

on a VAX 8(i(() super-ntinicolnputer (Figure I I ), and

test software consisting of simulators used in testing

consists of the follov,ing eight software .subsystems:

the I.BR, MCI', and RVf subsystems.

84

ACTS
I
The A%1:\ functions performed by the \l(;S em-

software was completed and tested by the end of 1987.

ploy several algorithms. depending on the type of con-

This release provided the DA\lA functions associated

nection required (single. multi(hannel, single"

with initialisation and acquisition of the reference

nurlticfestination, etc.). The development of these algo-

terminal equipment and TDMA traffic terminals. Work

rithms required careful consideration of conflicting

has begun on development of the DA.\LA software that

objectivesaud constraints, including response time, frame

will provide on-demand call connect, disconnect services.

utilization, BBP operational constraints, recovery front

Associated with the I .BR network DA\L\ functions

errors in control utessages, experimental flexibility, and

are the control and programming of'the BBP. The BBP

intplrnrtrItatioll cost.

is essentially a I1)\LA terminal in the sky, under the

Figure 11. The \ICS VAX 861Ih development installation

10)

In particular, the requirement to provide call setup

complete control of the \I(:S. The \l(:S generates the

times on the order of-3 to :, seconds, and the complexi-

IMP microcode-ley(I instructions and transmits them to

ties of prograrnnming the 138P. offered significant techni-

the BBP via a .i7()-khits I.BR command channel pro-

cal challenges to the ACTS JIGS and TD\1:1 teanis.

vided by the 'I'D\tA reference terminal. Since the BBP

Several simulation programs were developed to test and

must he reprogrammed approximately every 3 seconds,

refine alternative approaches to the DANLA problem.

a feed-forward protocol is used on the command c han-

The resulting system design and algorithms developed

nrl to eliminate the need for a time-consuming cour-

by CO\1SAT will fully detuonst-ate the flexibility and

mand acknowledgment. This protocol was designed to

etficiencvavailable in a TDMA network with art on-hoard

ensure that the BLIP is reliably prograurmcd. even in the

baseband switch. A first release of the \f(;S Dr\\I:\

event of bit errors in the command channel. By the end
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Figure 12. ( )perutor iiq>IL'o of the MC:S Lull hurst time plat inlimnntion
of 1987, all of the software associate( with the program-

which controls the startup of-an 1.13R network. As currenth

ming of the 1381' was coded . anel the extensiv e testing

defined, the \ICS will he construe tcd by integrating 22

process was initiated.

builds, each of which is composed of two or more

The operator interfa c es tot he MICSconsist of textual

programs. This incremental (levelopntcnt/integt'ation

and graphic d isplays inrplcntentc ( I on colorgraphi ( (: R'i'

approach provides for early testing and demonstration

terminals. Since all control and monitoring functions

of k(•y features of the system, and permits maxinttttn use

are associated wit h lilt- uperatc n interface , these programs

of parallel deyelopnu n t actiyitic s, which ill turn shortens

a re among the largest and must complex in the NICS.

the total project schedule.

l• igurc 12 depicts an I.BR burst tulle plan display, shots ing

Work on the MM(.S project has been performed by

the location of the scanning be:ttn ((well periods and
traffic bursts within each 1 _IBR'1')MA frame . By the end

(,OMMS:AT 1_ahor: t( vies' Systems I)evelopntenl Division
I SUU).'l'he SDI) has brought to bear its well-established

of 1987. the I.RR subsystem oper:uor interface ' software

nretho(lology. including software design, coding, testing.

wascompleted and the ^l(:l suhsystein op(t atur interlace

and documentation standards: an effective configuration

software was appruxintateh 70-percent complete.

nI 'll tagentent/software performance assurance system:

For the total \ICS project. approxintatels 92,00(
lines of code (1,()(:) of an anticipated 130,000 1,0C for
the entire system had been produced by year's end.

and an ever-expau(ling set of sophisticated software

I wenty-seven of itO progr a ms were completed, and the

effectiveness of this methodology is evidenced by the fact

first four subsystem builds were successfully integrated.

that nteasure(f productivity fir the \l(;S project is

These four builds include the I RR subsvst (• nt software

approximately 3M percent higher ihan iudust r' aortas.

development tools and reusable utility software. 'I'll(,
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ACTS
Performance Assurance

are in tts(• to support parts procurem e nt and assembl
build and test.
The change nlanagenu • ut procedtnes lot both in-

During 1987, the (:UNlSA I 1'ertilrnlauc e ;^ssurancc

housc :uul^rutofhouseactivitieshavebeenintple • tnented

(PA) want focused Oil Operational validation of the PA

and have e stablished the standard level of control lieces-

program as it applies to A(:1 S hat dwau c. soltssare, and

san lot this type of contl ) rehe•nsive program . Drawings

firmware. I he team's activities included puts procure-

and hardware and software configuration conu'ol have

ment. design i'e icys•. inspection. drawing control. and

now been merged into one operational control system.

product safety.

1)

So(tssarc PA personnel have' iniplcincim-d tile

The control techniques were exercised (1-0111 the

configuration control clat:tlasc for all related \ICS

receipt of prO('ltre(d equlptlle'ttt and conlpottenls at the

softwar e, and arc nos tee ciying RFT and I I)MM.a inputs

I,aboratories, through to stock, and are operating well.

for appropriate application . A t year's end . the (:MS

The inspection and quality assurance methods used on

librarvcontained a,7Oi1ofa proje•c ' ted t.thIIIA(;sl1source

the procured products also are performing well. identi-

and test files related to ill(- I.BR. test support , and the

fiing the specific iten)sand allowing furcost and schedule

\1(:P subsysten ) s. The module management system

effective dispusitioning.lllc A( "I'S-cm ttrolled sit)( kro(mms

datal)aseste ) restile exectuahle sand binat^ filesassociated

have begun to :u cumulate products, and the controls ill

with ill(. above stibsystcnts.

place are producing positive results. There has been

In the areas of nt:utufacturing and fabrication, the

some fabrication inspection activity, and the process is

PA leant continues to control and monitor the

resulting in assemblies compliant with contracted

preparation ofsubass< ntblie s, assemblies. and subsystem

requirements and high quality standards.

hardware ( bout in-and out -of-house ). The pimcd1li-cs

Meetings of the key PA program control groups

dcveloped to manage A(:TS hardware and software de-

(the Configuration (: ttu'ol Boat(1, the Software Review

1 1;1\(. been iIll plentenred. The management

Board, and the Material Review Board) have been held

procedures itnplententc(I encompass the entire harcd-

with good results. Formal P.\ reviews have been held for

warc built) cy( le' from design, procurement of pa is and

both in-horse manufacturing and out-of-house parts

components , inventor control , kit assembly . a n d fabri-

system procurements. These reviews will continue

cation , through final test and checkout.

through the entire build cycle and through svstem-level

The guideline documents and methods developed

integration and test of the ground system. I lazard and

earlier for program safety and ntaintaiuabilit\ have been

safety analysis procedures have been implemented and

intplententecl , requiringsonu raining t^)Ikey V lsortrtc•l.

1)
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